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The pianoforte is the most useful of all instruments. 
It can discourse gloriously as a solo orator or it can 
efface itself and make a fitting background for the solo 
voice. People who play the piano have an erroneous 
notion that they can accompany the voice as a matter of 
course; in fact, the average pianist is inclined to think 
that accompaniment playingis a subordinate art beneath 
his dignity. Never was there a greater mistake. The 
accompanist must do all, or nearly all, that the soloist 
does, besides making himself a concerted musician, a 
fitting part of a composite art-product. You all know 
that Schumann advised every pianist to seek the oppor¬ 
tunity to play for singers, and Chopin told his pupils that 
if they would play the piano, they should go to hear Mali- 
bran sing. 
Your first business is to support, not drown, the voice, 
and to do this two things are prime requisites : First, 
define the bass firmly and rather loudly ; second, play 
the repeated chords and all the filling-in with soft dis¬ 
tinctness. In addition to this, remember to give the 
singer enough leeway to make the phrasing free, but not 
enough to give him lawless liberty, making him feel all 
the time the gentle, tugging pressure like a rubber band, 
and warning of some spirit metronome, monitor, and 
arbiter of the rhythm. 
The other day I was talking to a lady about the 
fierce struggle and competition of modern life in the 
race for mere subsistence. She told me of a remark that 
her brother had made about men who slave at the desk 
and amass a competence only when so old that they are 
too old to enjoy it. “ What is the use of crawling up 
Ml to look five minutes at a sunset ? ” The expression 
struck me as both philosophic and poetic. Let ns 
aPply it to music life. 
Does not every one of you dream of screwing up cour¬ 
age to the sticking-point of martyrdom and enduring 
five hours a day of horrible, dreary drudgery for five 
years in hopes to have the intoxicating pleasure of mak¬ 
ing a thrilling public performance? Foolish, foolish! silly, 
silly 1 Why will you lose the happy hours that shine 
npon us while you burrow like the mole in darkness ? 
ake your music as you go ; the road is long and dry, 
and dusty and hard ; but in many a corner of the way- 
9,de fence bright flowers are growing. 
Think well of yourself, but think better of your art. 
Allow noneto despise you,—a frivolous, vain, orshallow- 
pated fellow,—hut force people to respect you because 
you respect yourself. Cultivate a reasonable degree of 
reserve just less than hantenr. Be not a simpering, 
sighing, overscented dude with the girls, a sweet, 
mawkish pawpaw of vapid sentiment; neither be “hail- 
fellow-well-met” with the boys. As Cardinal Richelieu, 
in Bulwer’s play, drew round Julie with a sword the 
mystic circle of the protection of the church, so draw 
round your art the magic circle of a holy reverence. 
No teacher, however broadly cultivated and widely 
ead, can afford to be without one or two magazines de- 
oted to the interests of music ; and where it is any way 
lossible to take more than one, so much the less danger 
f that teacher’s falling a parasite to the ideas of one 
ditor, and so falling short of the elastic and wide-angled 
pinions that come only from comparative reading. The 
lecessity for liberal reading of this stamp is not that the 
eacher may talk glibly and volubly of the events and 
ioings in the musical world, and so gloze over a probable 
eaning toward superficiality with a show of much 
visdorn, but rather he owes it to himself and hispatrons 
0 have a thorough appreciation of what is being done 
or the advancement of his art, whether or not he finds 
t to the profit of his pride or his purse to spout it all forth 
m every occasion. One of the deepest and most disas- 
rous ruts in all the career of a teacher is this of falling 
nto that state of careless lassitude one inevitably gets 
angled up with from the lack of the stimulation that 
mght to grow out of familiarity with the new ideas and 
lew methods that always bob up and come tolight at first 
land in the musical journals. Intelligent and d.scnm- 
native reading of musical periodicals ought to be a sore 
pad to lagging or faltering ambition in any teacher or 
mpil, whoever or whatever he be. 
Much may often be accomplished, in the matter of 
mlding up a high standard of musical taste and of 
nsnring ite spread in the smaller towns where such an 
irtificial criterion is so much a ne^ity by 
md suitable 1.- 
>ress • oftentimes in no better way 
,e attended to. Where smaller newspapers ^not su,, 
lions of '“n81Cal.qU“t‘°^00fgiad to print. It is truly 
irising editor is y gnre]y an occasional half 
ncredible how easily tters musical can 
iclumn of breezy mention of mattery ^ 
1 waken and hold pnb ic in r M\uA in no 
.«»-» pnblic —sw.rgs.1:^. tb. -Hr 
,ther fashion. Ins inaBmall daily paper has fallen 
far as music was conMr^' brigbt teacher to distin- 
V 
, .ipol world are not different from 
THE people of the m ^ „Be proportion of 
the rest of mankU1. their fellows by force of natural 
fish, striving men aud women, talented as well a* the 
less gifted, the same great rank and file of the average 
man who must force his way upward by dint of hard 
work and courageous persistence. It takes grit to rise 
in the musical profession, just as in the commercial 
world. 
Thebe is an idea that is often met with in general 
society that all the great men in music had nothing hot 
discouragement, want, and privation in their early lives, 
and some even go so far, in appearance at least, as to 
suggest that it is a good thing for artistic genius to l»e 
thus tried in the balance. It may he so, but can a man 
go through the bitter experiences that many of the mas¬ 
ters in music did endure and emerge triumphant, in the 
full light of success, with the same easy serenity of tem¬ 
per, unimpaired digestion, healthy physical condition, 
nerves able to endure anything, as that which mirks 
the average man who lias never wrestled with the severest 
problems life has ever presented? An artist needs 
enongh to eat, to drink, and to wear, jnst as much as the 
ordinary roan. Mozart, Beethoven, and Wagner gained 
success not because of obstacles,‘.but in spite of them. 
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt said lately, among 
nany other good things : “ I would try to develop and 
vorli out an ideal of mine-a theory of the doty of the 
eisure class to the community. He who has means 
iwea his first duty to the Slate. I would preach the 
loctrine of work to all, and to the man of wealth a doc- 
,rineof unremnnerative work.” 
Many wealthy men in this country have acted to some 
.itent opon this idea, hut comparatively a few have 
aken up the musical world us a field in which to later 
'or the lieneflt of the community. 
Men of means must furnish the general public the 
jpportnnity of hearing gtssi music, arid plenty of it ; 
steing the finest works of art, and that often , of building 
the noblest styles of architectare-these and other fac¬ 
tors which uplift the race are possible to men of wealth, 
rhe man who has gained the conception of true Art will 
not rest content with cheap, tawdry, hlgb-colomt, 
'hromo-lilhographs ; the man who ban heard much good 
music will not listen with his understanding to the 
.trains of the fad of the day, whether it be ” rag Km*. 
,r inane, ao-called popular melodies, nor will the man 
who has become familiar with the test models of archi¬ 
tecture content himself with a slight advance so the 
primitive lean to or the hideously plain four walls and a 
roof of the rural community of a tew years ago Tire 
American public is of fine enough elite, to ajn.re.-l.te 
the artistic if it is brought to them, and upon the people 
uf means, of culture, and of cosmopolitan training rets 
the obligation of giving to their fellow, the best in all 
that Improves the taste and the understanding. 
Vehy few teachers of any prominence in our Urge 
cities have Ircen spared the chagrin of seeing sonic UL 
ented pupils with whom they have faithfully labored and 
,0 whom they have imparted a wild, enduring fonnd.Uon 
of good musicianship, go abroad to some teacher who 
has become the rage, .indy one year.-which, with rntor- 
niptioDS, vacations, etc-, sometime, means, after all. a 
Jail number of lemons,-and then return with n trunk 
ooveredwitb foreign late), and themselves with a still 
Urge, one “ rapil of-. " No reference u made to 
the faithful work of, may be, seven, eight, or more years 
of the first teacher. He is ignored, lint these fledgelings 
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will grow old, too, some day, and history will repeat itself, 
and then they will see and understand, for their eyes 
will have been opened. 
On another page will be found the views of several 
prominent teachers on a topic of special interest to the 
profession—viz.,the tendency to shorten the teaching 
season. We wish to call attention to the fact that an 
increase in the interest which the public takes in music 
will follow a wide-spread knowledge of things musical. 
Let the ambitious teacher in every town that contains a 
newspaper try to interest the editor in musical news 
and get him to allow some space, at least once a week, 
for a musical department under the care of some local 
musician who will be candid and impartial in his work. 
We think a r6sum6 of the symposium which we present 
this month will do good in a community in calling at¬ 
tention to the happy-go-lucky, lackadaisical manner in 
which parents show “ how not to oversee their chil¬ 
dren’s music lessons.” The people must have correct 
ideas about the ethics of music as well as have good 
music given to them. 
Mineralogists tell us that the beauty and variety of 
crystals can not be believed by the uninitiated, and 
Flammarion says that even scientific men have but a 
vague notion of the wonders of the crystal world. But 
there arc objects in Nature more beautiful than crystals. 
Consider the exquisite beauty of the spiral sea-shell, its 
delicate curves, its polished surfaces, its shimmering 
bands of rainbow light. It has been produced by life, 
not by mere mechanical laws of dead matter. Thus 
structural beauty, in music, is precious and wonderful; 
bat the music-box, the self-playing piano, the orches¬ 
trion, or the JEolian, with its rolling stencil of perforated 
paper, produce an accuracy which von Billow or Joseffy 
could not surpass. But there is something better than 
these contrivances, however ingenious. It is the living 
player—the pianist who, by labor in his studio, has 
built up an invisible mechanism in his nerves, sits 
before the keyboard in front of his audience, and speaks, 
transmitting his inmost self, the essence of his person¬ 
ality, through the music he loves and calls into being for 
the time. But if you would thrill others, you must 
yourself be thrilled ; the electricity that will flash 
sparks must be stored up unseen within you. To uplift, 
you must have known the mountain-top. 
* V 
The amount of thick-headedness, dullness, inatten¬ 
tion—“Oh, I wasn’t thinking ! ’’—that pupils display 
makes it necessary for the teacher to present every point 
with great clearness, so that the pupils can work it out 
successfully. Two things are necessary—a clear pre¬ 
sentation of the idea, then teaching how to work out that 
idea in personal practice. Much of the lack of results 
that teachers and pupils complain about is due to the 
absence of a clear working knowledge, to not knowing 
exactly how to do the required task or how to go about 
doing it, and to not knowing when it is being done cor¬ 
rectly. A feeling of uncertainty in these things par¬ 
alyzes all effort and makes the practice hour one of dread 
instead of a time of pleasure. 
That the average pupil lacks in an essential quality 
of mental make-up—will-force—is not generally appre¬ 
ciated. They see the point clearly that the teacher is 
presenting, but they can not bring themselves up to the 
sticking-point. Another side to this subject is that of 
laziness, indolence, both mental and physical. Pupils 
do not feel inclined to hold themselves up to the high 
plane of ideal work. They feel no affinity for the perfect 
that good art demands. 
Such pupils need to know that no one ever became a 
power for good in this world without this quality of 
indomitable will-force, and those who have made a 
great name did not stop to bemoan the hard work that 
there was to do between the conception of a desired 
attainment and its realization. They found their pleas¬ 
ure and happiness in the work, and work to them was 
its own reward ; work was happiness. If lack of interest 
is manifest in the pupil’s work, harder work will prove 
a specific. 
THE ETUDE 
mnoman’6 Utaorfe in flDusic. 
A glance over the later lists of the music publishers 
shows quite a number of women composers. 
A word to the officers of musical clubs : If you have 
arranged for some well-known artists and lecturers to 
spend an evening with your club, is it right that you 
should be selfish and keep all to yourselves the good 
things they can give you ? Why not offer the general 
public a chance to buy tickets ? It is not just to your 
community to debar it from your advantages. 
The scoffer must acknowledge that “ woman as a 
composer” has attained recognition in the person of 
Liza Lehmann, whose song-cycle, “In a Persian Gar¬ 
den,” has been received with distinct admiration in 
many cities. The claim is made for it that it shows 
strength, beauty, and dramatic power—qualities which 
have been lacking in the work of women hitherto, ac¬ 
cording to many critics. 
A Paris correspondent scores a certain type of Ameri¬ 
can girls most severely. She says they affect difficulty 
in speaking their native tongue ; have a languid, listless, 
air ; are Frenchy in dress and manner, and “ would not 
think of making a debut in the United States.” These 
are not the pupils who win success later in their careers. 
A directory of amateur musical organizations of 
various kinds placed the number of women members at 
something over 20,000. Are you, who read this para¬ 
graph, doing your part in the great work which is possi¬ 
ble to every woman who has the interests of good music 
at heart, and is willing to stand shoulder to shoulder 
with her neighbor and uphold the hands of those who, 
by virtue of superior mental capacity and technical 
training, are fitted to be leaders ? Modest self-efface¬ 
ment is better than carping jealousy. 
This is the month for the coming together of club 
members, and also a good time for the formation of 
clubs, now that women are back from their summer out¬ 
ings and are settling down to the vocations and amuse¬ 
ments of the winter. There are many villages in which 
the prejudice against clubs still exists, and, if the truth 
must be told, these are the villages where the people are 
most tired of one another and most self-centered. If 
these neighbors who now bore each other to the verge of 
extinction were to unite themselves in a club, devote 
themselves to the study of good books and good music, 
discipline themselves with the observance of sane par¬ 
liamentary law, and extend some club courtesies one to 
another, they would be amazed at the interesting quali¬ 
ties which they would excavate out of the debris of their 
misunderstandings, their petty jealousies, and narrow 
estimates.—“ Self Culture.” 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF MUSICAL CLUBS. 
Board Meeting. 
The Board of Management of the National Federation 
of Musical Clubs held a meeting in St. Louis, October 
17th-19th. The report of the secretary showed forty clubs 
enrolled on the books, with many more to come in shortly. 
Mrs. John Elliott Curran, of Englewood, N. J., and Mrs. 
I-rederic Ullmann, of Chicago, Ill., were elected to fill 
vacancies in the Board of Management. Plaus were laid 
for the year’s work, and also for the biennial meeting of 
the Federation, in May, 1899, at St. Louis. The bien¬ 
nial meeting will take on the character of a musical fes¬ 
tival, in which artists, orchestras, and amateur clubs will 
appear. Several social functions will also be given, thus 
enabling the clubs from the various parts of the country 
to become better acquainted personally. 
A plan which was decided upon at the meeting of the 
Board, and which will be of great assistance to the clubs, 
is the organizing of a circulating library. Mrs. David 
Campbell, of Lincoln, Nebraska, was appointed libra¬ 
rian. Every club should send to her a type-written list 
of all music which it is willing to lend, the number of 
copies of each, and the cost price. These lists will be 
combined by the librarian in one printed list, and a copy 
sent to each club in the Federation. Any club wishing 
to borrow mnsic contained in the list shall correspond 
to this effect with the club owning it, agreeing to pay 
ten per cent, of each copy, the express charges both 
ways, and the value of any copies which may be de¬ 
stroyed by them. The librarian will also collect year¬ 
books and programs of the clubs for distribution, and 
will request information concerning any literary musical 
work of the clubs. 
Another plan is the Bureau of Registration, which will 
be established under the direction of the Artist Com¬ 
mittee. The chairman of this bureau is Mrs. Frederic 
Ullmann, of Chicago, who requests every club for a list 
of its members (who must be recommended by the Board 
of Directors of the club), who, for their expenses or a 
very small remuneration, will give their services to other 
clubs. In this way the stronger clubs can very materi¬ 
ally aid the weaker ones. 
MUSIC AND FASHION. 
BY MARIE BENEDICT. 
Not a great while ago I was among the auditors of 
two or three concerts given by a ladies’ vocal club. It 
was the fashionable club of the city, membership in its 
circle being 1 ‘ quite the thing. ’ ’ It was styled the ‘ ‘ Musi- 
cal Art,” though to the uninitiated outsider the reason 
for its cognomen might have been somewhat of a prob¬ 
lem. To its permanent credit be it said that the de¬ 
lightful artists of the Kneisel Quartet were several 
times engaged for participation in its program ; but of 
the numbers given by the club itself, while some, though 
light, were of genuine musical attractiveness, others 
there were of a somewhat different category—for in¬ 
stance, “My Pretty Jane,” “Trust Her Not, She is 
Fooling Thee”—which fail to impress one as radiant 
examples of the art of music. Their effect when placed 
beside the treasures of the tone-world, which always 
form the programs of the Kneisel Quartet, may be better 
imagined than described. Another of the numbers of the 
vocal club was a ballad entitled “ You Stole My Love,” 
a composition principally noteworthy for the inanity of 
both words and melody. And yet, with the endless 
variety of beautiful part-songs at hand, these club mem¬ 
bers had been giving a considerable portion of their re¬ 
hearsal-time to training in these so-called musical com¬ 
positions to practice in niceties of nuance and expression, 
under the impression that they were studying music or 
adding to their social prestige ! 
The musical club may be a most influential factor in 
the task of familiarizing the public with the treasures of 
the tonal art if it keeps to an ideal standard. There is 
a power in the truth within the well-known maxim, 
“Hitch your wagon to a star,” capable of leading to 
astonishing results, would we all but realize and act 
upon it. Music, not society and fashion, must be the 
club’s reason for existence ; its right to be, if any real 
success is to be registered in its history. The musical 
club, so called, which proposes to be in this sense a 
society affair, may as well at once change its cognomen 
for something more distinctively appropriate. 
If we organize for the study of music, or if we purpose 
to follow it individually, let us undertake it not merely 
as an accomplishment, not as a fashionable amusement, 
a correct mode of whiling away a weekly or fortnightly 
hour or two, but as at once one of the most serious and 
one of the most delightful means of development open to 
us—serious, because it may be so followed that it will 
arouse and bring into action some of the noblest powers 
of mind and heart; delightful, because of the potent 
charm, the fascination baffling description, which dwell 
in beauty of melody, in rich and noble harmonies, m 
witchery of rhythm. 
As the work of the musical club is often more or less 
concerned with arrangements for concerts, recitals, etc., 
the means of managing an artist’s recital used by a Uub 
of which I was a few years ago the president may, Pet 
haps, be of interest to some reader. The society was 
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II having less than thirty members ; the artist was 
ianist; his name is probably well known to every 
* bscriber of this journal. It was decided that free ad- 
8U lion to the recital should be given all club members, 
mTthat each one should dispose of as many tickets as 
W ble • and that, should there be a deficit, the club 
^mld be evenly taxed for the amount required. The 
[fair was a success ; there was no deficit; instead, the 
treasury of the society was enriched by a considerable 
sum of money. . , , 
Another method of managing a concert is that the 
club arrange it as a benefit for a well-known aud highly 
regarded benevolent organization of the town. Then 
the public, if not very musically inclined, will buy the 
tickets because of the object for which the program is 
given, and will attend the concert because the tickets 
are purchased, and so may as well be used, and will 
thereby gradually acquire a fondness for concert-going. 
This result will gradually obtain if the concerts are 
what they should be, if the artists engaged neither pan¬ 
der to a cheap variety of taste nor exhibit their own 
mechanical skill at the expense of musical beauty. We 
are all familiar with the samples of soulless glitter of 
which the pianoforte is sometimes made the vehicle, 
and with the vocal pyrotechnics of the aria which, ruth¬ 
lessly wrested from its surroundings in the opera, ex¬ 
presses about as much as would the little finger of a 
statue were it severed from the marble whole and placed 
on exhibition in solitariness—viz., the mechanical skill 
of the artist, but no artistic idea. To this tendency on 
the part of concert soloists may be traced somewhat of 
the public’s lack of enthusiasm on this subject. 
MUSIC AND MANNERS IN THE CLASSICAL 
PEItlOD. Essays by H. E. Kbkhbiel. Chas. 
Scribner’s Sons. $i.2o. 
In this set of essays Mr. Krehbiel has struck an en¬ 
tirely new vein from “ How to Listen to Music,” in that 
it is much moie of the type of pure literature. In the 
first essay, “A Poet’s Music,” he writes of a collection 
of manuscript music compiled by Thomas Gray, the 
author of the celebrated “ Elegy Written in a Country 
Churchyard,” who was also an accomplished musician. 
Gray traveled very extensively in his younger days, and 
heard the great singers of that time, when Italy and 
Italian opera dominated Europe. He collected a large 
number of arias which he considered representative of 
that period. Concerning these pieces, the composers and 
singers of them, Mr. Krehbiel has given a great mass of 
interesting material, critical, historical, and personal, 
and the value consists in this : that many of the names 
mentioned have been but names hitherto to the reading 
pnblic. The essay on “ Last Century Singers ” is full of 
snch information. 
The two essays on “Haydn in London” are founded 
largely on a diary kept by Haydn on his first visit to 
London, in 1791, which is a most interesting record of 
the great composer’s personal life, experiences, and com¬ 
ments upon people he met. The story of his relations 
w'th Mrs. Schroeter, “his English love,” are most 
dearly brought out in the number of letters which she 
««nt to Haydn. 
The other essays refer to Mozart, to Beethoven, and 
toL'szt. Thoseon “Beethoven and His Biographer” are 
Particularly interesting in view of the understanding 
*aat Mr. Krehbiel is to finish Thayer’s “Life of Bee¬ 
thoven.” 
These essays are most distinctly a contribution to the 
’gher literature of music, aud it is gratifying that an 
‘merican writer should be the one to make it. It is a 
h for the critic, for the historian, the musical ama- 
U*r’.and the litterateur as well. In another place in 
, s issue of The Etude will be found an excerpt from 
6 book which will fairly show Mr. Krehbiel’s charm of 




[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
and not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Case the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer's name he printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest trill not receive atten¬ 
tion.] 
F. L. S.—1. “Trafimerei” is pronounced Troy-me*rie, accent upon 
the last syllable. 
2. The following collection of organ music, suitable for use on the 
pipe-organ, is of moderate difficulty and available for church use: 
Jackson, “ Gems for the Organ,” SI.50; Morse, “ Church Organist,” 
volumes i and II, each $2.00; and the same author’s ** Junior Church 
Organist,” 51.60; La Villa, “ Progressive Organist,” 51.50. 
3. Whitney’s “ Organ Album” is about the same grade as Eddj’i 
“ Church aud Concert Organist.” 
E. T. L.—Notes on the same degree can be tied, but it is not cus¬ 
tomary to do so, unless the bar line intervenes. For example, within 
a measure it is not customary to tie a half note to a quarter, but to 
write a dotted half, unless it be in a vocal composition in which 
the number of syllables or accents vary in different line*, as In lb* 
well-known church hymn,41 How firm a foundation,” etc. 
shows an entirely wrong conception of the purpose of piano-wak¬ 
ing. It is not the purpose of the Lech u lei an to make all hands look- 
alike, or act alike, or bold the same position, or make the same 
motions ; it is to enable all hands to produce well-rounded tones of 
beautiful quality, and to combine them Into the compositions writ¬ 
ten down by the great tone-poets so as to give them adequate Inter¬ 
pretation. Results alone are worth striving for, and, although 
experience shows that certain positions and motions usually produce 
the best results in the easiest mauner and with the least wurk, it is 
by no means rare to find peculiar hands and Individual Uy-huta. 
Overflexibility of Augers is not a fault, but a merit of the highest 
kind if it is associated with c*ar and rapid exeruiiun, accuracy in 
time and pilch, strong, well-shaded tone, and endurance. l*o not 
be afraid of having your pupil’s bands appear differenUy from some 
one elae’a pupils, but train your scholars to produce acceptable 
artistic effects in the way that proves easiest or most natural U> 
them. Endurance is a matter of strength—not of muscles or ten- 
dona Strength is always nervous, although it eao only he displayed 
through weH-couditioued bones, muscles, end ten dona Very lik«*Jy, 
whit your pupil needs Is general gymnastic warning and, perhaps, a 
better diet, Including whole-wheat breed. 
Ilacwar O. IUwmnr. 
M. W.-Rhythm has a twofold meaning in music : iU primary 
one is the regular recurrence of an accent at equal distances, as 
1_2; *i—2, or'l-2—3;'l—2—8. This is the rhythm that Is deo<*cd 
by the time signature. Its sooondary meauiug spplkw to the « ay in 
which this primary rhythm Is divided for melodic purj**«* by note* 
of different value*. For example, the rhythmic unit 1—2— may be 
divided Into one quarter and two eighth notes, or a dotted quarter 
and one eighth note, etc. 
The word tempo ” is used in a technical aense to signify the rate 
of movement without regard to either time or rhythm. I ridiculed hy 
metronome aigne or the word* " allegro," " andante, etc. 
A. G. R.—There Is no ink made specially for the purpose of wru¬ 
ng music. A good writiog fluid Is all right if you use s music 
laper with a well-calendered surface. A cheap paper la sure to blot. 
Hie following from “ Ear Training,” by A. E. Heaoox, will be found 
lseful by those who wish to write musical characters: “ A common 
srror is to make the heads of black notes as large as the white, lllliig 
n by a number of strokes or a circular motion of the pen." This 
nakes a very black note and is apt lo blot. The book just mentlon.il 
tontains very complete directions for writing musical characters. 
j, T c —The great song writers are Schubert, Schumann, Frani, 
Loe'wej and Brahma, among the classics, besides other. of l«M renown, 
me editions of Peters, Litolff, and Schirmer contain volumes of the 
longs of the above-named and other popular song writers. Mac- 
Dowell and Chadwick in this country rank very high. 
A B. A .-Where this one ssys the band should be Ugh and that 
ane low I would say It depends upon what you are trying «> P'»I 
both position aud action, or ** * "1, u>. much .. 
between wrist, knuckles, and fingers respectively, q 
between diflerent fingers. trn) |n movc- 
Independeni; control of ^ ^ prlct)ce (and more 
ments across the key ’ erdses The player should be 
difficult to learn) than Height ; to hold lb. 
itP&zs&Ezr -... 
to Utilise changes from °ne p0’‘t'°D l t with high wrist and high 
one can do some f «»' •**>» 
knuckles; other kinds w i metiraes (lied finger positions, wilh 
wrist and high ££?££, ST ... - 
wrist action only, are ‘‘’ n„,„r finRer and wrist nror-menls. 
forearm action "n""^ S(,uielimes wrist and finger prog—Iona 
"•£££. 
the physiological and mechanical. P ^ „„m|( „[ 
Too many so-calieo 
resource! . to move tb* right part «ith 
strength to kevs.-thc o'her p.rt • kin* of p-.ltlon 
§3 
A W P.—I. What la the pro)>«r touch for ItaobT 
Bach's music should be played in a rather unaaeumlng manner, 
regarding tone-quality. Tb. proper touch would depend entirely 
upon the character, given throughout a certain emu,—Irion. One 
phrase may represent a vocal character, whlla the other multida na 
of an orekostral Idea. The different nature of such phrase., uenso- 
quently. requires different toueb-t.e., stogie# <««* *<*»> •»" 
instrumental touch for orchestral efl.eta. 
2. What technical exercises are bolt calculated lo develop lit 
Germer'a "Technics": part m.Manual of Tonoprodoct Ion in 
Pianoforte-playing, will provt lo lx an excellenl guide Also see 
page W of jxrt I, same book. The polyphonic atudl*. of Rlemahu, 
loo. are not leas highly to be recommended. 
Ilititaaat) lk>«g«n.tia». 
k T O -The following Kilos are of world-wide popularity and are 
at the reme rimeoompoaltlons of great merit and can lx uurit by a 
pupil who ha. finished Herman..', first and eer.md book, nxd la 
studying Kreutrer'a " Forty Erode. " All have piano aroumixnl- 
moot' "TraOroend,” Schumann ; “Kola..ah" ixxund surourk.,. 
••Oberlaase" (maxurka), both hy Wisniewski; tnvarina. Itaff , 
-SSI Mr a Port lei," Paplnl; "Ori. - 
usv Mollrnhauer; " Herronse,” Reynard ; Cavatina. Rohm 
••Legend,." WtartnwsM. U «•— •» 
.I^JJ 7..ncl»'a "Hll I'.‘Hire Aire Vnrle" imperially number. 
«ve and ala) or any of the fantasies from lending opuru. for violin 
and pu»: by I. B. Sing.lre, of which .here nre . gren. num.xr. 
Will be found to anawer the pnrporo 
n M-l The heat method of leeching a pupil the loltor *,,n* ** 
D' M *■ . ,V. mirj| the names of all more, ibelr uruln 
the at off i* fir»t the ure of the ptaoo, nod efterwnvd in 
rtt-ss-—e —— 
systematic deeded eh.efiy I. 
1 Tb. early l~o- *' mailers 
.—rr„ 
.. -cTZihr 
well suited for this purpose. 
. ma.__ In Ihs Town Had, 0» »ydn«y, **» Sou,fc 
C. L H.—Th« org*n nrean In tb* vmM, 
^ ^ r-* 
rss£- r r.:., 
...—• - 
.00, tn Au.tr.ll. for of are the 
1 It •• I*1 *** ■*!“ L ,’„ntry Dudley Bweh, Brooklyn ; 
greatest living organists. „ wh|u>ey. Hnmon. rank very 
Oareuce WJy. < ^Tyere l. Prenre, < ..dlmant and 
h.gh a. organ 1st• and ^ .here are romnny 
Vidor are *®*"*^^ filing cathedrals .hat k I. aim<-« 
m my that ,,,M George* Hall. U«n*ol; Mr 
‘Jl^r rvne of Manchester t a,„K.r.,.«,d Mr W A 
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proctical points hy Eminent Te^hery 
•■THAT UITTUH THINC.” 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
To play a piece with perfect finish and without appar¬ 
ent effort leads an ignorant person to think that the 
piece is easy. Mrs. A. came to one of my “Musical 
At-homes,” and after the program was finished she 
said, “ Now I want you to play 1 that little thing ’ that 
I like so mnch.” “What do you mean?” “Oh, I 
do n’t know the name of it, but it’s a little thing that 
goes so.” When I discovered that she meant the Ro¬ 
mania from Chopin’s “First Concerto,” I was so indig¬ 
nant that I refused to play another note. 
“That little thing” that the ’cellist tossed off with 
such ease and grace doubtless represented hours of care¬ 
ful practice. 
I gave a recital in a small town, and after it was over 
the local piano-tuner, who was an excellent judge of 
music, walked home with the local pianist, whose repu¬ 
tation rested on the fact that she conld play Liszt’s 
“Second Rhapsodie” with one-third of the notes right, 
one-third wrong, and the other third left out. Said the 
tuner, enthusiastically, “ How did you like her play¬ 
ing?)) “ oh, she played very well, but she played such 
easy things.” 
It is said that Joseffy was one evening in company 
with a few other pianists, when the conversation turned 
on a certain piece, which Joseffy said was a difficult 
piece “ Why, I call that an easy piece,” said Mr. C., 
one of the pianists. “No,” said JosefTy, “it is a diffi¬ 
cult piece. ” “ I do n’t see how you can call that difficult. 
I call it easy.” “ Play it,” said Joseffy. Mr. C. sat 
down to the piano and played it. “To play it like that 
is not difficult,” was Joseffy’s only remark. 
When Nillson sang “Old Folks at Home,” it was a 
revelation to many persons how much the perfection of 
her art could add to the beauty of a simple song. 
Nearly all the great pianists that have visited us have 
revealed their art in their genre pieces. 
And “that little thing,’’Boccherini’s “Minuet,’’under 
Thomas’ baton, has charmed the whole United States. 
IT PAYS. 
FRANK JL KYKR. 
1. It Pays to Insist on Good Work. 
Given an opportunity, the average pupil is going to 
take advantage of you. Never give him that opportun¬ 
ity. Insist on good work from the very start. Insist on 
having every little point as correct as it is possible for 
the pupil to make it. Insist on regularity of lessons, 
regularity of practice hours, and excellence of work, 
and you will save yourself and pnpil time and trouble. 
Never think you can let this or that little mistake pass 
without calling the pupil’s attention to it. One stitch 
dropped or one thread broken leaves a flaw in the web, 
and that means weakness. The higher your standard, 
the better your work ; and it requires a high standard to 
produce only fair work. 
2. It Pays to be Cross with Some Pupils. 
Some children must be made to mind. As a teacher, 
you must be able to recognize that temperament in a 
child when you meet it. A pupil must be made to feel 
that he dare not come before yon with anything bnt a 
well-prepared lesson. Whether that knowledge is to be 
inspired in him through love, respect, or fear, it is your 
duty to discover; and there are instances, we believe, 
where fear is the only remedy. You may talk, and 
preach, and nrge some pupils continually, and still reach 
no good results ; bnt if you will be cross and scold, a 
change for the better is at once apparent. 
3. It Pays to Humor Some Pupils. 
A little sugar on a pill makes it much easier to swal¬ 
low. A pnpil took but little interest in her work ; did 
not like classical music. At her request she was given 
a two-step—not a trashy one, bnt one as good as could 
be found. Interest was instantly secured ; and carefully 
and slowly the teacher built up from that foundation 
thus secured, and eventually she became one of his best 
pupils. Your high standard is all right, but the pupil 
may not be up enough in musical lore to see things as 
you do. Step down to his level, humor him a little, and 
then lead him up a step higher. 
teaching children. 
PERUKE V. JERVIS. 
To he successful teachers of children we must present 
things to them from their point of view. I am afraid that 
we do not always realize this, and often think a young 
pupil stupid, when, in reality, we are the stupid ones. 
I was deeply impressed with this fact recently. I had 
been showing my little girl some pictures, one of which 
represented a barn, into which a boy was driving some 
cattle. I said, “ The boy is going into the barn to give 
the cows their supper. ” ‘ ‘ No, he is n’t, ’ ’ said my little 
girl. “Why not?” I asked. “Because he is bigger 
than the barn, and how can he get in such a little door? ” 
The boy was in the foreground, the barn in the back¬ 
ground, and as the child had no idea of perspective she 
could not understand how such a big boy could get 
through such a small door. 
In teaching do we not often make the mistake of won¬ 
dering why a child can not understand some idea which 
to us seems simplicity itself, when we are making a com¬ 
plicated problem of it by trying to make her see it with 
our eyes instead of her own ? 
BE PLiERSANT. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
People always see the world through the spectacles 
of feeling, and it appears dark or rose-colored according 
to the hue of the glass through which they look. Yet a 
music teacher is expected never to be influenced by his 
feelings when he teaches, but to continually call up his 
cheerful face, no matter how “ wrong ” things do go at 
times. It is true that if you would keep the wrinkles 
out of your face you must keep sunshine in your heart. 
Go forth with a smile on your face, and you will return 
believing that most people are good-natured. Wear a 
frown, and you will find plenty of quarrelsome people. 
It would he wise for pnpils to remember the above also, 
and act accordingly. Meet your teacher with a smile 
and pleasant manners ; it will dispel many an ill-humor 
that may have taken possession of him. Being treated 
agreeably, he will naturally become communicative, 
which will be your immediate gain. When he points 
out your faults, do not act as if offended, but receive his 
corrections goodmaturedly. If teacher and pupil would 
always try to be as pleasant to each other as possible, 
every lesson would be but a series of most delightful 
minutes. 
THE TRANSPOSING CIiEpS. 
LOUIS O. ELSON. 
If you are going to spend your whole life in teaching 
children five-finger exercises upon the piano, you will 
probably never need to read the C-clef notation ; if y(ra 
aim at any of the higher reaches of music, you will cer¬ 
tainly, sooner or later, have something to do with it 
When one remembers that the viola, the alto trombone 
and many alto vocalises and songs with orchestral score 
are notated in the alto clef, the tenor trombone the 
higher passages of violoncello music, and many vocalises 
in the tenor clef, many passages of contrapuntal music 
and arias in the soprano clef, then one can readily see 
that it is folly to attempt to shirk the duty of learning 
these transposing clefs. Not the simplest string quartet 
score can be read without this knowledge, and an or¬ 
chestral score must forever remain a sealed book with¬ 
out it. The study brings its own reward, for every one 
who reads the C-clef in its different positions becomes 
an adapt at the important art of transposition. 
It is surprising how soon the knack of reading this 
notation is acquired. Transposition studies in soprano, 
alto, and sharp tenor clefs should form an early part of 
the education of him who aims at achieving the title of 
“ musician.” 
EXAGGERATED EXPRESSION- 
DR. ROBERT GOLDBECK. 
The selection of piano solo numbers in our concerts 
and recitals is,on the whole, rather limited, or, at least, 
there are certain great compositions by Beethoven, 
Chopin, Liszt, and a few others which we meet again 
and again upon the programs everywhere in musical 
communities. It is not unnatural, perhaps, that artists 
should strain every nerve to lend to these old stand hys 
novelty of interest by seeking new and more striking 
ways of interpretation. There is, in reality, no absolute 
limit in this respect, even on the most legitimate lines, 
since flawless perfection has never been, and never will 
be, attained. But this is only a better reason why the 
artist should avoid excessively strained expression or 
chaotic rapidity, indulged in more for the sake of sensa¬ 
tional effect than the satisfaction of inner, unquenchable 
passion. Exaggeration of expression becomes particu¬ 
larly irksome when applied to passages which are ordi¬ 
nary enough and would produce good effect in their 
place if sensibly played, while they become ridiculons 
when an attempt is made to invest them with a deep 
musical meaning which they do not possess. Truly, it is 
no easy task to present a composition that has been 
heard over and over again in a manner to interest the 
intelligent and experienced concert-goer anew, and still 
more difficult to enthuse him ; but it can be more readily 
done, I believe, by a truthful, impassioned, and beautiful 
interpretation than by a distorted performance which, 
though novel, is apt to be grotesque and aggravating. 
MAKE YOUR SCHOLARS THINK- 
S. N. PENFIELD. 
Paradoxical as it may seem, the most successful 
piano-teacher is the one who soonest makes his scholars 
independent of his services. The greatest mistake a 
teacher can make is to keep his pupils for many years in 
leading strings. To be sure, this saves replenishing the 
list of pupils, but it produces a class of performers who 
expect their thinking and criticizing to be done for them. 
It is a weak point of our modern system of pedagogy 
that every note should be fingered and every nuance of 
tempo and expression absolutely ordered by the teacher. 
The scholars thus arrive at absolute dependence on the 
teacher, and are lost without him. 
Per contra, the real musician is one who is early tanght 
to think, judge, and discriminate for himself. Granted 
that “ Young America ” is all too apt to think and act for 
himself; yet this, done under the eye and encourage¬ 
ment of the teacher, who is supposed to be competent to 
give a reason for his own rendering of any passage, leads 
rapidly to artistic results. And how much better to he 
known as the instructor of a few great artists than of a 
mass of machines ! This prestige can be measured in 
dollars and'cents, so that it pays businesswise. 
Berlin has 118 music schools. 
FbaNZ Rummel will teach in Berlin this winter. 
A sew opera by de Koven is announced. The title is 
"The Three Dragoons.” 
Chaminade’s projected visit to the United States has 
again been postponed. Is her price too high ? 
A MOVEMENT has been started in Louisville, Ky., to 
raise a fund to support a permanent orchestra. 
According to the “ Ladies’ Home Journal,” Wagner 
received for the score of “ Lohengrin ” only $80. 
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auspices of the Associated Board of the Roval Academy 
and Royal College of Music, London. 
That the Boston Symphony Orchestra has a strong 
hold on the people of that city is shown by the fact that 
$325 was bid for a certain seat. This, with $12 for a 
season ticket, makes $337. 
An English paper announces that Dr. Stanford has 
nearly finished a new opera on an English subject. He 
is one of the few English composers whose works in 
grand opera have been successful. 
C£sar Thomson, the famous violinist, is a great advo¬ 
cate of the value of calisthenics and special exercises for 
developing the muscles used in playing, and insists on 
such practice by all his new pnpils. 
Edward Lloyd, the well-known English oratorio 
and concert tenor, who has sung in this country, 
announces a series of farewell concerts prior to his 
retirement from public work. He is fifty-three years 
old. 
Rosenthal is reported to have three homes—at 
Vienna, Ischl, and near Trieste, overlooking the Adri¬ 
atic. 
The late Sir Augustus Harris, the London manager, 
said that “ Romeo and Juliet” was the best drawing 
opera. 
A Berlin correspondent reports a decrease in the 
number of American students at the Royal “ Hoch- 
Bchule.” 
Ecgen d’Albert has been engaged as a teacher in 
the Leipsic Conservatory. He will begin his duties 
next spring. 
“The piece Liszt composed after hearing a lecture by 
Dante,’’ is the way a young lady described “Aprils une 
Lecture de Dante.” 
Indianapolis is talking symphony orchestra. The 
leaven of progress is working in many of the larger 
cities of the country. 
Dr. Richter, the great conductor, has been compelled 
to give up directing on account of rheumatism, which 
affects his right arm. 
Cleveland, O., is to have a musical festival under 
the auspices of the choral organizations. It will cele¬ 
brate the return of peace. 
Xaver Scharwenka has returned to Berlin to the 
Scharwenka Conservatory. Richard Burmeister will be 
his successor in New York. 
It is announced that the first representation of 
Paderewski's much-talked-about opera, “Stanislaus,” is 
to take place at Dresden in December. 
A rook of reminiscences of the late Anton Seidl is to 
be issued shortly. Contributions will be made by a 
number of eminent writers and artists. 
The statement is now made that it was writers’ cramp, 
dne to arduous work on his opera, that threatened 
Paderewski with the loss of two of his fingers. 
Sir Arthur Sullivan has become a member in a 
company to publish operatic music. Actor-managers 
and composer-publishers seem to be the proper thing 
now. 
Liverpool, Eng., has taken up with the idea of giv- 
■ng concerts in the courtyards of the poorer quarters of 
the city. The same experiment lias been made in other 
English cities. 
A new opera bouse iu St. Petersburg, to be built under 
patronage of the Czar, is to cost about four million 
dollars- Like the Bayreuth Theater, it will have a con¬ 
cealed orchestra. 
Ihe extreme Northwest is calling for a great conser¬ 
vatory of music, to be located either at Portland or 
acoma. A growing interest in music is evident in the 
Pacific Coast States. 
Eaiconier, a French composer, died several months 
Many of his pieces for piano with violin, flute, 
", other similar combinations have had a large sale. 
e "as a fine violinist. 
Tbe musicians of Canada are up in arms against a 
Proposition to conduct examinations there under the 
Franz Schalk, the new director of the German 
opera in New York, was horn in Vienna, 1864. He was 
a pupil of Hellmesberger and Bruckner. Will he intro¬ 
duce some of the latter’s symphonies to the American 
public ? 
An Austrian has designed a new system of musical 
notation in which the different notes are represented by 
different-shaped characters, as circles, squares, diamonds, 
etc. Has a stray book in the old “ buckwheat ” or 
“ patent-note” system reached Austria? 
LCCORDING to the “Musical Standard” of London, 
le of the teachers in the Guildhall School of Music 
l quite fair success last season. Six teachers received 
•r $3600, five over $3000, twelve over $2000 for their 
vices. These teachers also give private lessons at thei r 
n homes. 
V movement is under way in Philadelphia looking 
rard the establishment of a permanent orchestra and 
eries of concerts similar to those given by the Boston 
;anization. Several wealthy patrons of music have 
;red to guarantee a considerable amount of the ex- 
ise. Rumor has it that Walter Damrosch will be the 
number of talented yonng American v.olimsts now 
ying abroad and playing in fine orchestra should 
ivailable for “ concert-meister ” positions in the 
se of several years, as well as to fnm.sh the rank and 
,f strong players in our established American orches- 
as well as those which may be organized In the n«t 
years, thus escaping the domination of the ultra- 
nan element. 
HK congressional Library at Washington contams 
, tbonsmiil pb.tOff.pl* of 
many other things of interest to the profession 
ausic practicing hall is attacnw wiwh 
ch one can play or sing sue» . 
ry. In the coming days this Library wi , 
ul place for research. 
moment and foun bought an old 
ed bugles were ™ it%hich be ™““t ”a ra;;r.“ .1- *- 
e on account of the ^ tliejr harmonic dw 
the strings alike, an P ^ thongh it may 
ces from each othe|'* ch of tbe pianoforte to nse 
for the whole p t 0f 
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DEVELOPING THE MUSICAL FACULTIES. 
In a public address Mr. W. H. Cummings, principal 
of the great Goildhall School ol Music, in London, said 
that he was quite sore that music, properly cultivated 
and properly pursued, would greatly conduce to the 
sharpening and advancement ol all tbe faculties which 
were brought into play in the sound education of chil¬ 
dren. Music most not he regarded as a taskmaster and 
followed as a slave. He did not believe in enormous 
practice; he thought people went the wrong way to 
work who practiced eleven hours a day. It was not the 
mere time they gave to the cultivation of the art, bnt it 
was the amount of real earnest study which was of 
value. One hour of conscientious practice was better 
than eleven of desultory trifling. And so be would nay, 
“ Do not regard music as an amusement merely ; you 
have been learning it not only for your own edification, 
but for the solace of your relative* and friend*." 
Music, when rightly pursued, was a most delightful 
solace. People could take it tip when they were sad or 
merry ; it heightened their joy and soothed their grief. 
They could not all be great musician*, hut children 
were horn with the mnsiral faculty a* much a* with 
pairs of eyes and legs; lint if the faculty was neglected 
until late in life, it was not surprising to find people 
with no education in music say (though untruthfully, 
no doubt) that they did not know the difference between 
“Tom the Tinker" ami "God Save the Gueen." If 
children were not taught to make good use of the facul¬ 
ties which God had given them, it was not a very won 
derfnl thing that these same faculties, instead of im¬ 
proving, should become almost non-existent 
Further, all might become excellent and discriminat¬ 
ing listeners, and distinguish what waa good and what 
was worthless. No one could tell whether a child might 
not turn out a Mozart, a Paderewski, Bn Albani, a Him* 
Reeves, or what not, miles* it* faculties were cultivated ; 
and it waa the duty of parent* to give their children the 
highest possible education through good Instructor*, 
rememlawing that nothing waa of any value unleaa it 
was studied with a really earnest purpose.—“A 8. M. 
Journal. ’' 
NEVER-SAY-N0 CLUBS. 
A NEW ides iu musical clubs-at least it seems new 
„ uh ha* been started in Chicago. It is a movement 
which we hope will spread. It i« the “ Never-say no 
Musical Club, and the name suggests the first and for*-- 
„o*t condition of membership. To become a memlwr 
;he music student or lover of music must renounce the 
luxury of what is knowu to being “ coexed.’ He or 
,he must rise up promptly on being invited to play «r 
, in I* and do the txwt po»ibta to entertain the assembled 
hearers There can be no shrinking from duty and no 
bashful holding back from the di.play of talent*, great 
or small The well-worn " hail cold will nut *»rve 
f„r an excoae and the ptaoiat who has “ forgotten mj 
music ” or who “can’t play without note. ’’ to not eli 
Bible for membership. __ 
There are few things so painful to the young person 
who after ocean* of money h*ve lieen pul into piano or 
.togiug lessons, persiat. in refu.tng to “ 
lie ^The trouble is not tb*t the teaching has hem lost 
„r ,h»t talent i* who.., tacking. It ta that btokwavd 
ness Which come, from want of practic‘d °r 
singing “ before people ”-an<l it often hide* the light of 
real ability. It likewise often pnt* to slight shame 
fond parents who would like to prove the .martneto of 
their ^children and whose indulgent pr.de to reedy to g« 
miy tAcrificc to thit end# 
Therefore, we say. Hoocess to the ‘ Never-eav no 
musical dub* I May the, multiply unt.1 < 
u,d town ha* one in which all tbe players and srngerw 
who really can play or sing-find shelter and encourage 
,,t a brief disciplining in the “ Never-say uo clu m 
m.v change the aspect of things in social lif« 
music where no- are gotoip and innn nt, all bee. 
gome one wants to 1* coaxed. - fVrrto. 
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CRITICAL COMMENT. 
BY LEONARD LIEBLING. 
The time is past when our public marveled at the 
amazing performances of infant-phenomena. Nowa¬ 
days these prodigies are so plentiful that, if a youngster 
can not recite a poem, sing a song, or play a piece 
on the piano or violin he is considered extraordinarily 
stupid. 
It seems to have become almost a principle that such 
precocity 'proves merely temporary, for most of these 
wonder-children sink to the level of the commonplace 
as soon as they near the end of their teens. This decad 
has been particularly prolific in its crop of Lilliputian 
marvels, yet of the va9t band but an infinitely small 
proportion have achieved international significance, the 
rest wear glasses, play in orchestras, or teach for a couple 
of shillings an hour. 
The rare instances in which it has been given a won¬ 
der-child to develop its talent proportionately with its 
age are easily counted on the fingers of one hand. The 
most potent examples appear in the persons of Mozart, 
Wieniawski, Liszt, and, in more modern times, Josef 
Hoffmann. Other contemporary “prodigies” whose 
future will be watched with much interest are Bronis¬ 
law, Hubermann, the violinist, and Paula Szalit, the 
tiny pianist who created a sensation in Germany. 
Nobody has been able to account for the anachronistic 
trick of nature that provides juvenile bodies with mature 
souls, and nobody can suggest a method for the perpetua¬ 
tion and proper development of these miracles. 
A prominent writer on musical topics recently said : 
“ Nature imposes no penalty on the rightful use of her 
powers, but, on the contrary, offers a reward for those 
who never abuse her.” 
That is the cardinal precept which should guide 
teachers and parents in their treatment of precocious 
musical talent. 
THE CHILD MUSICIAN. 
He had played for his lordship’s levee, 
He had played for her ladyship’s whim, 
TUI the poor little head grew heavy 
And the poor little brain would swim. 
And the face grew peaked and eerie 
And the large eyes strange and bright, 
And they said,—too late,—*’ He is weary; 
He shall rest for at least to-night.” 
Bat at dawn, when the birds were waking, 
As they watched in the silent room, 
With the sound of a strained cord breaking, 
A something snapped in the gloom. 
’T was a string of his violoncello, 
And they heard him stir in his bed. 
" Make room for a tired little fellow, 
Kind God,” was the last he said. 
—Austin Dobson. 
*."• 
“ Experience ! ” 
What a bugbear to yonng musicians is that word ! 
When they apply to managers, to conservatory direc¬ 
tors, to orchestra leaders, it is always the obstacle “ex¬ 
perience” that has to be dodged or climbed. 
Singers especially have a hard row to hoe in that 
regard, and operatic managers intrench themselves 
behind the convenient word and refuse to accept in its 
place even such adequate substitutes as a finished voice, 
histrionic talent, physical fitness, and quick comprehen¬ 
sion. 
A singer said recently : “Surely, the chance to come 
on the stage and sing a phrase such as ‘The carriage is 
ready,’ or ‘His Majesty comes,’ or ‘Heaven he gra¬ 
cious to my poor lady,’ can not fit a singer for such 
roles as Isolde, Margaretha, Elsa, Violetta, and Mignon. 
If managers give one no chance, where on earth is a 
singer to gain this precious ‘experience?’ ” 
Young musicians are an enthusiastic folk, but often 
unpractical, and hence they do not readily comprehend 
the reason why “experience” is frequently preferable 
to talent. 
A conservatory director is averse to engaging yonng 
tes' brs for the same reason that the manager refuses 
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untried singers. Enthusiasm that has not been routined 
into practical lines can often do more harm than good. 
The ability to play or sing well by no means denotes 
possession of pedagogic ability. The trite saying that 
“Only a player can teach ” has been upset in practice 
so often that it has become a mere sophism, used by 
teachers who are executants, against those of their col¬ 
leagues either less fortunate or more busy than them¬ 
selves. 
There is a practical side to every art, and until it has 
been thoroughly mastered by the tyro he should never 
hope to combat successfully against “experience. ” 
Some persons are very unjust in their criticism of 
pianists. Extraneous factors in the peformanee of a 
singer, a violinist, or a violoncellist are always taken 
into consideration, but the poor pianist is judged solely 
by the specific effects he produces. 
A singer with a cold, or one who is hampered by 
acoustic drawbacks ; a violinist whose instrument is poor, 
or who is hampered on a wet day by the “ howling ” of 
his strings ; a violoncellist whose tone is drowned in the 
indiscreet roar of a great orchestra—all these are excused 
by even an unmusical audience. 
But the pianist ? 
In the first place, he seldom plays the same piano at 
different concerts. Once it is a hard-, again an easy- 
actioned instrument. The pedals are never exactly 
alike on different pianos. The quality of tone certainly 
varies, and even more so the volume of sound. 
It is well to remember these things, and slightly to 
temper observation with inference, when estimating a 
pianist’s worth. 
Were Biilow and Liszt alive to-day, they would feel 
rather discouraged to observe how very little fruit their 
efforts have borne, to improve the social position of 
artists. The world at large still regards the musician 
as a sentimental, mooning imbecile who has no other 
purpose in life than to sit in the twilight and sing, play, 
or compose minor melodies. 
I once asked Busoni whether he liked to teach. “ It 
is better to take than to give, ’ ’ he paraphrased, by way of 
answer. 
DUET PLAYING. 
Periodically, notable players, as Tausig and his 
charming wife, Mendelssohn and Moscheles, Btilow and 
D’Albert, and the gifted Carreno startled the artistic 
world by the splendor of their performances on two 
pianofortes, but to say that the art was by them estab¬ 
lished on a firm or permanent basis would avowedly be 
wrong. 
This can only be accounted for by the fact that after 
a short tour they separated, perhaps never again to 
unite. If they had pursued a systematic course of pre¬ 
paration in the interests of ensemble playing, a perma¬ 
nency might have resulted ; but no ! Two great artists 
joined forces, and merely strove after the sensational, 
and although effects startling and splendid were pro’- 
dnced, it was apparent to every one that they were out 
of sympathy with each other, and thus the high ideal of 
the Heckmann or Joachim quartets was never reached. 
Every one knows that this was not the case in the 
eighteenth century, when Clementi and his marvelous 
pupil, the Russian Field, played often and long together, 
and to this combination we owe two most exquisite 
sonatas; then Mozart and his sister toured all Europe 
three times, a concerto, sonata, and fugue for these 
instruments resulting, dementis celebrated contest 
with Mozart, in Vienna, in 1871, was fought at two 
pianos, but this well known musical duel consisted 
mostly of preludizing and extemporizing. Dussek and 
Prince Louis Ferdinand are also two honored names, 
spending much time studying and performing together • 
a sonata, since out of print, besides many minor pieces, 
were written by Dussek, and often played with Louis 
Ferdinand. At this time, most rich people had a couple 
of harpsichords, and encouraged the performance of 
concerted music for these instruments; but nowadays 
such a suggestion—nay, the slightest hint of two piano¬ 
fortes in one room—would meet with but scant courtesy 
Very likely one would be asked, “What is worse than 
one piano?” 
We are now witnessing a revival of this branch or 
pianoforte playing, and if only D’Albert and Carreno 
had continued together at two pianofortes after their 
wonderful success, it would have advanced by leaps and 
bounds, and their influence woHld have been felt for 
many generations to come ; but it was not to be. 
To insure the success of ensemble playing, much 
earnest study is necessary, and similarly proportioned 
technics ; then a knowledge of effects capable of being 
produced by two instruments (sympathetic vibration) 
placed together, and also the art of combined pedaling, 
when, for instance, a melody has to be taken up by the 
opposite pianoforte—a difficult feat to perform if a 
perfectly legato connection is to be secured. 
—“Music" {London). 
SOME OF THE BEST THOUGHTS ON MUSIC. 
SELECTED by w. f. gates. 
What love is to the heart, that music is to the other 
arts and to man, for music is love itself.—Welter. 
Let not a day pass, if possible, without having heard 
some fine music, read a noble poem, or seen a beautiful 
picture.—Goethe. 
Melody, both vocal and instrumental, is for the raising 
up of men’s hearts and the sweetening of their affection 
toward God.—Hooker. 
I regard music not only as an art whose object is to 
please the ear, but as one of the most powerful means of 
opening our hearts and of moving our affections.—Qluck. 
Music begins where speech leaves off; through it the 
inmost spirit, all that is inexpressible and yet of most 
account in us, can give itself.—J. S. Dwight. 
Have you real talent for art ? Then study music, do 
something worthy of the art, and dedicate your whole 
soul to the beloved saint.—Longfellow. 
Music, even in the most harrowing moment, ought 
never to offend the ear, but should always remain music, 
which desires to give pleasure.—Mozart. 
We can not imagine a complete education of man 
without music. It is the gymnastic of the affections. 
In suitable connection with exercise, it is necessary to 
keep body and soul in health.—Jean Paul Richter. 
Observe how all passionate language does of itself be¬ 
come musical, with a finer music than the mere accent; 
the speech of a man even in zealous anger becomes a 
chant, a song.—Carlyle. 
I despise all superficial, frivolous music, and never 
occupy myself with it. The object of music is to 
strengthen and ennoble the soul. If it does else save 
honor God and illustrate the thoughts and feelings of 
great men, it entirely misses its aims.—Christofano 
Morales. 
Music alone ushers man into the portal of an intel¬ 
lectual world, ready to encompass him, but which he 
may never encompass. That mind alone whose every 
thought is rhythm can embody music, can comprehend 
its mysteries, its divine inspirations, and can alone 
speak to the senses of its intellectual revelations.—Bee¬ 
thoven. 
Music is to the arts what love is to man ; in truth, it 
is love itself, the purest, loftiest language of passion, 
portraying it in a thousand shades of color and feeling ; 
and yet, true only once, intelligible at the same time to 
thousands, no matter how different their ideas and affec¬ 
tions.— Weber. 
—In his “Songs Withont Words,” Mendelssohn gives 
us his innermost ideas, and these are full of moral punty 
and poetic charm. For these reasons, the songs have 
made their way into every musical household ; aud, as 
musical pictures, possess melody and delicious harmo¬ 
nies.—Pauer. 
To A d —Yon say that you are forty-five years old, 
/wish to know if you can at this late date become a 
nLnist and teacher. I think that if you get a correct idea 
of what piano art really is, I could give you some hope 
and a cheering glass of warm red wine in the way of a 
sunnv paragraph of optimistic character. But he sure 
that you get a properly balanced and properly circum¬ 
scribed notion of the piano art. Nowadays there are so 
many artists of world wide fame and so many tech¬ 
nicians who are nothing short of wonder-workers, regular 
prestidigitators, that unconsciously our scale of estima¬ 
tion is extremely high. Just this morning, for instance, 
I was introduced to a young man who is home here in 
Chicago taking a bit of vacation, but expects to return 
for three more years’ study with that idol of the hour 
and really great artist, Leschetitzky. I asked him what 
were some of the favorite compositions in his repertory, 
and he mentioned a long list, among which such works 
as the Brahms-Hiindel Variations, Op. 25, and the 
Tschaikowsky Concerto in B-flat minor were promi¬ 
nent. This is enough to take one’s breath. These two 
works make enormous demauds both upon muscular and 
mental powers ; and an artist of that rank it would be 
totally impossible for yon to make of yourself at this 
time in life, because there is au enormous amount of 
subconscious power and dexterity which has to be packed 
away in the ganglionic centers of the nervous system. 
Each act of nerve and muscle has a tendency to repeat 
itself. You know how quickly we all acquire odd mo¬ 
tions and unconscious habits. 
Now, you see, for forty five years the fingers and arms 
have been acquiring habits that are not the mechanical 
acts of the keyboard work ; so, you see, you have to clear 
away rubbish as well as build up a new structure of 
automatic habits. To show you how extravagantly deli¬ 
cate is technical skill, I quote a remark of that amazing 
young virtuoso, Leopold Godowsky. The other evening 
I was visiting at his house, and he was playing to me 
some of the larger works of Chopin. During the day lie 
had been writing down a composition, and suddenly he 
said, “I must practice, or I will lose my technic. 
Even the holding of a pen, you see, militates against the 
miraculous dexterity of an up-to-date virtuoso. How¬ 
ever, if we divide compositions into ten ranks of diffi¬ 
culty, one may safely say that there is quite as much 
beautiful music in the lower five ranks as in the upper 
five ranks. By slow, painstaking, accurate work in 
which some exact and clearly crystallizing system of 
technic is properly offset, relieved, and completed by 
well-chosen, beautiful pieces of music, there is no 
reason why yon should not accomplish enough in the 
next five years to be well worth the expenditure of time 
and money. If your mind is alert, if your tempera¬ 
ment is warm, if you have good teaching, and it y°u 
practice three hours a day, you ought to build up a fine 
repertory of forty or fifty pieces ranging as high in diffi¬ 
culty as the middle-grade sonata of Beethoven, Song 
Without Words” of Mendelssohn, the middle-grade 
works of Chopin, and nearly all of Schumann all, in 
deed, but the hardest. So, you see, your mind may be 
turned into a very beautiful flower-garden, with many 
fragrant and bright-colored plants profusely decorated 
with blossoms, even if yon may not hope to rear a gigan 
tie elm or pine, massed high. If yon really love the 
heantiful in piano music, then there is hope for you an 
plenty of encouragement. 
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Every piece of music meriting the name—that is, every¬ 
thing above the monotonous rotation of a barrel-organ 
or the maddening strum of the mandolin baud—is well 
filled with these dainty delights, hidden away in a 
little nook, covered up from the untrained musician. 
The instinct of quick, sensitive ears and responsive 
hearts, which will attract these iron filings from the 
plate of sand, is one of the very surest tests of musician- 
ship. The works of Wagner, Schumann, Brahms, and 
Chopin are filled with these effects. It is very difficult, 
however, to give you any rule whereby they can be de¬ 
tected. You must feel them ; you must sense them ; you 
must perceive them as the Indian in the forest detects 
the enemy by broken twigs, heaped-up leaves, faint 
foot-prints, the smirch of fire, and a hundred markings 
so faint that they would elude the civilized eye 
One rule, however, I may give you : the tones which 
mark a change of harmony are frequently, though not 
always, to be emphasized ; and, again, be alert and on 
the lookout for phrases of from two to five notes in the 
middle voices, which put in with strength, add to the 
beauty of the piece, and augment the fragrance of the 
tone-power. 
To L. P. L.—You ask a brief but mysterious ques- 
tio,b namely, What are hidden melodies? You remind 
me of one of my best-beloved poets, John Keats. In 
‘heelaborate “ Ode to a Grecian Urn,” he says “ Heard 
Melodies are sweet, bat unheard are sweeter. 
hy hidden melodies I suppose you mean those Ion®8 
which lie in _tn-it is. neither the high- 
To S. F. A.—You say you have been attending 
summer normals, but that your teachers do not make 
clear to you some elementary points ; then yon ask me 
first to explain modulation. 
My dear young man, you, like all my good friends, are 
prone to ask me questions which would take a book or, 
at least, a chapter to answer, and expect them to be put 
into a paragraph. You are like those naughty toys who 
use a pebble to make a solid, weighty core for their 
snow balls. During ten years, while I resided in Cin¬ 
cinnati I delivered lectures over the whole field of 
English literature at the Odeon of the College of Music, 
and prefaced each lecture by a “ question-box ” exer¬ 
cise, aud was quizzed on everything, from the punctua¬ 
tion of a word to the ultimate destiny of the human 
race, from the innermost mysteries of esoteric Buddhism 
to the dietetic value of pickles. As for modulation ff I 
could make you understand it by a paragraph in The 
Etude, I should send you a bill for $100 tuition, for I 
should be a wonder-worker, indeed. 
Modulation, in these days of Wagnenzed style is 
about two thirds of the whole art of music. In bnef 
modulation is a change of tona^tywhj ™ / furn u 
system of '^/tonality is Lever fixed 
T • l ^ This to speak in the language of colors,-is a 
mi -I*. toc °f"" 
mordant, o of paiati„g lies in color, one 
feeling. Now, diversity of tints; so in 
chief beauty of nature cons^ rfd.v^ ^ 
music the difference of emotiona1** ™ 
UtU.« 
„a 0, for twelvemiDor. .»«, 
twenty-four kejs possible to go into any one 
wherever you may be, ^ ^ djrect)y 
of the other twenty-tli , pte and stepping 
Sometimes it •« mer^ ramWe aronnd Robin 
S tb«” *■ *“ ” 
but a faint, toilsome ^ y f Ba,-h has found 
Every gre»t composer smcejhe^ ^ ^ner „ the 
modulation to be his cb ^ bim. The* 
arch-modulator, though L ont of the beaten 
»« 
path and jumping 0f fifty years ago. 
the orthodox classic ge^d ^ that entirei ilk 
"Wagner, Liszt, R • domain9 of mnsic ; they 
are balloon 8ailore ^ without let or hindrance, 
glide quickly and rf Ration or fancy 
whither the breezes and g of passion may 
or the gale* of a serious study of 
blow. To understand « dozen0f the more ‘imp * 
at least two Tears, ^ might be mastered * 
and conventional modu ^ ^ t<> nnder*tand M 
three months. Ton ^^rfy to know the 
accidentals ’ T strongly advise . 
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to take a course of written lessons in harmony, for this 
can be effectively and honestly taught on paper. I)r. 
Clarke’s new work on harmony is well adapted for self- 
instruction, or study can to carried on under hi# direc¬ 
tion by mail. 
To T. W.—So you wish to know whether I think 
the scales and arpeggios are really necessary, do yon ? 
Certainly, these elements of the art of pianoforte playing 
are necessary. So necessary are they that without them 
there is no art of pianoforte-playing. Had you lived 
seventy five years ago, in the days of Czerny aud 
Hummel, yon would quite as soon have thought of ask¬ 
ing if one really needed the thumb, a« of questioning 
the divine right of the scales. The powerful attack ol 
Schumann upon the trivialities of the third- and fourth- 
rate imitators of Hummel was bitter, sound, successful, 
and just a little one-sided. His ascetic abstinence from 
the pearly weaknesses of the ilesb, known as runs, gave 
his music at times an austere and unnecessarily harsh 
character. Then onr noble but solidly heavy and 
heavily solid Brahms, with the vehement Tschaikowsky 
to help, has not only made pianoforte mnsic rich and 
weighty, bnt has caused the surface of it to lack scintilla¬ 
tion. Nowadays we have reversed the good old adage 
which said ‘‘all that glitters ia not gold,” and we say, 
in effect, gold must not glitter. 
If yon would get a trne idea of the noble valnea of 
runs, examine the greater works of Chopin, such as the 
“Scherzo ” in B-flat minor, tlie third in C sharp minor, 
the fourth in E-major, the Ballad* in C-niinor, that in A 
flat, and many other of his moat anblime works. Chopin 
was and still remains our truest and most characteristic 
poet of the keytoard, and his gospel of the piano i* not 
obsolete, and never can to, till the piano is aui-rseded by 
some other instrument, just as it anpriwrded the barpai- 
chord. Yes, the runs are inevitable, and the only thing 
to to done with them is to tease them into submission, 
use one-third of all your time upoa them. Agile fingers 
are still needed by the pianist. 
SELF-STUDY. 
EVERY now and then from some one come, a plaint 
founded upon ill-luck in not getting ahead •»****”« 
recognized among good pn.fe*ional mus.ciM. The tale 
usually runs something like this: . 
“ I can plav a» many notes per minnte as any of them 
and I can play as long and as loud, bnt £>» 
to a prejudice against me in the profe-ion and 1 can 
-r-Tr; ...M « W.£ 
this - Your purposes are good, your courage l 
s^ssssss 
srs-Ttss :t;:i 'A. - 
“ leader." 
, ..   • • • 
_ bv a you®* Indy pianist 
llubinstem ^ ^ „ day, and be said that 
Cincinnati b ./ally ladies, an average of three 
for Americans, and V*™* ^^ r„iwr than 
honrs » day ™ ’ nl)(. j»enbsohn. one of the tort 
more should to ... . in this or ruiv other 
after one of his gl hot tha, hi* bout ts * 
practiced on y an^o ^.rtjon Umt be is <s,mplctely 
SSrf-a dripping with iicrspiration at the «d of 
that time. J- S. Van Cleve. 
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“ I have studied the piano for many yearshave 
learned and continue to study Beethoven’s sonatas, 
Bach’s ‘‘Well-tempered Clavichord,” Chopin’s 6tudes, 
ballads, nocturnes, etc., as well as a great many pieces of 
Liszt and other composers. Now, I should like a list of 
works you think it would be advisable to make a study 
of, as I am practicing entirely by myself in the intervals 
of teaching. A fter pretty well mastering the great and 
recognized works such as 1 have mentioned, I feel some¬ 
what at a loss as to what should come next, although I 
shall, of course, coutinue to practice these to a certain 
extent.”—W. C. 8. 
Answering your question in the same general way in 
which you give me information, I will say that, for bril¬ 
liant music, there are five arrangements of Strauss by 
Edward Schuett, all of which are good ; these pieces are 
very gracefully made, and are very pleasing to the ear. 
There is also a concert waltz, arranged by Bloomfelder, 
fonnded on the famous orchestra waltz of Glazounoff; it 
is a brilliant and very effective concert number. If you 
want something still more difficult, Mr. Scbirmer is 
publishing for Mr. Godowsky the paraphrase of the 
Chopin Waltz in E flat. Or if you want something of 
a more serious kind, you might find the rhapsodies, 
ballads, and intermezzi of Brahms very interesting; 
and if you wish to develop your technic very much, you 
will find the Brahms-Handel variations not only useful, 
but also very enjoyable. 
If you wish distinctly to improve your own playing, 
and yon will write me the names of the half dozen most 
difficult pieces which you can play by heart at the pres¬ 
ent time, and play well, I can give you some advice as 
to what would be good to follow them with. 
We are jnst now at a transition time with regard to 
music, as the mnsic of Beethoven is beginning to he a 
little old-fashioned, especially the pianoforte sonatas. 
Chopin is now being played a very great deal, but the 
varnish is wearing thin, and in ten years from now he 
will be played less. Schumann is just now coming to 
the full pride of his work, and probably for the next 
twenty years Schumanu’s works will represent the 
deeply poetic elements in piano playing better than any 
others. The study of Liszt is changing its ground, and 
the best players are giving more attention to Liszt’s 
original works, while his operatic arrangements have 
entirely gone out, excepting for boarding school pur¬ 
poses. 
Of all the new composers, Brahms is very far the best; 
his piano works are as yet entirely unknown in this 
country,—that is, they are so seldom played that very 
few serious students are acquainted with them,—and this 
is the place for you to direct your progressive eyes and 
fingers if you wish to keep up with the procession. 
1 here is a great deal of light mnsic being written by 
such writers as Schytte ; and if you want an admirable 
study in pianoforte interpretation, Grieg’s “Ballade” is 
one of the best there is. It is a very beautiful work 
and very difficult to play well. 
If you will give me the additional information I ask 
above, I will answer your question more fully. 
“ Looking at pianoforte study from the educational or 
perhaps the psychological standpoint, can you tell me 
what kinds of pieces or of practice will develop, at the 
student s option, the will, the sensibilities, or the intel- 
l6Ct . 
“I want to be able to call into activity any sonl faculty 
just as I now exercise a finger, a thigh, a calf, or a fore- 
arm. —J. D. H. 
I am afraid you ask me a question which is harder 
than I can answer. As a rule, the will, the sensibilities, 
and the intellect are very much given to interacting 
one upon the other, so that it is very difficult to stir up 
one without getting the others more or less excited at 
the same time. In general, however, I will say that 
for the intellectual side, the strongest mnsic there is 
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will he found in the preludes and fugues of Bach and 
the variations of Brahms. In these works the treatment 
of the motives and theme from a standpoint of musical 
intelligence is most marked. 
Training for the sensibilities, or, in other words, 
“sentiment,” Chopin’s nocturnes, the slow move¬ 
ments in Beethoven’s sonatas, or the slow move¬ 
ments of Schumann. If you will work up any of the 
compositions in the first category to concert speed, you 
will exercise your will quite a little. You can also take 
such things as Schumann’s 6tudes, symphoniques, and 
“ Fantasia in C.” By the time you have mastered these, 
and particularly if you get them up to concert finish, 
you will find that all the faculties of the piano-playing 
mind have been exercised a great deal. 
“ Kindly give me the names of the best studies to 
be taken up after studying the first book of Lebert and 
Stark ; also the names of several pieces, second grade, 
that are particularly good for technical use.” 
I think you will find the third grade of the “ Standard 
Grades ” much more enjoyable for your pupil than the 
Lebert and Stark book, and for technic you had better 
use the Mason exercises. Any book of studies by a 
single writer becomes monotonous for a pupil. The 
“Standard Grades ” are selections from all the standard 
sources, and great care was taken to present musical 
selections only ; the consequence is that practice in them 
is much more enjoyable and more productive than in the 
dry Lebert book. The following pieces in our book of 
selections for first and second grades will be found useful 
for finger practice : 
“Galop Burlesque,”.Gurlitt. 
“ Bagatelle,”.Zeisberg. 
“ Among the Gipsies,” .Janke. 
“Turkish Dance,” .Kruckow. 
“ Spinning Lay,”.Goerdeler. 
HOW TO USE THE MASON SYSTEM. 
HY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
[A great many inquiries as to the Mason System are received by 
the publishers of The Etude. We have asked Mr. Mathews to 
prepare an answer to one inquiry which is quite comprehensive — 
Ed.] 
“ I wish you would, in The Etude, tell us teachers 
how to use ‘ Touch and Technic’; that is, what num¬ 
bers in the fourth volume for daily practice to take one 
form a week, or one day. Then there is so much in the 
scale practice. Is all absolutely necessary? Think it 
would be a grand idea for you to edit a little book 
putting down numbers for first week, second, and so on. 
And has any one ever taken a little piece showing the 
content? The other day a teacher said she didn’t 
know what it was, and I thought there might be many 
who read The Etude who didn’t.”—S. D. C. 
Yon are quite right in your idea that the fourth 
volume of “Touch and Technic ” contains an enormous 
number of exercises, and when completely carried out 
there is much more than any one pupil can practice. 
Moreover, there is another point still : it is that the 
books of arpeggios and scales begin at quite an advanced 
point, and the teacher of children will find it necessary 
to use a large number of scale forms and arpeggios before 
beginning,—for instance, the scales in the book, or 
arpeggio Exercise 6. And since I have commenced 
with this point, I will say that you will find it advan¬ 
tageous to give the chords I, II, III, and so forth, up to 
VII, to children in forms like Exercises 1 to 5 in 
the arpeggio book ; and in sixes, nines, and twelves, 
during the first and second grades for practice. The 
form standing No. fi in the book is not possible 
below the fourth grade, even in qnarter-notes taken 
slower than they are marked. Mason’s principle of 
multiple rhythms is a very valuable one indeed, and it 
is necessary to start upon it as soon as the pupil is able 
to play quarter-notes and eighths, and from these to 
sixteenths, and as soon as possible to thirty-seconds • 
but these will not come until well into the third grade, 
if at all before the fourth. For my own pupils I have 
introduced a rotation of the first four chords, then of 
chords one, five, six, and seven, and then of seven chord 
in direct motion, and, later on, same forms in reverse 
motion, during the first three grades ; and only take up 
the rhythmic table, Exercise 6, with quarter-notes at 
something above eighty, in the fourth grade. Also, you 
are right in supposing that there is a large number of 
scales indicated in the book. As to your question as to 
whether they are all necessary—that is one of those 
things which no one can find out. There are many 
teachers who doubt whether scale practice is very pro¬ 
ductive of piano technic as it now is. I still consider it 
necessary to use scales about four times in a course of 
study. In the first grade I introduce them as in my 
“Twenty Lessons to a Beginner,” and then come on 
with the one-octave forms, each separately, in all kinds 
of time from “two” to “twelve,” with one, two, and 
perhaps three notes to a beat, according to the capacity 
of the pupil. The value of this practice is manifold ; 
the pupil becomes familiar with the assortment of white 
and black keys, and the fingering becomes more estab¬ 
lished and a beginning is made in fluency. This will 
occupy until about the middle of the second grade. 
Then I should begin the second time with the canon 
forms, from one octave up to two, with all sorts of rhythm; 
the object of this is to make the hands more indepen¬ 
dent of each other and the fingers more reliable; this 
will run through the third grade. In the fourth grade, 
I would begin with the practice of the scale according 
to the rhythmic table in the book, having already 
introduced two or three of these grades a little earlier. 
You can now use four-octave forms, and some of these in 
contrary motions. Velocity practice is an accessory, 
which you will use from time to time for speed when 
you need it. 
If you will look through the volumes of “ Touch and 
Technic,” as already noticed, you will find that the first 
and fourth are continuous with each other, and have to 
do with touch and tone production, the fourth carrying 
this to bravura. The fourth volume, as it stands, is 
somewhat padded out, in deference to those teachers 
who desire the largest number of exercises ; for instance, 
Exercises Nos. 1 up to 10 explain themselves; they are 
intended for small hands ; the octave school, properly so 
called, begins with No. 11, and in the course of three or 
four lessons should be carried out to No. 24, inclusive. 
This section, Exercises Nos. 11 to 24, should be worked 
out in different keys, a new key at each lesson ; this will 
take probably a quarter or more, perhaps the entire 
grade. I do not think octaves are required at all before 
the fourth grade of instruction, and if you carry them 
through the different keys, you will have all the octave 
practice you need, and the wrist will come out in fine 
condition. Then, in the fifth grade I would take up 
contrary motions, such as Nos. 25 to 30, or even 34. The 
part of interlocking octaves, or Nos. 35 tq 62, is one of 
those things which we can introduce when we have any 
need of it, and have it thoroughly studied and done 
with ; it is not something for daily practice, but merely 
a specialty of octave treatment which, when once thor¬ 
oughly mastered, remains within easy reach. 
With Nos. 63 to 70 we have a training in legato octave 
which can be undertaken in the fifth grade, or a little 
earlier, perhaps; and when this number is once learned 
it will not be necessary to practice these numbers again, 
although it would be advisable to transpose them into 
other keys, in which case the legato would sometimes 
be broken, on account of the peculiar lay of the white 
and black keys. 
The exercises from Nos. 71 to 98 contain opportunities 
for very useful practice, and you can introduce them in 
the sixth grade and have them very thoroughly prac¬ 
ticed for two or three weeks, which will probably be 
sufficient. 
The same thing is true of the treatment of the pedal. 
The proper use of the pedal is one of those things which 
we have to attend to very early in teaching—not later 
than third grade, and you will almost necessarily begin 
on it earlier. In doing this your first effort will l>e to 
cultivate the ear of your pupil to recognize resonance; 
and for this purpose you will find Nos. 99, 100. and 104 
what you need. Then you have to teach the art ot 
managing the feet to prolong tones after the fiDgers have 
been taken off the keys. You will do this by means of 
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Nos. 101 to 103, which can easily be managed simply further illustrations of this principle of playing this very perfect?), and, finally, along conic* the can non- 
1-*-^. if nOt earlier. Nou will observe that chords. According to my idea, this chord training ought ball, lightning express (which equals the final |«rf«rm 
^ d can be varied a great deal ; ior instance, to be undertaken in the fourth grade and continued for ance in concert or rehear sal . If the track in mu well 
«•1.an . haif-notes with the fingers, sustaining it several lessons, until the pupil becomes somewhat expert-; laid, the train is wrecked ; 
^ a half-note with the foot, ami these the result of the playing in all the vigorous passages will tlmrom/hlv nrf*nnr#Mt tha ji 
fi®"®’ ... *-.--I riiflWent Ve vs lie much more satisfactory than without. 
on migUL' i ^ nd  
»lfa note' 'm,ghtbe transposed into differe t keys, be c  re satisfactory t a  ithout. 
jeicises as of ll]e dai)y practice for a week Right here some one is sure to ask me I 
.a vcm can maae n p* ... , __„ ,_ (..u__,_. . aae u — 1 ee i t ere so e one is s re to ask e for a good rule yon can * ^ ^ gn<j that when the pupil has for the proper employment of these touches in playing 
owand them them out, they become able to pieces. I answer that there is no rule ; your first point is 
0ce thoroug ^ nse 0f the pedal in a very marked to master the different ones and the tone production, and same applies in the study of a pic 
Criminate .» ^ ^ ^ wau-h the application of them to carefully note the different tones produced by each of thoroughly aud systematically, it 
“**-espet ' ' ' them, and then use them at your convenience, and you sooner; if begun in a happy g< = je, especially 
'nhink'not^ater than the third grade the pupil should 
I ‘ The Principles of Pedaling,” which are given on 
•Tapper half of page 19 in my edition. (I think the 
Lent editions of volume IV differ somewhat in 
11) I mean tl.e general considerations that govern 
of pedals. You can also use Exercise 105, which 
s a rather higher application of the pedal. 
The remaining subject in the fourth volume is that of 
hord practice and the proper performance of chords. 
Vo different kinds of principles involved are here, the 
irst being represented in Exercise 106. This, in my 
pinion, should be played with the pure finger-touch, 
„st as it would be on the cabinet organ, and in quarter¬ 
ns as short as possible ; the object of it is to attract 
Mention of the players to the different parte-.n he 
irst place, the soprano ; in the second, the alto ; in the 
bird place, the tenor ; and in the fourth, the bass. 
The exercises from 107 to 111 are applications of this 
ame principle, and the pupil may well enough play 
Item all through. They are not for daily practice, as 
it is a principle which, when once mastered, remains. 
This should he done in the fourth, or even in the third, 
grade; if it has been omitted there (as it very likely has 
been, many teachers even being unconscious ot this 
method of playing chords), it should be introduced as 
soon as need of it appears. 
With Exercise No. 112 we come upon another very 
important subject, which, however, is universally 
neglected in piano schools aud in private instruction- 
namely, the effective performance of chords. These 
chords are to he practiced in a variety of ways : First, 
with the down-arm touch, the hand being set to t e 
proper adjustment, with the fingers on the notes in the 
position which the chord takes and falling upon the 
keys without any finger-action whatever, the wrist not 
- . 1 XI. _ oVinnlH he 
m, li ; if the piece has not Iwen 
ho ug y prepared, e .performance fares a* badly. 
If the track lias been built in a liap-bazard way, the 
result may ultimately bo a* good, hut it will have taken 
a longer time to make up for and remedy the lack of 
thoroughness in the earlier stages of the work. The 
ece of music. If begun 
jf .. . —.-a!—ii— will be learned much 
will 
, uu mu =c m v n
_ be able to produce any tone you desire at any 
particular place in the piece. 
To come back now to the original question : I have in¬ 
dicated which ones of the exercises in the fourth volume 
are most important for regular practice ; I have also indi¬ 
cated the points in the course where I think they ought 
to come in, and you will naturally see that you have here 
three different things to do. The subject of the touch and 
the two-finger exercises up ,to this chord work indi¬ 
cated the use of the pedals, because the pedal is part of 
tone production of the piano. When yon are working on 
one phase of this/you can dispose of the others according 
to your view. In the same way, in the first three grades, if 
the pupil is limited and has very little practice time, you 
will probably be better satisfied to work for a month or 
so on the arpeggios, and then for a month or so on the 
scales, so that the technic of each will be practiced—either 
the two-finger exercises and arpeggios, or the two-finger 
exercises and scales. The remainder of the time devote to 
the study of pieces, whatever the pupil has. 
learning a new PIECE. 
by j. e. p. aldous. 
Thf following remarks are intended for students. I 
The following the explaDatiou that I am 
must accompan and written 
quite well aware that they toe tot‘ ^ ^ 
hundreds of times e or®’ information many 
that we teachers have to repeat our #f ^ ^ 
times before it gains accep^J the0 ^ or 
dents, and possibly the fac help somebody. 
i u« i .uuS ’ 0f some one different, may neip ' Uct. A tactini p*n».. - 
students fail to get the best on disturbed, nor intin»d»t» < 
A at the moment of impact, the chords should be « they take uP too Urge you 
nd strong. The second is that the arm and the ^ ^gat one time. In learning a mettatf^ey 9 u „ well presen 
are relaxed the moment the tone is produced. No for learning a _rT a whole page at . ..tf-n.doesnc 
_- x*._ _a • ■ 4-motiiful ol olaving 
for learning at one tun. ^ a whole page at 
»r<Tf™n of pi.,IBS H -*«• W 
1.5 it 1. effect!,: for «r»g tad. >oi ““' ^ Z tamed. ^ « 
vill see it very often in the heavy playing of artists. ™ ^ ^ pian0 ; pencils are cheap, am ' Arter 
sa well-trained hands it is peculiarly liable to fa ee r(,t,l.ed out when y(lll[ 1" ' ’ , ,-enera! 
S owing,to the position of the Huger, i t«. J» «» W*.-" 
to overcome by practice. The second way of p * J ™n«ir read it over g —j, 
chords is by up-arm touch, in which the 
s r; if i - o-lucky way, it woy 
ultimately be learned as well, but it will take much 
longer. Mauy another figure might lie adduced equally 
applicable, perhaps more so; but the railway track 
seems to me to offer a very good analogy. May onr 
progress be always as safe as an express train on a first 
class track. 
—-- 
TACT ONE OF THE FACTORS OF SUCCESS 
IN MUSIC. 
So important a factor ha* tact Iwcome in the »<»« «* 
of a musician that people all over the world are studying 
bow practically to apply it and obtain the beat powibla 
results. . „ 
To be tactfnl is to understand human nature in alt 
its phases. The exercise of tact, therefore, require, 
judgment, discretion, and |»tience. There are thousands 
of persons who go through the world without aecom 
pushing anything of consequence simply Wauac they 
lack a pro]«er supply of tact. It U not sufficient tbst 
one have merely » smattering of this 
attribute; be must have it in large measure If he drain* 
k)'n!c possession of tact means the entire M* 
impatience,—or, »t least, of an inclination o manifest it 
"T. WB: -together with an easy, affable manner at 
n.snect One must aeein to !><• prearaw, » 
! dm** and at no time muat he so far <«rgrt 
wretebednoa*. and • „0 lnaUer 
Tfhw. -.11 dtalU 
fluence over otliem, and lurnn ir» 
bd A tactful penmn to -m-tly ««£ 
prevailing *** o/^t 
him. It » we 1 P_ __ „ .„,t if the habit be 
Licoc uiiurua la u - i — 
8 are placed in position and the tone is delivere 
icribed in an article on the triceps muscle. Another 
>f playing these chords is by the use of the triceps 
le: the fingers are placed upon the keys aud t ie 
l is sounded without any rising at all, except t e 
action of this triceps muscle just above the elbow, 
manner of playing chords is in very frequent use 
rtists. 
ie fourth way is by the pure finger-touch, in the 
oer described in the elastic touch in the first' olume, 
rm element being permitted. Chords produce 111 
way are liable to scatter a little and not to come 
tly together (this is to he guarded against as nm< as 
ihl«\ I,,., —:n i— i:..l,, -nil delicate : and when 
Sng year new ^more slowly. 
idea of the music, r  J- roark these 
to discover where the ^ ^tion, the quicker the 
with*pencil attack these rough 
result will be obtained , are broken up then 
Places one by one. When ..v,„ find sen- 
P frnll 
i . t to all 1 . fM.i n and i  t  sldt  
equipoise,to the State of perte.4 
k,Ptup’. .w„re; -—i—tiy. *" «il1 
e^r:re .11 petty snnoysnees, snd wdldevetop 
•°°n ? u Ider that Will stand him In good »t«<! 
— alsivetheoHinarytosustain 
York an ftjl Trom 
his two special line* ° ^ u nl„r future, snd. 
» J dincotirsgeinenl snd d»W»nL h duu^ . . m .. ,(„,<!point, be was *. 
.s 
until the piece m 1-rned. ^orveyors go over the gj ^ in ■W** 
the building of a rai r ^ aTa;iable route, and' mUiroe*, and PM’"T*r*nr"!. _I_r? 
r~ % r Mm ill tb* - 
O un - ^ , Vt --.  
country and hunt up the m J. ^ to £ ^ for «. own^. ^ ^ 
deC’dinft°tTe mn8!c is Uke). then therein JJ* JT and ^to!’-nhi"gam "V**” 
the ^elected TndTcationB as jj£ Z ^ i. bto 
e), hut 4 will he light a d ; is set to work ... * ..^ 
mastered, the pupil should master a^g^ ^ fXS* 
answer that it cam for1i,ude. ,sreeveranre. 
m#n< 11,8 T The whole secret of being UrtW »«• 
earned!.e«*. etc wtbei*. irrrapefH" 
in this one nature.-" TV Metre 
selfish mottve* of wbatsoe 
reu, me pupil should aster arpeggios 
re nnger-touch. Chords performed in this way wi 
tremely smooth, and will only take a little mo 
'"r a sixteenth. 
-Yts. rolsin~ rivprt ni ^o,, ’ 
making ™ tI< o Aivxmu
-way of playing these chords is one o 
1 importance ; it is bravura arpeggio, wit 
touch as already described, combined with the up sectiou ^ ra,is are ... . e 
be hands springing up several inches from the p rt ^ pressing- Tb knien for mm* " 
after the chords are struck. This is the bravura grad g^ them ^ and a„ 
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Stubto Experiences. 
KNowuhdoh as merchandise. 
FRED. A. FRANKLIN. 
Some people think that they can buy musical knowl¬ 
edge in much the same way that they buy a pound of 
beefsteak or a yard of calico, and that if the teacher does 
his duty no effort on their part is necessary. It is hard 
to make snch people understand that the teacher is 
merely a guide-post to keep them in the right road, and 
that nine-tenths of the work must he done by the pupil. 
One day, when I was amnsing myself between lessons 
by playing over one of Chopin’s sweetest nocturnes, a 
swarthy representative of the Semitic race entered my 
studio. He listened attentively for quite a while, and 
when I had stopped, said, “Say, Mister Professor, how 
much you sharge to learn me to blay like dot? ” 
I tried to explain that while I would like to give him 
lessons, I could not guarantee that he would learn to 
play, as it would depend entirely on the amount of 
talent he possessed, and on his own efforts. But he did 
not seem to comprehend, for he drew a ten-dollar bill 
from his pocket and held it out toward me, saying, 
“ Here, I gif you dot if you learn me to blay.” 
THE PUPIIi OF PRETENCE. 
CHARLES W. LANDON. 
There is a certain class of pupils, mostly found 
among adults or young teachers, who are taking a special 
course, and are nervously afraid that the teacher will 
find out how little they really know. These pupils 
hardly allow that you ever give them anything of worth 
during the lesson ; seem to be, as it were, on the defen¬ 
sive ; trying to take it all in fully, and yet to appear to 
the teacher as if that was an old idea that they had 
known for many a year. Pupils belonging to this class 
are extremely hard to teach. Whatever is presented 
has to he put point foremost and with great force of 
effort and will. Their false attitude—and it is so trans¬ 
parent—stands greatly in the way of improvement. 
There is nothing inspiring to a teacher in their manner. 
It takes two who are working together to make master 
and pupil. There is as much in the pupil's drawing out 
of the teacher as there is in the teacher’s forcing ideas 
into his pupil. 
THE PUPIL OF EARNESTNESS. 
There are pupils for whom the teacher can do more 
in one lesson than with others in a whole term. Those 
who belong to this class are eager to learn. They ask 
well-put questions. They never meet that bugbear, 
“the pupil’s worst foe, Inattention,” for they wait 
upon every word that the teacher speaks ; stop to think 
it over, in order to get it into working form for immedi¬ 
ate as well as future use. They listen so intelligently 
that they can at once exemplify at the instrument any 
point given for their playing, and their eagerness to 
learn enables them to control all playing-members of 
their person at once. They meet the teacher with a 
bright smile of gladness, because they know that they 
have a lesson well learned. They receive a hearty wel¬ 
come because they are a delight to their teacher. 
VflfllTY FAIR. 
MARY ELIZABETH LUGER. 
For various reasons Miss Ethel’s musical education 
had been most woefully neglected until she had attained 
the age of seventeen years, when her father purchased a 
new piano and she decided to learn to play it. Miss 
Ethel herself was as fair and fluttering as the dainty 
yellow butterfly that flits from flower to flower. She 
loved the matinee, adored dancing, and existed on bon¬ 
bons. 
The first time I saw her spread her tapering fingers 
over the piano keys an invisible smile rippled over my 
brain, for her nails were manicured in the most extreme 
fashion, and presented about as ludicrous a spectacle on 
the ivories as would stilts in a ball-room. 
“ Music is the most exacting of all arts,” I said, by 
way of prologue. “ It demands many sacrifices from its 
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students—time, money, labor. One seldom sees a pian¬ 
ist with a beautiful hand. Much practice makes the 
hand stubby and knotty ; and nails—the less one has, 
the better. You will have to offer up your pretty ones 
the first thing you do.” 
“ Do you mean that I must cut them? ” she asked in 
a surprised tone. 
“Certainly,” I replied. “See, they should he as 
short as this,” and I showed her my own blunted finger¬ 
tips. “The nail should be no longer than the finger ; 
if it is, you can not get a round tone.” 
By way of demonstration I asked her to play a note 
with her finger curved in the proper position, and, of 
course, the usual sliding catastrophe resulted. 
“ Well, I’ll cut them before my next lesson,” she at 
last consented; “but I know they’ll feel horrible.” 
That she counted it a great sacrifice was evident by the 
expression on her face. 
It required many versions of my first little lecture to 
abbreviate those nails. Each time she would play, the 
little tell-tale click would announce how grudgingly she 
was conforming to my doctrine. But it was accomplished 
at last; gradually they grew less prominent, and one 
day several weeks later, when she came for her lesson, I 
noticed that the last vestige of offending epidermis had 
vanished—her sacrifice was consummated. 
CARELESSNESS. 
CHARLES C. DRAA. 
“Oh, that careless pupil! ” “ My ! that girl will kill 
me, she is so careless! ” Do we ever stop to think, 
when hearing these remarks, that many pupils might 
truly have the same opinion regarding their teacher ? 
Not because the teacher is not educated,—no, not that, 
—but that he, too, is actually careless. 
The fact that music is to be played loud or soft, or the 
pedal to be used here or there, is not all there is to be 
learned. Whyare pnpils permitted to play in this style ? 
because the printed sheets are so marked ? A queer way 
is this! Is there not some meaning — an emotional 
content—contained within every line of mnsic? Tell 
that pupil why this and that should be so, and try to 
awaken an interest in the language of mnsic; then pupils 
will soon feel and understand what they are playing. 
If the faults just cited were merely confined to the 
youthful performer, we might not be so serious, but hope 
that they might soon improve in their ways through 
coming in contact with more advanced players ; but it 
is not alone confined to the young player. I find even 
many advanced players lacking in real musical under¬ 
standing and in clear knowledge of the musical terms 
and abbreviations found in all well-edited music. 
Let us think more seriously of the musical under¬ 
standing of our pupils ; note-reading is not sufficient, 
neither is a “pleasing style.” If we wish our pupils to 
play with understanding and desire to bring them to the 
front as musicians, we must tell them more “ whys,” 
more about the emotional content of music ; give them a 
clear understanding of the terms and abbreviations 
found in each lesson,—then we will have much less cause 
to remark about “that careless pupil.” 
TIME SPENT IN practice. 
FANNY GRANT. 
When very young, it was the writer’s experience to 
meet various sorts of students among her friends. The 
fact seemed very interesting that one girl practiced two 
hours a day, another four, and one young lady_a 
teacher—had practiced six hours a day, and was the 
dullest and most stupid of players. To the young mind 
it seemed so admirable to have spent two, four, six 
hours a day at the piano. 
It was the length of time spent, far more than its 
result, that commanded respect, for not one of these 
young people ever came to very much as musicians in 
general or performers on the piano in particular. 
If a scholar has to be coerced into practice, there is 
something wrong. The only right sort of a scholar in 
music is one that has to he held back and kept from 
overwork from his own love of music. 
It is important to have the lesson well learned, of 
course ; but when there is in the scholar the impulse 
leading him or her to go over a piece numberless 
times, until its execution is like a flawless diamond we 
have the true art instinct. In learning to dance to 
“ speak a piece,” even to perfect one’s self in any given 
thing, all this is taken as a matter of course; but in 
music we continue to hear of the two, four, six hours a 
day spent at the piano. 
The time spent at the piano is by no means a criterion 
by which to judge of the good work done by a pupil. 
Regular practice? Grind? Hard work? It is a 
question if the really interested student in any branch 
ever thinks of his efforts just in this light. He or she 
works con amore. 
MV FIRST EXPERIENCE AS A SCOLD. 
HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
On entering the worthy profession of music teacher I 
took unto myself a favorite adage of my grandfather’s 
“ You can catch more flies with honey than with sugar.” 
The honey worked very well, indeed, but there is 
always a first time, and it came for me ; my honey failed. 
I had met with a “difficult subject.” All my hitherto 
successful methods for combating laziness, carelessness, 
etc., met with but lightly veiled insolence, and fell flat. 
It was clear, at last, that something sharper than 
honey was necessary, and while I was still hesitating 
before breaking the calm of an existence such as a scold¬ 
ing teacher can never know, I received a call from my 
“ subject’s ” aunt, begging me “ to scold her, as that was 
the only way of managing her.” 
Poor child ! Her moral training had been such as to 
make any appeal short of gross vituperation fall impres¬ 
sionless upon her callous little being. 
So a scolding it had to be, and on a fair and gentle 
day, with the sun falling in pure white benediction upon 
our heads as we sat together at the close of a duet, I 
lifted up my voice and scolded! 
I suppose the instinct of a virago is in every woman, 
even the gentlest. Much as I had dreaded it, once 
started I found myself doing very well. I quite warmed 
up to my work, and poured forth such a volley of indig¬ 
nant wrath as would have done credit to Mrs. Poyser 
herself. 
And the result ? Magical! 
It was, indeed, the only way to “ manage her,” audit 
worked so well that after the closing recital my family 
said to me, surprised: “Why, your ‘subject’ played 
very nicely! ” 
Having once acquired the art of scolding, I find its 
value enhanced by being kept in reserve for very special 
occasions. 
A MISSION. 
KATHERINE LOUISE SMITH. 
She was a young girl of sixteen and anxious to take 
lessons. She lived in the country, and by dint of much 
saving and struggling the family had succeeded in pur¬ 
chasing an “ instrument.” Theyonnggirl wouldridefor 
miles to take her lessons, and struggled and worked with 
poor hands that were used to toil of every description. 
One could not help but admire her and feel sympathy 
for her endeavors. It seemed to me such persistency 
surely would meet a reward. Regularly through rain 
and shine she came to her lesson, and I conld not but feel 
that the other pupils who wasted their time had little 
realization of this brave soul. 
Then came the time when she had a few scholars in 
the country, and drove miles to give lessons at fifty cents 
a leason, but she was always cheerful and determined to 
succeed. I tried to keep track of her, but she gradually 
drifted away from me. 
Finally, years after, I met some one who knew her, 
and I asked what had become of her. “Oh,” was the 
reply, “Mary is married. She has several children, 
lives on a farm, works from morning until night, an 
music is the last thing that agitates her now.” 
I wondered what it all meant—why she struggl , 
why she was for a moment lifted above the sodden, do 
mass of humanity ; and I asked my friend. 
“ I do not know,” was the reply, “ but she is pa<rj 
fieing herself now to educate her children.” And I te 
the solution of the problem may have lain in that. 
INFLUENCE OF BEETHOVEN’S DEAFNESS 
ON HIS MUSIC. 
BY H. E. KREHBIEL. 
Fob nearly a century the world has tried to solve the 
riddle propounded by an inscrutable Providence when 
it permitted Beethoven to become deaf. Among the 
objects in the Beethoven Museum at Bonn are the most 
pitiful memorials of the physical calamity which over¬ 
took the man and musician Beethoven, the ear-trumpets 
and pianoforte with whose help he strove so long and so 
hopelessly to remain in communion with the world of 
sound. The pianoforte was made for him by Graf of 
Vienna. Its peculiarity is that through the greater part 
of its compass it has four unisonal strings for each key. 
So long as he could be made to hear a tone Beethoven 
improvised upon this instrument. But under what dis¬ 
tressful circumstances ! Maelzel, the mechanician who 
invented aud made the ear-trumpets for him, built a 
resonator for the pianoforte. It was somewhat in the 
shape of those prompters’ boxes which we see in the 
theaters in Germany, and was placed on the instrument 
so that it covered a portion ot the sounding-board and 
projected over the keys. Seated before the pianoforte, 
his head all but inside the wooden shell, one of the ear- 
trumpets held in place by an encircling brass band, Bee¬ 
thoven would pound upon the keys till the strings 
jangled discordantly with the violence of the percussion 
or fiew asunder with shrieks asof mortaldespair. Though 
the ear-trumpets had been useless for five years, they 
were kept in Beethoven’s study until his death. Then 
they found their way into the Royal Library at Berlin, 
where they remained until Emperor William II pre¬ 
sented them to the Museum. The smallest one was used 
by Beethoven oftenest and for the longest time. Maelzel 
made these instruments for Beethoven. 
What shall be said at the end of the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury of him who was the musical glory of its beginning? 
The question can not be answered without a preliminary 
inquiry into the influence which deafness exerted upon 
his artistic character. Half a century ago the features 
of Beethoven’s art which are now looked upon by many 
as evidences of progress, were considered mournful aber¬ 
rations, due to the loss of the sense of euphony and the 
development of an unlovely egotism which chose to 
assert itself in a disregard of recognized law. It is 
scarcely worth while now to discuss to what extent the 
critics of his time and a few decades after were right. 
There has been a marvelous change in the point of view. 
Other times, other manners. It is possible now—it was 
not possible then—to see that in Beethoven music accom¬ 
plished one cycle of growth and started out on another. 
Starting from simple expressions of feeling which at first 
were nuvolitional, and therefore truthful but crude, it 
has passed through a period of mixed scientific and es¬ 
thetic development which lifted it to the dignity of an 
art, and enabled it to give keen gratification to the ear 
and the faculty of taste. In the process of this develop¬ 
ment a portion of its mission had been forgotten, though 
there were at all times men who apprehended and strove 
in promote it. Beethoven was not only the embodiment 
°f all that was before him, but also of that which was 
yet to come. In his works, mnsic returned to its original 
Purpose with its power raised a hundred-fold. It is 
Possible—nay, more, it is extremely likely—that what 
seemed to him and the world the greatest evil was, in 
foot, the highest good. His deafness, while it changed 
h>s social instincts, left his moral nature unharmed. 
it drove him away from companionship with men, it 
drew him closer to nature ; if it hushed the amiable 
sounds of the external world, it also shut out some of its 
turmoils and enabled him the better to hear the whis- 
^fiogs of his own soul. Many of his admirers have 
found comfort in this reflection without thinking how 
'Heritable was the consequence to his art. I can only 
suggest a line of thought which may bring some of the 
^ults to the mind of the reader. Macanlay, in his 
emonstration that the poetry of young civilizations is 
1 le best poetry, says that the progress of refinement 
^Iely snPplies music, painting, sculpture, and poetrv 
le last teast of all—with better objects of imitation. 
as 
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At best, this is a hasty generalization. Mnsic has as 
little association with the other arts in respect of its con¬ 
tents as it has in respect of its materials. It has in its 
best and true estate no object of imitation, and because 
of this, as well as for other reasons, it stands isolated 
from all the products of the human mind. On the one 
hand are the things which are projected, grasped, com¬ 
prehended by the intellect; on the other, in awe-inspiring 
solitude, outside the domain of reason, and therefore 
beyond its reach, stands music, bodying forth “ the 
forms ot things unknown.” It is a pure expression of 
the will, the most individual, the most lawless of the 
arts, and the one most subject to change. Its very ex¬ 
istence is transient and contingent upon the recurrent 
and harmonious cooperation of three factors: creator, in¬ 
terpreter, and hearer. 
Unperformed music is nothing, aud with each act of 
performance there goes a new act of creation. The ac¬ 
tivities—physical, intellectual, and emotional—which 
the three factors must exercise if music is to be at all, 
must touch hands ; yet they can not be identical. What 
is cause in the first case, is purpose in the second and 
effect in the third. Creation does not stop with the 
composer as it does with the painter, sculptor, or archi¬ 
tect ; it is carried over to the interpreter whose work is 
not exposition merely, but re-creation. It is this fact 
which entitles the instrumental performer or the singer to 
the name of artist. He can not bring the creation of the 
composer to the apprehension of the hearer without 
blending with it something of himself. Upon the hearer, 
finally, devolves the duty of perceiving with the ear, 
judging with the intellectual and esthetic faculties, and 
enjoying with all these media plus the emotions ; and 
this complicated activity is again in a high sense re crea¬ 
tive. It is beeanse of this common element in the 
work of composer, performer, and hearer that the Isidy 
of music which one generation bequeaths to its successor 
is comparatively so small. We do not persist in creat¬ 
ing what we do not like. Every composer is kept in 
court for daily judgment until the inevitable changes 
in taste, which follow the equally inevitable variations 
in percipience, relegate him to oblivion or the closest 
pa„es of history. To Beethoven, mnsic was not only a 
manifestation of the beantiful,-an art,-it was akm to 
religion. He felt himself to be a prophet, a seer. All 
the misanthropy, engendered by his unhappy relations 
with mankind, conld not shake his devot.on to this ideal 
which had sprung from the truest artistic apprehension 
aud been nurtured by enforced introspection and plnlo- 
S°it mlyTe-we can not yet say-that be went too far 
that he failed to recognize the limitations which the 
materials of music set for the art; but there ran be DO 
doubt that he started iton **“jnj** JJg* 
progress was possible. Many of the things wWeh^re 
offense to the taste of his tune, and the first I s ad 
after are as inexcusable now as they n 1 
l u as an inexorable maxim that the ear must .1- 
he released But that conception of the aim of 
ways be pleasea. r> formal con- 
1»«».»*,» i» n» ■ in art the vessel . movement 
seemingly false entrv o t ic hvthnlic and melodic 
of the “Heroic” symphony, «****<* the AW 
distortion of the the crMhing digonfd con,. 
of the symphony • minor scale in the instrn- 
mental introdncti ^ ^down as lasantic* 
“ Choral ” symphony, are . from their signili- 
perse; they dcnve tlieir jn-- n ^ emoUonAl 
cance which, in turn ^ in whirb they occur, 
and poetic conteuto o ^ ^ w opposed to 
For the conception •f^^auty Beethoven stood 
the old conception of a - ^ ? ^e can not tell. no. 
sponsor. Whither wi who g},ail listen to the 
will those be able to a ^ ,jnlite of music have not 
music of a century henc€- Mugic fa the freest mode 
Heen set and ^‘^imagination, and Rnskin tell ns: 
of expression open natare of things the im 
“While, as it penetra ^ider of things as they 
agination is preeminent y eminent beholder 
are, it is, in 
its creative function, an 
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of things when and where they are not ; a seer, that ia, 
in the prophetic sense, calling the things that are not as 
though they were ; aud forever delighting to dwell on 
that which is not tangibly present."—From “ JUumc and 
Manners in the Classical Period." 
AN APPEAL TO THE MUSICIANS OF THE 
COUNTRY FOR THE MUSIC TEACHERS’ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
The meeting of the Music Teachers’ National Aaaocia- 
tion held in New York City, J unc 23d to 2Ttli, was surely 
unprecedented, not only in the history of this organiza¬ 
tion, but in the history of music in lliis country. It was 
an inspiration alike to the teacher and student. 
The meeting was organized under great difficulties. 
One mem tier after another of the committees elected in 
1897 resigned, fearing the work and ultimate failure. 
Members who the year before had worked unceasingly 
now looked on askance. At last, committees were ob¬ 
tained who feared nothing and were willing to work. 
No one can realize the unceasing effort of these gentle¬ 
men ; a great debt had to be fared and much of It paid 
before this year’s convention could tie liegun. 
At first they were met alike by artist and financier, 
who had no faith in their enthusiasm and knew only of 
past history and failure ; but with persistent effort they 
worked on, until, as earnestness always will, enthusiasm 
was enkindled. 
The Music Teachers’ National Association An* a future. 
The American musician has an Association, which he 
certainly should support. It is national, extending from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific, lta poaalbilitiea are unend¬ 
ing. Why should not music claim lta euthnsiaatic 
thousands at a yearly convention aa well as school aud 
collegiate education? 
Why should not the army of musicians in this country 
stand united, meeting at least once a year todisseroiuste 
ideas and clasp the bund of a brother musiclau? 
No great enterprise can lie made sneotasful on senti¬ 
ment j there must tie financial support, «'*» lf 11 ent*il" 
some sacrifice. 
The following letter concerns every musician as well as 
former member, and we trust it will meet a hearty 
response throughout the country. 
Will you kindly send to roe your dues (*8.00) for 
membership io the M. T. N. A. for the present y.wr? 
The convention held in New York, June 23d to 2-th, U 
pronounced by all to have been the greatest ever held. 
The officers earnestly desire that you keep op your mem¬ 
bership. thus showing your interest In this gnat work 
for the advancement of n.nsic in our country. The) hope 
von will give this careful consideration. 
' By paying your dues now you enteryonr name in the 
Report, a copy of which you will tveeive as soon as pub 
lisbed. 
Hend check or P. O. money order to my address. 
Fraternally yours, 
OwmoR C. Oow, 
Vwuar Oolleft, Poufhkcrpmr, X. Y. 
epigrams 
nv bicbteanh * *t<uta. 
<• Iiilknkm is not real; change of mental activity to ” 
“Applied concentration makes a musician, an artist, a 
poet, a philosopher ” 
“ Memory exercised is memory trained. 
“Communion with nature is communion with «od.” 
“A new word learned each day soon makes,me roaster 
of any language ” 
“ Patience is a virtue immaculate.’ 
“Aarimilation and possession of a hook differentiate 
greatly.” 
“ Gentleness, a characteristic of the artist, » divinely 
conceived, and born of suffering. 
•* j.ove, passionate, philosophical, and divine, a \naar 
key, only unlocks the entrance to musical paradise 
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PUPILS “ON SHOW.” 
BY E. M. TREVENEN DAWSON. 
It is bad enough for the nervous piano-teacher to 
have to perform before an audience himself, but it is 
twenty times worse when he has to sit by and hear his 
pupils perform. Because, it stands to reason, if he is 
playing at a public concert, he will probably be down for 
only a couple of items on the program, and so have only 
two ordeals to go through. Whereas if, say, twenty of 
his pupils perform at one of his pupils’ concerts, he has 
twenty ordeals to undergo and twenty opportunities for 
nervous anxiety lest there should be a break-down or 
failure of any sort. Thus, in the first case, so soon as 
his own share in the program is over, he can listen to the 
rest calmly and comfortably ; while in the second case 
there is no possibility of calmness or comfort at any 
time—he is on tenter-hooks the whole way through. 
Happy the teacher so confident or so cool that his 
equanimity is undisturbed by even the lengthiest pupils’ 
concert! The majority of us, I fancy, have unpleasant 
forebodings (too often realized) that our best pupils will 
not do themselves credit, and that none of the rest will 
play anything like so well as at rehearsal, while some, 
through nervousness, will very likely break down. And, 
no matter what happens, one has to grin and bear it, or, 
as the photographers say, “smile and look pleasant.” 
Oh, for refinement of torture, commend me to a good 
long pupils’ concert! 
It is rather amusing, however, to look back upon one’s 
experiences of these trying occasions, and to note the 
different ways in which pupils have comported them¬ 
selves. So far as my own experience goes, musical 
pupils—one’s best pupils—are generally unreliable for 
concert purposes, since from excitability, or nervousness, 
or diffidence, they so often fall far short of their real 
powers, and come to the piano trembling all over, or turn 
faint, or lose their heads in the middle ! On the other 
hand, unsatisfactory as it is to admit it, vain pupils and 
very young ones, I have found, could nearly always be 
relied on to face any audience without flinching. In¬ 
deed, children, as a rule, like to play before people, and 
many a youngster I have known to go through a piece 
“ by heart ” without a single slip,—even better than at 
rehearsal,—with a smiling face and the utmost assur¬ 
ance. What a blessing these little people are to fall 
back upon when concerts have to be arranged ! 
The other type—the vain pupil—can be depended on 
to keep cool whatever happens. She (but it is not 
always a “she”!) likes showing off, wears plenty of 
bracelets to jangle as she plays, and rings to set off her 
slim fingers, takes an unconscionable time settling her 
skirt and screwing the piano stool up and down before 
beginning, then plays her piece (without book) with a 
vast number of flourishes of the hands and other affec¬ 
tations certainly not inculcated by her teacher. I have 
more than once known a girl of this type to forget a 
page or so of her solo, and coolly fill up with chords and 
arpeggi, or figures repeated from a previous passage, until 
able to recall either that particular missing part or, at 
all events, the close of the piece. And because she had" 
gone on playing without a moment’s hesitation, not one 
of the audience suspected that anything had gone wrong, 
while she got more than her fair share of applause at the 
finish ! 
One of the funniest experiences I ever had at a pupils’ 
concert was the break-down of an extremely nervous, 
delicate child of nine before she started. (I may inci¬ 
dentally remark that / had not wished her to play, but 
the parents did not like “our Dolly ” left out.) Know¬ 
ing her disposition, I had chosen a particularly simple 
little piece—a trifle by Guilmant—which went capitally 
at the rehearsal. At the concert, however, no sooner 
did she seat herself before the piano than the poor child 
found herself utterly unable to begin. Of course, I 
smiled reassuringly, and whispered to her that it was 
“all right” and that sort of thing j but when at last 
she did put her hand on the keys (for one hand had to 
begin alone, with a bit of melody), not only was it on 
the wrong note, but an entirely different division of the 
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keyboard! What could I do ? I quietly lifted Dolly's 
hand off, and suggested she should “try again. She 
did. This time another note, but equally wrong! 
Again I gently took her hand off in full view of the 
audience, laughed as if it were a good joke, and deliber¬ 
ately placed the fingers on the correct keys, while I 
hardly knew which way to look. It must have been 
altogether a decidedly ludicrous scene, though one could 
not feel so at the time ! But will it lie believed that, 
once started right, my little pupil went on swimming to 
the end without a hitch ? 
The worst break-down I can remember was that of an 
older girl (about nineteen) who had never seemed the least 
nervous, but who, just a week before the concert, began 
to be afraid she would n’t “get through.” As she in¬ 
tended playing it from memory (it was Wolleu- 
haupt’s Scherzo in F-sharp), I offered for her to have 
the music in front of her instead. This she would on 
no account agree to, however; so we settled I should 
hold it quietly in readiness, and if her memory failed at 
any moment, instantly show her the open page, from 
where I sat (beside the piano). Well, on the eventful 
day, she played on fairly well until the last page but 
one, when her memory suddenly failed; she repeated a 
few of the previous bars, and I showed her the printed 
passage. Nevertheless she could not get right, and began 
rambling about the keys in such a nervous and entirely 
aimless way that, with the boldness of despair, I placed 
the piece on the music rest in front of her. But 
no ! Her access of nervousness was so great that, as she 
told me afterward with abject apologies, she was abso¬ 
lutely unable to read a note, and had to bring her perform¬ 
ance to an abrupt conclusion with a couple of chords— 
whether in the tonic key or not, do n’t ask me, for I was 
far too agitated to notice ! 
Apropos of breaking-down, it is amusing to learn the 
different expedients pupils resort to in order to prevent it 
from happening—when yon can get them to give you their 
confidence. One girl, for instance, once told me that 
when playing before people she always imagined her. 
self jnst having an ordinary music lesson, with the 
teacher sitting beside her ; another naively owned to 
pretending the audience were only “a field of cab¬ 
bages” (!), and said that then “she did n’t mind a bit ” ; 
while yet another tried to think she was practicing and 
there was nobody in the room. 
For my own part, I have almost always found pupils’ 
concerts severe afflictions; for, apart from the trial 
to one’s nerves, it is extremely disappointing that one’s 
most promising pupils never play their best, and that 
those musically far inferior get most of the applause 
simply because, being too cold blooded or too conceited 
to feel nervous, they makesbowiness and “dash ” cover 
all shortcomings; also there are few things more 
irritating and disconcerting to the earnestjteacher than 
for people to come up at the close and lavish effusive con¬ 
gratulations on the “ talent ” and “ progress ” of those 
very pupils he feels most dissatisfied with. And then 
the fond mammas come round and expect one to praise 
a “dear little Mary’s” or “Fanny’s” or “Lizzie’s’ 
performance—(woe betide you if you don’t!)—and to 
echo “how quickly the darling child gets on,” when one 
knows all the time she is a lazy little wretch, who won’t 
practice and does n’t advance one inch. On the whole 
one is tempted on snch occasions to wish pupils’ concerts 
at Jericho, or, as the Germans more poetically express it, 
“in the land where the pepper grows ” ! 
—The pedal is a most important factor in piano-play- 
mfii and too much attention can not be given to it It 
has been called the breath of the piano, and it certainly 
supplies an atmosphere, and in skilful hands can give a 
true aerial perspective, middle distance, and foreground 
to a composition. In melody playing, the touchstone of 
a true pianist, it is invaluable. Christiana, in his inter¬ 
esting book, says: “A simple melody is like a nude 
figure in painting.” Many pianists who excel in the 
most elaborate figure work, utterly fail at a plain 
melody; and here, not only touch is wanted, but also 
that innate sense of color which produces a spiritually 
and dynamically perfect execution.— Huneker. 
AN EXPERIMENT IN LECTURE RECITALS. 
BY CHARLES SANFORD SKILTON. 
Until recently there has been no definite attempt to 
explain indirectly the meaning of music. All explain*, 
tions were previously direct, consisting of teaching and 
performing music. These methods are rightly coanted 
the most important. Still there are many who can not 
study music, but would like to see meaning in what 
often seems to them ouly a succession of pleasing sounds 
This may be accomplished to a considerable extent by a 
study of the laws of the construction of music, the per¬ 
sonality of its composers, its literature, and its relation 
to life. To meet this demand the lecture recital has 
come into existence. It has long been a potent factorin 
music schools. In entering the field of geneml educa¬ 
tion it loses some distinctly technical features, but gains 
in breadth by pointing out characteristics of music which 
appeal to the intellect and spiritual nature. Through 
these the layman more easily apprehends the emotional 
content of music. 
It was the writer's privilege to give a course of recitals 
in a community of about the average musical cultiva¬ 
tion. In order to interest the general public it was 
decided to render at each recital a short program illus¬ 
trating the evolutionary tendencies of innsic,—how folk¬ 
song led to aria, or dance music to suite and sonata; 
interspersing evenings devoted to Beethoven, Schubert, 
and Schumann. This offered an opportunity for locating 
the lteacon lights of music history, for explaining the 
principal forms, for learning to know the chief composers 
and some of their masterpiece*, for deducing principles 
of musical life and growth, And for poiuting oat present 
tendencies. Beside this, much desultory information 
could be given and the musician's point of view made 
familiar. 
Having adopted a plan, the next step was to secure 
an audience. In musical communities it is enough to 
announce the performance of good music, and people 
will come to hear. In communities not interested in 
music, other means must be employed to attract atten¬ 
tion. The musician asks: “ What compositions are to 
be performed ? ” The uninitiated inquire: “Who is to 
sing or play?” It is necessary to answer to the satis¬ 
faction of both parties. Accordingly, a prospectus was 
issued, which announced ten recitals—five to be illus¬ 
trated by the lecturer at the piano aud a colleague, a 
tenor, the others to be given with the assistance of artists 
from New York City—young musicians entering upon 
their professional careers, glad of an opportunity to 
prove themselves before an audience, and well satisfied 
to receive experience and expenses in return for their 
excellent work. 
Each program was printed, a eSmpetent critic agree to 
review each recital in the weekly paper, and the course 
was extensively advertised, with the result that an nm> 
ence was seen red which represented the most advan . 
culture of the community. All expenses were cove 
by the sale of course tickets and single admissions. 
While music was always the essential feature of eac re¬ 
cital, side lights were thrown, from time to time, 
sions into other arts or the political history of the pen *• 
For instance, when Saint-Satins’ "Danse Macs re^ 
was performed, the audience was Bhown an engraving^ 
the figure of Death as Fiddler from Rethel s 
Death,” and there was an explanation of the 
mystery and its use in modern art. Or the mn.81C 
Neo-Russians was compared to recent Russian '! ^ 
and a common source discovered in the P° 11C 
ditions of that country. 
As a result of attending these recitals, the ^ 
became familiar with the great personalities o 
. _ lir i*>o<spr cun1 
from Palestrina to Brahms, beside many - 
posers, digested a brief outline of the history 
heard many of the masterpieces of three ieu^ ^ 
learned to recognize the principal musical on ■ ^ 
gained some conception of the relation ol mnsic^^^ 
One who is thus equipped, if gifted wit 
nature, needs only wider experience am 9 ^ 
study to attain to a mature understanding o 
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SINCERITY OF PURPOSE. 
BY HENRY C. LAHKE. 
There is nothing more laudable iu the young than 
the desire to improve. This desire is the mainspring of 
access, but just as a watch will not work with rnain- 
8 ring only, or as a part of any mechanism is useless 
without the’ other parts, so is desire for improvement 
nsele^s without a well-balanced mind and plenty of en¬ 
ergy and tenacity of purpose. We have all in our young 
days learned, as a first principle, that a part is not and 
ron not be equal to the whole, and yet if we observe care- 
fally we shall find many people who, in their lives, seem 
to ignore that rudimentary axiom. 
With the yonng music student it sometimes happens 
that ignorance of the length and difficulty of the artistic 
highway brings out ideas and incidents which Beern 
absurd to those who have had experience. The idea 
that “a term oflessons’’ iu some great city will fit them 
fora musical career seems to be a prevalent theory, and 
while in itself it is ridiculous, yet as a first step it should 
be considered with becoming gravity. The person in¬ 
dulging in this idea will either rise, duriug the “term,” 
to a point from which a wider horizon is visible, and 
acquire a greater ambition, or else lie will “ fizzle out ” 
and settle down to some occupation which makes less 
demand upon his courage and power of self-denial. 
Some time ago a young man presented himself in the 
office of a well-known conservatory who wanted to know 
the price of a term of violin lessons. Hisqnestions were 
put with that shrewdness which denotes a rustic bring¬ 
ing-up. He evidently had some great scheme working 
in his mind which would, if successfully carried ont, 
bringgood returns. The term consisted oftwenty lessons, 
each of an hour’s duration. It was Monday afternoon. 
Having at last run ont his string of questions, the young 
man sat and ruminated for half an hour or so, then, 
gathering himself together with an effort, he declared 
that he would take a term, but he mast get through and 
go home Saturday night. On being told that it would 
be impossible for him to take four lessons a day, that 
they would be of no benefit to him, because there would 
be no time for practice,—he declared with pride that he 
could pick it up as fast as the teacher could show him ; 
and as long as he was willing to pay for the lessons and 
take the risk, nobody else ought to find any fault. He 
went off disappointed, and probably returned to bucolic 
pursuits. 
This poor fellow had doubtless been looking forward 
for a long time to “ taking a term o’ lessons in Borst’n, 
and had made the greatest sacrifice of time and money 
in his power. So far his idea was not one to be utterly 
condemned. He was fond of music—such as he had 
heard—but his age, bis big, stiff" fingers, and his igno¬ 
rance were all against the possibility ol success. Inas¬ 
much as he had done his best, he was worthy of credit. 
There is, however, another side to the matter. It was 
evident from the trend of his questions, from his sus¬ 
picious shrewdness, and other indications, that he in¬ 
tended, after his “ term in Borst’n,” to advertise himself 
as a shining musical light in his community. He would 
support himself on the reputation of the school or teacher 
who was shortsighted enough to be made use of; and this 
leads to another question, much discussed and no nearer 
a decision, in spite of all the argument pro and con. 
Going Abroad to Study. 
The matter of “ going abroad to study ” is one which, 
unfortunately, leads to much bitterness of heart among 
the musical profession in America. Teachers naturally 
like their pupils to remain with them, and almost any 
unprejudiced person will admit that teaching can be 
secured in America which will compare favorably wit i 
anything to be found abroad. , 
It would seem, therefore, rather a waste of time and 
money to seek abroad that which can be better foun a 
home; but there are strong influences at work on 
American student which tend to draw him away <rom 
home. Shakspere’s trite saying that ‘1 Home kecpin0 
loath have ever homely wit ” applies as well to m 
students as to any other class of individuals, aud t 
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is no doubt that foreign travel and experience tend to 
broaden the mind and cultivate it. But it does not 
follow that the student who goes abroad for a few months 
or a year, or even two years, causing or play one particle 
better than the student who devotes an equal amount of 
time to study in his native land. 
There are ways in which this overpowering feeling in 
favor of “foreign study” works harm. An entirely 
unreasoning demand exists for teachers who have “been 
abroad,” for singers who have been to Paris, to Italy, 
or to London, for violinists who have been to Berlin, 
Brussels, or Vienna, simply because those places are 
regarded as the musical centers. So unreasonable is this 
feeling on the part of the public that very little attention 
is given to details. Thus, a singer who has studied four 
or five years in Boston or New York is apt to sink into 
insignificance beside one who has studied three months 
in Paris; or, in other words, a singer who has studied 
three months in Paris will find professional opportunities 
which are denied to the singer who has studied four or 
five years in America, though whether he can take advan¬ 
tage of them satisfactorily is another thing. In fact, 
there are so many disappointments every year in those 
who come from abroad with flying colors that it seems 
remarkable that mere “ going abroad ” continues to carry 
prestige. 
As the matter stands, however, every young music 
teacher feels obliged to make atrip to Europe, not pri¬ 
marily for the knowledge to he gained, but “for the 
advertising,” and there are many to-day holding posi¬ 
tions in American colleges, and adding to their names 
“of Berlin,” “of Vienna,” “from Paris,” or “from 
London,” whose visits to those centershavenot exceeded 
a few weeks. To acknowledge the American teacher who 
tanght them practically all they know is out of the ques¬ 
tion with such people, but they are known as pupils of 
Herr this or Signor that, from whom they have taken a 
few lessons in Europe, “ to get some points.” 
This is all wrong, but the fault rests with an unen¬ 
lightened public rather than with the struggling teacher, 
who, after all, has simply made a business lnv«8t",eDt’ 
with the object of showing his goods to the best adran- 
tage. Nevertheless, it is sad to think that there re 
teachers and students who are wdhBgto^cater U 
education. __ _.._ 
HELPS TO THE HOME STUDENT. 
by VICTOR GARWOOD. 
Y„„ «»>» 
tie. ymr ‘“’TT'Irf,”pW™ ** *" ” 
times doubt it y°D teacher. Surely, then, 
r have the .Granted longer 
somethingiswrongm-—-t ; ^ ^ virtll0f0, 
further on the road. movement of that 
old conservatory ****** fiuale of which yon learned 
Concerto,” the andante^^^ ^ ^ ^ 
and played at the yourself is praise- 
‘<• 
Two elements ente ,adestbe full understand- 
First, the conception, which^ ^ the harmonic 
ing of the emotional co the mechanical exe- 
and rhythmic co“str°^ t’and indispensable aid to the 
cution. The first reached that point where work 
second, and yon j' 3;multaneously- 
should progress on both ^ bably waste.! through 
Many hours of your study ^ yon wish to 
the acquisition of knowledge. We best progress by pro¬ 
ceeding from wholes to parts. For some time you will 
doubtless select your pieces for study from those yon have 
heard and admired during your sojourn in the city. Yon 
will already have some conception of them as wholes, 
and can proceed at once to the study of the phrasing. 
No small task this ! The art of phrasing has become a 
science based upon harmonic and rhythmic laws. Per¬ 
haps a study of Dr. Hngo Riemann’s “ Practical Guide to 
the Art of Phrasing ” will be of help to you. This is 
literally a visit to the workshop of the phrase-marking 
editor. 
Having decided the phrasing, analyze every harmonic 
change. Name every chord and note the inversion used. 
All this presupposes that in your three years of conserva¬ 
tory work you have thoroughly mastered the elements of 
harmony. From your drill in ear training you will be 
enabled to memorize and sing the melodies. 
Now, for manual practice of the passages. Yon have 
found in yonr analysis that these are but combinations 
of the elementary technics, the Beales, broken chords, 
and arpeggios, whicli daily practice from childhood 
should have rendered automatic. These, like the vocabu¬ 
lary of your mother tongue, should lie ready for instant 
use when a new thought requires a new combination of 
them. If yon can not unhesitatingly play every scale, 
arpeggio, chord, in every form, in every key, major and 
minor, yonr training has been deficient, and you must 
lose no time in acquiring this digital vocabulary. Once 
thoroughly learned, forty minutes spent in their daily 
practice will keep a hand of average flexibility in prime 
playing condition, and the necessary work on repertory 
will do the rest. 
I believe few really great pianists spend much time on 
technical work pure and simple. The old daysol Herz 
1000 five-finger exercises are gone, I hope forever. Tech¬ 
nical literature is appalling in its volumiuosity, but we 
are slowly learning that the best schooling for playing 
the works of any composer ia the study of those works 
themselves. 
A word in regard to choice of fingerings : Choose the 
simplest. The absolute lack of system in this depart¬ 
ment of editing tries the patience of teacher and pupil. 
In the movement of the concerto yon are studying there 
are many scale passages in G, D, aud C minor. In no 
edition have I ever found the standard fingerings of those 
scales given ; after months of labor in acquiring fluency 
and ease with one fingering, the reviser calmly asks you 
to acquire an entirely new set of habits. Of course, you 
hesitate and stumble until you adopt the fingering to 
which von are accustomed. The passage becomes then 
merely‘the practical application of the exercises you ran 
over so lightly and easily in yonr morning"* practice 
I)o von realize how great is the art of being a good stu¬ 
dent? A successful dramatic teacher once said to me: 
" Give me a perfect stick, let me liavc him long enough 
and let me teach him systematic habit* of study, and 1 
make him a fair actor. Talent! I rarely encounter it, 
and do n’t care much for it when I do. And genius . 
Well, that take* care of it*elf.”-“^mcr,e0* Conserratory 
Quarterly.” _ 
-I must give yon a charming little characteristic anec¬ 
dote of Rubinstein, told me by the great Italian tenor 
Marconi in bis own beautiful home, lie was a close and 
rained friend of tbc famous Russian virtuoso and com 
poser One day, during a visit to Rubinstein, the latter s 
S'son came tripping eagerly into the mmde roota. 
Approaching his father’s side he nestled close hes.d ■ him 
and said: “This is my festa, papa, TV* .* 
nresent 1" “Very well, my son, what shall it be . , 
"A waltz papa ; a new waltz, all for myself, and now . 
“What an impatient little son it is!” exclaimed the 
musician; “but of course you shall have your 
S Here it is—listen 1 And for yon,” turning to the 
distinguished tenor, “I will play my ‘Nero.’ ” ‘ U seems 
almost incredible,” says Marconi, “but then and there 
’witnessed and beard a most remarkable phenomenon- 
the maestro improvised and played a charm,ng wal.z 
with his left hand, giving me at the same ri®« 1 
the splendid overture I-’’-Theodor. Tracy, .« 
“ Musical Courier.” 
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I may not be handsome but I have a kind face, have 
I not? So many letters were forwarded me by my 
editor asking for my autograph, photograph, and opinion 
of Mother Snigel’s Cough Syrup, that I decided to take 
the bull by the horns and publish my portrait at the 
head of these columns. You may observe—that is if you 
are a reader of the human countenance—that my features 
are more amiable than my pen but that my pen is 
mightier than my smile. This may sound vain but then 
vanity in an elderly person is pardonable ; hence these 
preludings. 
Where did I leave off? Oh, yes, at Cleraenti-Villa-on- 
the-Wissahickon. Well, I am still there and mean to 
stay until the snow drives me to that uncomfortable 
aggregation of villages, called a city. Have you read 
Thorean’s “Walden” with its smell of the woods and 
its ozone-permeated pages ? I recommend the book to 
all pianists, especially to those pianists who hug the 
house, practising all day and laboring under the delusion 
that they are developing their individuality. Singular 
thing, this rage for culture nowadays, among musicians 1 
They have been admonished so often in print and private 
that their ignorance is not blissful, indeed it is baneful, 
that these ambitions ladies and gentlemen rush off to 
the booksellers, to libraries, and literally gorge them¬ 
selves with the “ologies” and “isms” of the day. 
Lord, Lord, how I enjoy meeting them at a musicale ! 
There they sit, cocked and primed for a verbal encoun¬ 
ter, waiting to knock the literary chip off their neigh¬ 
bor’s shoulder. 
“ Have you read ”-begins some one and the chat¬ 
tering begins, furioso. “Oh, Nietzsche? why of course,” 
—“Tolstoi’s ‘What is Art?’ certainly, he ought to 
be electrocuted”—“Nordau? isn’t he terrible?” 
And the cacophonous conversational symphony rages, 
and when it is spent, the man who asked the question 
finishes : 
“ Have you read the notice of Rosenthal’s playing in 
the 1 Kiilnische Zeitung? ’ ” and there is a battery of sus¬ 
picious looks directed towards him whilst murmurs 
arise, “What an uncultured man! To talk ‘shop’ 
like a regular musician ! ” The fact being that the man 
had read everything but was setting a trap for the 
vanity of these egregious persons. The'newspapers, the 
managers and the artists before the public are to blame 
for this callow, shallow attempt at culture. We read 
that Rosenthal is a second Heine in conversation. That 
he spills epigrams at his meals and dribbles proverbs at 
the piano. He has committed all of Heine to memory 
and in the greenroom reads Sanscrit. Paderewski too, 
is profoundly something or other. Like Wagner he 
writes his own programmes—I mean plots for his operas. 
He is much given to reading Swinburne because some 
one once compared him to the bad, mad, sad, glad, fad 
poet of England, begad ! As for Sauer, we hardly know 
where to begin. He writes blank verse tragedies and 
discusses Ibsen with his landlady. Pianists are now so 
intellectual that they forget to play the piano well. 
THE ETUDE 
Of course, Daddy Liszt began it all. He had read 
everything before he was twenty, and had embraced and 
renegaded from twenty religions. This volatile, versa¬ 
tile, vibratile, vivacious, vicious temperament of his has 
been copied by most modern pianists who have n’t brains 
enough to parse a sentence or play a Bach Invention. 
The Weimar crew all imitated Liszt’s style in octaves 
and hair dressing. I was there once, a sunny day in 
May, the hedges white with flowers and the air lull of 
bock-bier. Ah, thronging memories of youth! I was 
slowly walking through a sun-smitten lane when a man 
on horse dashed by me, his face red with excitement, 
his beast covered with lather. He kept shouting 
“Make room for the master; make way for the mas¬ 
ter” and presently a venerable man with a purple nose 
—a Cyrano de Cognac nose—came towards me. He 
wore a monkish habit and on his head was a huge 
shovel-shaped hat, the sort affected by Don Basilio in 
“The Barber of Seville.” 
“ It must be Liszt or the devil! ” I cried aloud and 
Liszt laughed, his warts growing purple, his whole ex¬ 
pression being one of good-humor. He invited me to 
refreshment at the Czerny House, but I refused. During 
the time he stood talking to me a throng of young Liszts 
gathered about us. I call them “young Liszts” be¬ 
cause they mimicked the old gentleman in an outrageous 
manner. They wore their hair on their shoulders, they 
sprinkled it with flour ; they even went to such lengths 
as to paint purplish excrescences on their chins and brows. 
They wore semi-sacerdotal robes, they held their hands 
in the peculiar and affected style of Liszt, and they one 
and all wore shovel hats. When Liszt left me—we 
studied together with Czerny—they trooped after him, 
their garments ballooning in the breeze, and upon their 
silly faces was the devotion of a pet ape. 
I mention this because I have never met a Liszt pupil 
since without recalling that day in Weimar. And when 
one plays I close my eyes and hear the frantic effort to 
copy Liszt’s bad touch and supple, sliding, treacherous 
technic. Liszt, you may not know, had a wretched 
touch. The old boy was conscious of it, for he told 
William Mason once, “Don’t copy my touch; it’s 
spoiled.” He had for so many years pounded and 
punched the keyboard that his tactile sensibility—is n’t 
that your new fangled expression?—had vanished. His 
“orchestral” playing was one of those pretty fables 
invented by hypnotized pupils like Amy Fay, Aus der 
Ohe, and other enthusiastic but not very critical per¬ 
sons. I remember well that Liszt, who was first and 
foremost a melodramatic actor, had a habit of striding 
to the instrument, sitting down in a magnificent manner 
and uplifting his big fists as if to annihilate the ivories. 
He was a master hypnotist, and like John L. Sullivan he 
had his adversary—the audience—conquered before he 
struck a blow. His glance was terrific, his “ nerve ,f 
enormous. What he did afterward did n’t much matter. 
He usually accomplished a hard day’s threshing with 
those flail-like arms of his, and heavens how the poor 
piano objected to being taken for a barn-floor ! 
Touch ! Why, Thalberg had the touch, a touch that 
Liszt secretly envied. In the famous Paris duel that 
followed the visits of the pair to Paris, Liszt was heard 
to a distinct disadvantage. He wrote articles about 
himself in the musical papers—a practice that his 
disciples have not failed to emulate—and in an article on 
Thalberg displayed his bad taste in abusing what he 
could not imitate. Oh yes, Liszt was a great thief. His 
piano music,—I mean his so-called original music,— is 
nothing but Chopin and water. His pyrotechnical effects 
are borrowed from Paganini and as soon as a new head 
popped up over the musical horizon, he helped himself 
to its hair. So in his piano music we find a conglomer¬ 
ation of other men’s ideas, other men’s figures. When 
he wrote for orchestra the hand is the hand of Liszt but 
the voice is that of Hector Berlioz. I never could quite 
see Liszt. He hung on to Chopin until the suspicious 
Pole got rid of him and then he strung after Wagner. I 
do not mean that Liszt was without merit but I do assert 
that he should have left the piano a piano and not tried 
to transform it to a miniature orchestra. 
Let us consider some of his compositions. 
Liszt began with machine-made fantasias on faded 
Italian operas-not however faded in his time. He 
devilled these as does the culinary artist the crab of 
commerce. He peppered and salted them and then • 
ing for a background a real New Jersey thunderstorm" 
the concoction was served hot and smoking. js u ’ 
wonder that as Mendelssohn relates, the Liszt andf 
ence always stood on the seats to watch him dance 
through the “ Lucia ’’ fantasia ? Now every school girl 
jigs this fatuous stuff before she mounts herbicycle 
And the new critics, who never heard Thalberg, have 
the impertinence to flout him, to make merry at his 
fantasias. Just compare the “ Don Juan ” of Liszt and 
the “ Don Juan ” of Thalberg ! See which is the more 
musical, the more pianistic. Liszt after running through 
the gamut of operatic extravagance began to paraphrase 
movements from Beethoven symphonies, bits of quar¬ 
tets, Wagner overtures and every nondescript thing he 
could lay his destructive hands on. How he maltreated 
the “ Tannhiiuser ” overture we know from Josef Hof¬ 
mann’s recent brilliant but ineffectual playing of it. 
Wagner, being formless and aU orchestral color, loses 
everything by being transferred to the piano. Then 
sighing for fresh fields, the rapacious Magyar seized the 
tender melodies of Schubert, Schumann, Franz and 
Brahms and forced them to the block. Need I tell you 
that their heads were ruthlessly chopped and hacked? 
A special art-form like the song that needs the co-opera¬ 
tion of poetry is robbed of one-half its value in a piano 
transcription. By this time Liszt had evolved a style of 
his own, a style of shreds aud patches from the raiment 
of other men. His style, like Joseph’s coat of many 
colors, appealed to pianists because of its factitious bril¬ 
liancy. The cement of brilliancy Liszt always contrived 
to cover his most commonplace compositions with. He 
wrote etudes a la Chopin, clever I admit but for my 
taste his Opus One, which he afterwards dressed np into 
Twelve Eludes Transcmdentales—listen to the big, 
boastful title 1—is better than the furbished up later col¬ 
lection. His three concert studies are Chopin-ish ; his 
“ Waldesrauschen ” is pretty but leads nowhere; his 
“Annees des Pelerinage” sickly with sentimentalism; 
his Dante Sonata a horror ; his B-minor Sonata a mad¬ 
man’s tale signifying froth and fury ; his legeudes, bal¬ 
lades, sonettes, Benedictions in out of the way places, 
all, all with choral attachments, are cheap, specious, 
artificial and insincere. Theatrical, Liszt was to a vir¬ 
tue and his continual worship of God in his music is for 
me monotonously blasphemous. 
The Rhapsodies I reserve for the last. They are the 
nightmare curse of the pianist, with their rattle-trap 
harmonies, their helter-skelter melodies, their vulgarity 
and cheap bohemianism. They all begin in the church 
and end in the tavern. There is a fad just now for eating 
ill-cooked food and drinking sour Hungarian wine to 
the accompaniment of a wretched gypsy circus called a 
Czardas. Liszt’s rhapsodies irresistibly remind me of a 
cheap, tawdry, dirty table d'hote, where evil-smelling 
dishes are put before you to be whisked away aud re¬ 
placed by evil-tasting messes. If Liszt be your god, 
why then, give me Czerny, or better still, a long walk 
in the woods, humming with nature’s rhythms. I think 
I ’ll read “Walden ” over again. Now do yon think 
I am as amiable as I look ? Old Fogy. 
The following is a specimen of replies to a set of 
questions given at an examination in England : 
(1) Say what you know of Mozart and his works. 
Answer.—Mozart was an infidel; and, though nev 
married, he died poor. His big pieces are the pianolo 
works. 
(2) What was Beethoven’s physical defect ? 
Answer.—Beethoven’s physical defect was his tempo • 
(3) State briefly the connection between Wagner 
Liszt. 
Answer.—Liszt used to lend money to Wag ’ 
which the latter gentleman never paid back again. ’.g 
Wagner eventually married Liszt’s daughter, 
squared matters.—“ Musical Opinion." 
Rubinstein, in one of his books, maintains tba _ 
the possible phases of musical forms have been exbaus ^ 
so that apparent plagiarisms are inevitable, and do n 
in any way reflect upon the unconscious plagiai ist. 
NO 2626 BARCAROLLE YENITIENNE. 
I 
Revised and fingered by Albert Lavignac. 
E. A.Berg. 
Tempo di Barcarola. m.m.*- 6o. 
Copyright, 189H,by Theo .Presser. 3 
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4 N? 2629 Song of Spring. 
Chant du Printemps. 
ADOLF HENSELT, born 1814 in Bavaria, but living 
in St. Petersburg, Russia, from 1838 till his death,1889, 
was one of the greatest pianists the world has ever known. 
The most noteworthy feature of his playing, his touch,was 
of such wonderful velvety, singing, sympathetic quality, 
that the German poet Geibel likened it unto “magic fin- 
Revised and fingered by 
Constantin von Sternberg. 
gers rummaging in a heap of sounding spring blossoms!’ 
His compositions (of which this is quite a typical spec¬ 
imen), while not very deep, are exceeding tuneful and 
sweet, and suggest quite clealiya treatment with an ul¬ 
tra-refined touch, closely supervised by a keen, criti¬ 
cal and sensitive ear. 
Adolf Henselt. 
a) Great care should be taken that the release of the pedal I 
should not cause any gaps in the flow of the melody.which | 
Copyright 1898 by Theo. Presser. 2 
the pedal has to stop, the fingers should endeavor to Pr 
serve the continuity as far as possible. 2629_ 2 
6 
X92628 Under the Lindens. 
Tanz unter der Linde. 
m 
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The Tarantella has obtained a peculiar interest 
from the idea that by means of dancing it,a strange 
kind of insanity attributed as an effect of the bite 
of the tarantula, a poisonous spider,could be cured. 
As a dance,it is executed by a man and a wo¬ 
man, or by two women alone, who frequently play 
castanets and tambourines. The time is very fast. 
Presto. m.m.J. = 12a-152. 
Paul Beaumont. 
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N<> 2681 Reverie after the Ball. 17 
Reve apres le Bal. 
Revised and f ingered 
by E. A. Berg. Scherzo. 
Allegretto commodo.J : 76 
4* 5 - 5 5 5 S 28 4 
Ed. Broustet. 
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SO N? 2632 
THE LITTLE RED LARK. 
(OLD IRISH MELODY.) 
C.V. STANFORD. 
Allegretto. 
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2 dawn is dark to me, 
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lit - tie red lark, Like a soar - ing spark Of song, to his sun - burst 
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'0 /o*-, qUe je n'o - se nom-mer 
2 jO thou,whose sweet smile dost in-spire me 
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whom my soul is ev - or c 
/oi, si douceet si - char-man 
mg - ing, My dar - ling,on-ly let me love thee”My heart is 
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is THE TEACHING SEASON GROWING 
SHORTER ? 
there seems to be ground for the opinion advanced 
a number of the correspondents of The Etude and 
bI teachers in different parts of the country that the 
season for musical study has been shortening of late 
ears In order to test the matter, The Etude sent out 
tetters to a number of teachers inviting replies to the 
following questions: 
1 Have you noticed that the season of regular teach¬ 
ing is growing shorter year by year ? 
2. What causes do yon assign for this condition ? 
3. What means would you suggest to change this con¬ 
dition for the better ? 
We print a number of replies that had been received 
at the time of going to press. 
PROM tT. S. VAN CLiEVE. 
I am pleased to be honored with a place in your sym¬ 
posium. I trust that the following few remarks will be 
sufficiently concise: 
1 yes, I have observed such a tendency to shorten the 
didactic season for several years. 
2. The causes I should assign are : 
(a) The universal all-including, all-penetrating, and 
tenaciously enduring sluggishness of the money currents. 
(i) The general change in American society toward 
complexity makes all things more sharply defined and 
specialized ; while the thick throng ot things which 
thrust themselves into our thoughts compels compression. 
3. I do not know that lengthening the time would 
change the status of music-teaching for the better. It 
seems to me that well-defined periods of intense labor 
with equally well defined periods of absolute rest are 
good. I would suggest that music teachers push their 
work with all possible vehemence during one part of the 
season and rest utterly during the other part. The 
American habit of jumbling things together and string¬ 
ing them out is bad, whether it means continuing music 
lessons the year through or keeping a grocery open from 
6 a. m. to 9 p. M. Better condense firmly and discrim¬ 
inate sharply as they do in London. 
*.'• 
FROM ml Vl. GIECHRISt- 
1. Yes ; the seasons do appear to be getting shorter. 
2. The reasons appear to be (it being understood that 
by far the greater part of teaching is done among 
people of means, who study music as an accomplish¬ 
ment) : 
First, the increase and gradual extension of summer 
travel. Second, increase of outdoor sports for both 
sexes. These affect both ends of the musical season, 
and it would appear a difficult matter to prescribe a 
remedy, inasmuch as the diseases (?) have certainly come 
to stay, and are in themselves good things. 
The other class of students—those who are studying 
for the profession—are not, as a rule, people of means, 
and for that reason alone incline to short seasons. This 
is unfortunate, but does not seem susceptible to any 
immediate remedy that I know of. 
3. To my mind, it seems that the only ultimate remedy 
for any of the evil conditions under which we work lies 
in the work itself. The matter has settled down to a 
question of competition between the desire for travel, out 
door gport, and recreation (in which social considerations 
figure very largely) and the desire for music. Now, the 
dissemination of the desire for music, in which would 
oppear to reside our only hope, depends entirely upon 
us, and can only be furthered by good, enthusiastic, 
filing work, in which the almighty dollar is not the 
Prime and only consideration. Teach nothing but 
hest‘ music in the best way, and strive to develop in ,e 
Pupil a genuine love for it; then, perhaps, we may 
gradually be able to compete more successfully 
those desires which lead in other directions. Make a 
higher love for, and deeper insight into, good mu 
THE ETUDE 
more and more a necessity. In this alone will result 
any increase in its study. 
This is a matter between each individual musician and 
his conscience not a matter of advertising, legislation, 
or any arbitrary mechanical ordering. 
FROM HAROUD RHMDODPH. 
If the season of regular teaching is growing shorter 
year by year (of which, however, I am by no means so 
certain), I imagine it must be due to the fact that the 
subject is becoming better understood and receives more 
scientific treatment; the outcome of this being to prove 
that better results may be obtained by concentrating 
work into the months during which it can receive the 
best attention of both teacher and pupil than by drag¬ 
ging it through the whole year, when for three or four 
months our climate renders steady, profitable work next 
to impossible. 
As better results are being obtained year by year in all 
branches of education, I do n’t think we need concern 
ourselves very much as to this particular point. 
FROM chardes r. adams. 
1 have noticed no change excepting as the teachers 
themselves shorten the season by leaving the city early 
and returning late. If the weather continues warm 
late in the fall, the season is also shortened, as people 
postpone beginning the winter’s work and prefer to re¬ 
main out of town. 
FROM ARTHUR FOOTE. 
In answer to your questions: 
1. My experience has not been that the season of 
music teaching has perceptibly shortened. It varies 
naturally from year to year, however. I should count us 
limits here as from the first week of October until pos¬ 
sibly the second week of June. 
2 and 3. I can not answer ; for if the case is what is 
to be inferred from your questions, it is probably a mat¬ 
ter not to be controlled by the teachers themselves. 
FROM H. N*. BOWMAN- 
1 I have heard it so stated, but my season is the 
same as it has been for yearn. The earlier and lator 
weeks of each season show, perhaps, a greater proportion 
on the one hand, to the general increase in luiun . 
indolence apparent 
other, to the increasing . P . f a i0„gcr 
are living, and the corresponding necessity 
period of re,ax^'011' above ig the true reason for 
*. or MM »'“• ”“krf 
down from $3.00.” 
prom dr. HeNRy g- HANCHEtt. 
^ a* na it is a common complaint 
IN reply to your notajoBt one, that the 
in our lar8e clt'e8,^n for musicians, outside of board 
regular teaching m** shorter. This is p.< - 
ing-scbools, is wb0Pe clientele is denial 
eminently true of the taacM ^less so 
from the wealthy c as gtndents coming to the 
0f those who are song J Teachen who are em- 
metropolls especially for■ hot there 
ployed in HOT “ n of such schools 
is a tendency to shorten* ^ .g ^ fart0 ** 
located in the large cues _ of wealth and 
One 0f the fin* °[hr^va«ition. formerly 
luxury was to introdu jdenceat summer boteK 
much spent in travel and tcnded to m„ke 
As tlie growth of the c and more promiscuous, 
the summer hotels niore cro ^ * pr(-f.-r co.Ugoe 
people of .ashion came »orhe ^ (oI tl , so-1 
the summer home was the pleasantest place to live for 
fully two-thirds of the year. Tlie city bad its ad van 
tages for the winter, for school and for business ; but for 
home comfort and the delights of living, the country 
cottage was vastly more desirable. Bummer is hot 
almost anywhere (of course, it seems more endurable 
where the air is abundant, amid trees and flowers); l»ut 
the freshness of spring and the wealth of autumn Iruits 
and hues tempt all who can afford it to go earlier and 
stay away longer from tlie city. Yet the city has its 
attractions, and the crowd comes iu winter for a abort 
season of concert, opera, and social excitement. There 
is no way by which such a state of affair* can be changed ; 
it is one of the great popular movements to which no 
man can set a bound. But we can adapt ourselves to 
the conditions, and as musicians and teachers we must 
give the problem serious study. If we can gel the 
pupils to come to osnnd to submit to the arrangement, we 
must teach more boors and charge higher prices during 
the season. By this plan we can rest and study when 
business is dull, and make the year’s income even up 
while business is brisk. But there are drawliacka. The 
profession is tolerably well filled, and many of our com¬ 
petitors are willing to teach at the same old rate, and, 
as a matter of fact, there seem to be fewer pupils to each 
teacher each year than the year liefore, rather than 
more. Another plan is to leave lbs profession entirely 
and to go into business; but again there are drawtsu ka. 
After a man baa devoted himself to tea* lung for a 
number of years, it seems as If uolssly could suggest a 
really good place for him to start in as a business man. 
Such a person is not prepared to build bridges, or try 
cases, or plan electric light plants, or speculate tn stocks, 
or even to sell goods with a prospect of Urge sales snd 
heavy profit*. To be sure, be might com)*** ladlsds 
and waltzes during the summer and give concert*during 
the spring and fall ; but, someway, ballads snd waltres 
do not sell well in any swoon for any unknown iudi 
vidual, and concerto are so exacting In Hie matter of 
hall-rent and advertising as to make profit* preo*ri«u» j 
and, beside*, the people wlm »Uy *w*y from cily 
lessons are also absent from city concerto. Tlie teacher 
might follow bis pupils ami help them in their studies 
while they live in the country ; but there to s drawback 
about that, too, for they are so spt to go in different 
directions and have their cottages in almost a* many 
different Hlsies as there are different pupils Been!**, «* 
country living is cheaper, pimple only expect to psy 
•<Hammer prices" lor lessons in warm weather. Alto¬ 
gether the problem to rather troublesome, and pmh*ps 
fbe best solution to to make friends ot some fw mere and 
others**bo live in lb- country and try to pemuade then, 
to extend an invitation to tbeir bourns covem.g the dull 
seimon I wish I could shed t more saltol-tory light 
upon tbe problem and its solution. 
FROM H- W. ORMItH. 
liKi-I y I It it to your letter, shall t» glad to .nbam* the 
value of your symposium to the meager extent «, oh- 
Wt™»ltoyrK notnotl«sl any change In,hel.-.,gtb 
r rtwMilu teaching season. Th* l-ginnlng and end 
rtodri'uK wttk tC piSMsi l. »M 1 tfc- *k,s—sift 
S&tfiWwTSsatJsM 
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T r Polarity either in instruction «t prurtto*. In 
cbned to r<*0_. tbort and the result* m«*t ■mart to- 
r^o^If tbe*rewere complaint* beesuse of the ‘Uslmw. factory. If there w _ i )(, Jook ^ tllW tt) that 
auarier^md presume then to b* well gronm,pdbw*«s* 
•eason will a''“r„tlv we uvered to «mi prebend the 
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^i.r, ptofttwtoQ; eda(vUpM, fMiot ln America, may 
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£ff£*&ES! With the qumt:ona under d„- 
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NERVOUS PROSTRATION. 
BY JANK WATERMAN. 
Many of ns often wonder why there are so many 
broken-down musicians, especially among women piano- 
players. Why, after so many failures of really talented 
people, do others not learn the secret of how to escape 
that bane of all musicians and of most Americans—ner¬ 
vous prostration ? For it seems to be this, in some one 
of its many forms, more than any other one thing, to 
which music students fall a victim. So many girls start 
out well, but fall by the wayside after a few years 
because of broken health. 
First of all, of course, of the reasons comes the hard 
and exacting work of a musician's study, and then the 
nervous temperament of all Americans, as well as their 
characteristic energy and perseverance. Add to this the 
trend of the age toward a higher and ever higher devel¬ 
opment, and is it any wonder that our girls forget the 
claims of flesh and blood in their zeal for the best work 
they can do? An American—a real, live American—is 
never satisfied with anything less than the best, and the 
girls who study music are not an exception. 
With onr conservatories every year growing larger 
and better, with the number increasing, and our private 
teachers more numerous and much better trained, higher 
musical training comes within the reach of more girls; 
there are more each year to study, and with the increased 
numbers comes more talent and better workers. So, to 
the ambitious girl who will study music, there comes 
the necessity to do her best work, if she is to come out 
on top. There is scarcely one of us who will blame her. 
The wrong lies only in her neglect of another matter, 
which she finds—so often too late—is of first importance 
—the care of her body. For a piano-player who has not 
a strong Irmly and sonnd, healthy nerves, mnst fail in the 
long rnn. From pure will-power she may hold out 
longer than might seem possible, but when the break 
does come it will be only the more complete. 
Almost without an exception, the girl to whom mnsic 
means enough for her to give gladly years of stndy is of 
a sensitive, nervous organization, and she must, therefore, 
take even greater care than other people that her body is 
sonnd. The girl who is not willing to sacrifice much 
for health's sake may as well give up all thought of 
music study. None of ns are so strong that we do not 
break, nor so elastic that, having yielded, we return to 
the same position. We break or give way, never to be 
again what we were at first. 
There is an absolute necessity, first of all, for daily 
exercise,—out-of-doors, if possible,—and then for regu¬ 
lar hours. The girl who can not live simply must give 
up mnch of her power. There is enough of excitement 
and late hours for any piano student, especially one who 
is anything of a concert player, without any additional 
strain. 
There should be an interest in many different things 
for the sake of relaxation, for in variety, it seems to me, 
lies the very essence of life. And just as mnch more as 
we are interested in everything, jnst that mnch added 
interest will there be in our own particular work, for 
each new interest will give another light, show another 
side of it. 
The greatest mistake is in practicing when physically 
or mentally unfitted for it. Practice then is worse than 
useless. Besides being injurious to health, it is not 
giving our work that to which it is entitled—our best 
energy or none. 
A very bright, talented little piano student of my 
acquaintance was heard to say one day, “Oh, I'm so 
tired. I practiced an extra hour this afternoon just to 
spite myself, because my old back ached.” And the 
worst of it is that she is not an isolated example. 
Do not once allow fatigue to overtake yon, either 
mental or physical; much better that the period be cut 
short. Just reflect that we can do no more than we can 
do, and remember what Moscheles once said—that “an 
overdose of mnsic is not good for the health.” 
I wish every girl who is studying music would make 
it the rule of her life to spend all the time possible in 
the open air. Perhaps the rule might read like this: 
THE ETUDE 
Be ont-of-doors every minute when there is not some 
special reason why you should be in the house. 
As to the number of hours of daily practice, no sane 
girl will think of allowing more than four—and it takes 
an exceptionally strong one to endure that amount regu¬ 
larly. 
There is another kind of rest which is most valuable 
—absolute quiet of body and mind. If the girls who do 
much piano practice would, at some time between rising 
and retiring, lie down in perfect stillness, with every 
muscle relaxed, for at least half an hour, then they 
would make at least a strong bid in the direction of firm 
health. The time “lost” in this way will be gained 
•again and again in renewed vitality and rested nerves. 
Last of all, if the American girls—zealous and able 
workers that they are—would only remember that all 
growth must be slow to be perfect, and that too great 
haste makes waste of health as well as failure of the best 
artistic results, there would be more sound-bodied, 
steady-nerved pianists. 
“MORE POWER TO HIS ARM.” 
BY FRANK H. TUBBS. 
The turn of the kaleidoscope presents new shapes, 
pretty in arrangement and interesting in coloring. Re¬ 
adjustment of ways of teaching and of dealing with 
student-minds presents just as interesting pictures. 
Many of our teachers, however, see no pictures at all. 
Teaching is to them a grind, entered upon for a living 
and without regard to its possibilities of influence for 
good. To such, there can be little beauty in the various 
situations ; and that is their own misfortune, for it takes 
the pleasure out of the teaching life. Interest in a new 
direction, shown possible through education, may lead 
some one to take a prettier and more varied view of their 
professional work, and such interest may not be un¬ 
pleasant to those who work in mnsic on the highest 
plane. 
Education, that word tossed about so freely that it has 
become too common to attract attention, trains us to get 
the most out of the least effort. You who practice from 
four to six hours a day need educating. You are using 
much and long-continued effort, and are getting 
meager result. The human mind can not concentrate 
its good and powerful thought on any one subject for 
four hours out of the twenty-four. That fact should be 
known. Then follows the practical instruction, how to 
reach desired resnlt without so many hours of wasteful 
labor. That is educating. Do we all show that to our 
pupils, or do we say, “ Practice! Practice!! Practice !!!” 
Thought is material and substantial. Late experi¬ 
ments have shown thought to be an element. We have 
looked upon it as an emanation of mind; and because we 
could not see and handle it, we have not understood its 
reality. Now we know that it is a product of mind 
generated in brain-cells and sent wherever we choose to 
put it. Decide on what we wish to do with hand arm 
or throat, knowing what parts do the desired things 
and send thought to those parts in quiet but firm orders 
to do those desired things. Thought goes as tangibly as 
does the stream of electricity over a stretch of wire It 
acts according to mental wish at the point of action 
as does the electricity when it reaches the platinum 
wire in the incandescent light. The only purpose of 
practice is to call parts into use for thought to act 
upon. To be sure, if those parts are held in use for 
several hours, and thought in weak quantity is sent to 
hem a result will be obtained. But send stronger 
thought to those same parts for shorter time, and greater 
result will accrue. One hour, with concentrated thought 
on definite parts, will equal four hours of weak thought 
This implies that a student (or teacher, for whoever 
practices is a student) must know the parts, their struc¬ 
ture and physiological action, in order to know where 
to send thought. A teacher who has not learned that 
part of technical knowledge must do so at once. What¬ 
ever his branch of music-piano, organ, violin, or voice, 
-there is education in anatomy and physiology which 
one must possess. It ,s not necessary to go so far into 
detail as have many vocal teachers ; hut one must know 
in a general way the parts which enter directly int 
action in practice in order to utilize the possibilities of 
thought-action. Then reduce the hours of work and 
waste by concentration of thought. A vocal student 
wastes every minute over an hour a day given to prac¬ 
tice. Nor can a violin student work well mnch longer 
The piano student, because there are more varied parts 
may give two hours, but it is doubtful if that is wise’ 
It is not a matter of fatigue of parts,—of throat, hand 
or arm,—but an absolute inability longer to use per¬ 
fectly concentrated thought. The purpose of this sugi 
gestion in education (or educing the best that is in one) 
is to get more result out of less effort. Then will more 
time be left for other things ; then will the habit of 
concentration be established, so that all of life will be 
bettered. The things unseen and unknown are infin¬ 
itely more varied than are the every-day-used interests. 
Every opening into a new field presents visions of things 
before unknown. Exploration of any new field but 
leads to openings into other beautiful fields. Emerson’s 
thought that one circle completed but touches another 
circle to be begun may well be kept in mind. There is 
no limit to mental development, and thought-power is 
that which permits ns to go quickly, and yet surely, 
through the lesser fields into the greater. 
SOUSA’S MARCH FORM. 
BY H. S. SARONI. 
In your issne of August last you publish a letter from 
Mr. Sousa in which he defends his ignoring the old- 
established rule of beginning and ending a march in the 
same key, on the ground that in his childhood he heard 
parading bands finish playing “ on the last strain of the 
march,” and since it was done practically he could not 
understand why it should not be done theoretically in 
the writing of the march. 
In the first place, he is wrong in speaking of the “last 
strain of the march,” since it is only the last strain of 
the trio, and the D. C. is a mere species of stenography 
made necessary in military bands because their music 
has to be on one page. In the second place there may 
have been good reasons for the bands ending with the 
trio, such as the command of a superior officer, perhaps 
not versed in the esthetics of music ; or, perhaps it 
was done to relieve the lips of the performers, or for some 
equally cogent reason. The main object was to keep 
time and to make others keep time and step. So far the 
band is on a par with the drum-corps, and so long as 
they continue playing or drumming in march time and 
in even numbers of measures (8, 12, 16, etc.) they have 
done everything necessary for the purpose. 
It is different, however, when we look upon the march 
as a musical composition. We now demand not merely 
the rhythmic satisfaction of even numbers of measures, 
but also the harmonic unity of the entire composition. 
This can only be accomplished by having a main key 
which should predominate, and, whatever modulations 
may intervene, the beginning and ending ought to be in 
the same key. 
We have every respect for Mr. Sousa as a bandmaster, 
an arranger, and even as a composer, but when he 
attempts to pose as an iconoclast, by overthrowing forms 
which have been observed by such men as Haydn, 
Mozart, Beethoven, etc., he goes beyond his legitimate 
sphere. 
—The “Violin World ” for August calls attention to 
the fact that violin practice in moderation is extremely 
beneficial to piano-players. The enforced agility ot the 
fourth and fifth fingers of the left hand, the extension so 
valuable for small hands, and even the general wrist- 
work of the bow-arm, are all excellent gymnastics. Best 
of all is that pianists who know something of stringed 
instruments are more musical in their treatment of the 
keyboard. And then, too, violin-playing tends to closer 
regard to nuances and clear phrasing. 
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THE modern music teacher. 
by LEO OEHMLER. 
degree the personality of the composer, or if comparison 
be made between the piece in hand with the work of 
another composer, he will naturally regard the piece to 
be learned with greater interest. 
THE number of music teachers is increasing every 
—not in proportion to the public demand for edu¬ 
ctors or to the development of the art. At no time in 
the history of music have there been so many who pro¬ 
fess sufficient knowledge of the art to be the instructors 
of others. What is a true teacher, then ; and why have 
we so many posing before the public who lack the essen¬ 
tial knowledge and ability to instruct others? 
The requisites of a good teacher comprehend : 
1 A thorough knowledge of the theory of music, 
which includes harmony, counterpoint, form, etc. 
, A goorb all-round education ; a command of lan¬ 
guage suitable to communicate his thoughts clearly and 
intelligently to the pupil. 
3 A knowledge of human nature, coupled with a 
quick and ready sympathy for the pupil’s physical or 
mental shortcomings. 
4. A genuine love for his art, in order to inspire enthu¬ 
siasm for work in the student; for the average pupil is 
bound to admire the teacher most who, himself, craves 
for excellence and perfection. 
While it is generally conceded that to teach others to 
play the piano, violin, or other instrument well, or to 
develop a voice, it is not necessary that one should be a 
finished performer or singer, yet I believe that it is 
necessary that the teacher should have sufficient technic 
to play flueutly every composition he undertakes to 
teach, and with correct phrasing and genuine musical 
expression. Every teacher should be a good sight-reader. 
All pupils will imitate, some, of course, more than 
others. The faculty of imitation is one of the chief 
elements in the acquisition of any study in which the 
hands are the executors of the mind and will ; and, 
while it is true that the teacher mnst sometimes check 
the imitative impulse in the student in whom it is 
largely developed, yet all learn (especially the first prin¬ 
ciples of a study) by the action of this faculty. 
As a mirror reflects the image of ourselves, so the 
pupil is, to a degree, at first, always a reflection of the 
technic, style, etc., and particularly is this true with 
those who display the most cleverness of mind and 
hands. 
But as the student matures in intellect and develops 
technic, he gradually emancipates himself from the 
spell of imitation and enters the realm of original con¬ 
ception. He strives now to color his interpretations with 
some of his own individuality, and infuses his own soul 
into the composition. Having first absorbed by imita¬ 
tion the best qualities of his teacher, he has laid the 
foundation for his future individual artistic develop 
ment. 
5. Another necessary quality of the teacher is patience 
—great and enduring patience throughout his entire 
career as a musical instructor. Restfulness and repose 
have a beneficial influence on the pupil, justas excitability 
and impatience have an unhealthy tendency to irritate 
and provoke him to indifferent and slovenly playing. He 
who loses temper over every trifling mistake, who lumes 
and foams and even resorts to insulting remarks or to 
foe slapping of the pupil’s hands or ears, is an anachro 
nism in modern music-teaching, and unworthy to be 
entrusted with the education of auy one. 
6. A knowledge of the history of music from its 
infancy to the present stage of development and a 
knowledge of the lives of the great composers and their 
works, together with a keen discernment of the chie 
characteristics of the composer’s style, are also necessary 
*n the make-up of every good teacher. 
L The dominating elements and distinguishing qua 1 
ties of great performers and singers of the past an 
Present should also be known to the thorough mo 
teacher, and it should be borne in mind that it is essen¬ 
tially necessary that a teacher should possess this know 
^Se of composers and performers for the following 
reasons, viz.: 
When playing a composition by Mozart or I.cetboi ei), 
1 an interesting anecdote of the composer be to i 0 
Teachers (?) spring up almost daily, like mushrooms, 
ignorant of the theory of the great art which they 
assume to represent, deficient in technical equipment, 
uneducated in general, and totally unfit, both by nature 
and poor training, to be the educators of others. 
It can not be too seriously impressed on parents who 
seek a teacher to select only the worthy, and none but 
the very best teacher for a beginner, for the first efforts 
mast be absolutely right and under competent super¬ 
vision. 
My hope, and that of all earnest teachers, is, that 
in the near future the public may be better able to dis¬ 
criminate between worthy and unworthy teachers, and 
that the true musician and teacher will Dot be obliged 
to suffer the humiliation reflected on him by the so 
frequent, bold, and characterless public posing of the 
incompetent teacher. 
A PERPLEXING PROBLEM. 
BY FRANK S. HOLMES. 
We settle down somewhere as teachers of music, and 
are supposed to know all about it—-organ, pianoforte, 
singing, harmony, counterpoint, violin, Ante, composi¬ 
tion, orchestration—oh, everything (and, alas! we do 
not always deny the soft impeachment)! And so, when 
pupils are offered to us for this instrument or that snli- 
ject (pupils are never too plentiful, you know), we accept 
them, and sometimes do more harm than good in trying 
to teach what we have but imperfectly learned, and 
sometimes get hard things said of us for so doing, and 
invariably lessen our self-respect. And sometimes the 
musician, when he is a musician, is nothing more, and 
therefore counted as less. . 
In thesixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries 
music had its home principally in the church and rn the 
court; and it is surprising, and, in contrast will, .e 
present condition of things, somewhat humillatrog, to 
find how many of its professors in those day* poe^ 
university degrees. Those connected- h the^h .h 
were often, besides, in holy orders, and those about the 
courts were generally men of par* aD^^and 
They were thus of some consequence m the world, a. 
were able to use their influence in the cause of the. art 
Thus the advance of the individual (artist) meant he 
Thus, , t Ume almogl every profes- 
to, onr difficulties wn why oor pres- 
<0 I““d “2JTJ. ,b. following: 
eut position is so nnsatisfarto^ iiang we only 
1! To a great many pare U ^ p.oa 
mean fees, or fees Plns ^ jojSICAL EVENING, 
(worse than all to some of them) . 
and no solid atlJantag*n ^burdened with cash. 
2. We are not, as a ml thing, died the 
3. And then there i onJ Thi* rreature baa 
amateur, with elnPhas19 v ,nd ro„re brains than *e 
often more time, morc '{ t0 do, uses them all to 
have, and, having nothing^ ^ ^ ^ before 
the best advantog . the lhiDgs we do-some of 
ns and the public, , And the public, **>- 
them better—and £ #nd its pocket are con- 
erally selfish where ^ ^ to its muatc 
cerned, finding** f1 ? ided, its chanty con- 
made for it, ***£Z,Z creatures—f°r ** 
certs organized by the ^ a* to deny 
clever, you know; let us ^ * lbe profes- 
.. nubile naturally p 
critique, or does any of the numerous things we are trained 
to do, the public take it like strawberries in Jane, a* a 
matter of course, and look at it from one point of view, 
and from one point of view only, viz., the critical.. But 
when the amateur—the daring, clever fellow — with quite 
as good training, does auy of these things as well, it i* 
taken as strawberries in March—a surprising delieaey. 
But it is not only in time, tnotiey, and brains that the 
amateur can sometimes give ns points, but often in real 
musical feeling. It is no weak warbling, no nervous 
execution, that could throw us into the shade. No; but 
it is the confident, finished rendering of the true musi¬ 
cian. perfectly trained. To finish with thi* tempting, 
tantalizing amateur. If the brilliant, gifted creature 
were only content to outshine us by iu greater bril¬ 
liance, that would lie had enough ; but when it shows, 
as it sometimes does, a disposition to muff us out alto¬ 
gether, aod do for its pleasure what we have to do for 
our lives, then we are forced to look on it a* dangerous, 
and up and conquer it—in this way : we mart learn to 
do everything that the amateur does TEN times better. 
And we must begin the fight by being fully convinced 
of the absolute necessity for this' higher training and 
the ultimate advantage of it. 
We are not, at present, fully equipped for our work in 
the world—at least, for the woik we might do. It «a a 
practical and an exacting age, and, uuleaa we can keep 
ouraelvea well abreast of all that it may require of ua, 
it will not yield to ua the |w*itioii we ought to occupy. 
We may say, there is a place and a nerd for the kind of 
work we have done and are doing, and that we are doing 
it well; that we, in fact, belong to the tank and file, 
and can not aspire to be general officer*. Yea; we belong 
to the rank and file ; hot are there to be no promo¬ 
tions? We are quite respectable, but it is this medi¬ 
ocrity of respectability and talent that is keeping ua 
hack. Can wc not each go “one better”? Have yon 
ever thought what that would mean—every musician 
in thi* country fitting himself for, and tolmg, a higher 
grade? It would mean the lifting tip of a whole pro 
tension to a platform higher tlian it ever occupied 
before. 
“HOW MANY PUPILS HAVE YOU GOT?' 
BY EDMUXIt IIAttliY, Mt*. BAC 
it—the public n* 
sionals. , profession publishes 1 
ADdSO' leof m\sic, conducts an orator,o, writ 
This ungrammatical query greet* tlie not insensitive 
ears of the average inuaieiau with considerable fre¬ 
quency. Those who pro;*.trod the question would be 
warmly indignaot were it suggreted that they were 
lacking in delicacy, yet, by the mldithm (with, in aom. 
cam* » fairly decent interval of time between) ef the 
interrogation, “What do you charge » quarter?” the 
probable inrom* of the mush dsn I. computed through an 
exercise of mcnUl arithmetic whore 
product of inquiaitivenea*. And perhaps the fact Oiet 
the approximation arrived at U generally greater than 
the actual amount (for the .date inquirer t* very apt to 
overlook cases of pupil, of long aUmling. who cam. when 
the teacher's fee was sob-Unliel Hum now ; of 
those the secret of whore education lire <» <"**7 
the instructor ; and of othera-all of »bt< k are dnnga Urel 
help to poll the figure, of the average mueh-ian a aaUry 
from thlnone toodizzy height), the fret that therenilng* 
are oaoallr overestimated, doe. not sweeten the .uterro 
gation pill* when they are offered, (wwe.ally. the only 
outcome of this requirement of ^ 
birth of much jealous gossip H »* ^d«d *'*£**" 
the musician to even try to aolrew himself with U- 
aablimity «r Beethoven’* drain, when be feels within 
b,s heart of hearts thst Mr*. Bigg* is telling Mra. Wubh* 
that she feel* sure that Mr. Allegretto mud be “ mektng 
well onto forty dollars a week, now that he baa Mrs. 
Smith** Annie to tench. 
Whilst the roqoiry a* to ihe teacher’s rate, for «iiu<m 
i, « perfectly legitlmata one, the answer that t » 
nobody’s eternally condemned husmere has ito allai^ 
meuts when the question is asked, How many t«ldb 
have yon got ? 
c.-mo a 
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THE BASIS OF PIANOFORTE TECHNIC. 
HAND GYMNASTICS AS A RELIEF FROM KEYBOARD 
EXERCISES.—A WORKING SCHEDULE OF GYM¬ 
NASTICS FOR TEACHING PURPOSES. 
BY W. FRANCIS GATES. 
To cultivate the individuality and strength of finger 
and general looseness of hand and wrist requires no ap¬ 
paratus either expensive or simple. One needs no key¬ 
board or gymnastic apparatus of any kind. This is one 
great beauty about the condensed and simple system of 
hand gymuastics that I outline below. A practice clavier, 
or a technicon, or a dactylion, or this or that or the other 
is good. Each has its sphere; each, if properly used, 
will doubtless do what is claimed for it. But the trouble 
is that pnpils are not sent into the world supplied with 
twenty-dollar or seventy-dollar gymnastic apparatuses, 
nor do they nor the payers of bills, the controllers of the 
currency, take promptly to the idea of the necessary out¬ 
lay to procure them.’ 
In other words, all pupils have hands, but many 
have no dollars to expend on what seems to them to be 
an unnecessary piece of furniture. 
Now, these hands must be trained if the pupil is to 
play well. They are to be made flexible and responsive 
to the player's will. They are to be made strong, but 
strong without stiffness or unnecessary contraction. 
Proper practice at the piano keyboard alone wiU de¬ 
velop these desirable features, if the pupil does not die 
before they are acquired. Practice with mechanical 
accessories will accelerate this requirement of technic ; 
but these mechanical aids most pnpils never see, 
let alone purchase and use. That throws us back on 
nature’s resources. And it is fortunate we do not find 
these lacking. The hand (like the poor) you always 
have with yon. 
I have implied above that the acquirement of technic 
at the keyboard, and using the keyboard alone, was a 
monotonous and never-ending process. And that nearly 
describes it. If one is to take this method, they must 
put in many dreary hours of practice on finger-exercises, 
slow trills, and the like, many of them having more of 
a tendency to kiU the pupil’s musical spirit rather than 
to foster it. 
By the use of hand gymnastics much of this work can 
be done away from the piano, with less wear and tear of 
nerves and more actual gain to the muscles and nerves 
in question. A finger in use on the piano may have a 
motion of an inch or an inch and a half; in the gym¬ 
nastic exercise it has the extreme or full motion the joint 
allows, perhaps five or six inches. So we may well say 
that, for muscular good, flexibility, and strength,—not 
key-d istance or note- reading,—a quarter of an hon r of hand 
gymnastics is equal to an hour at the instrument. 
My plan of hand culture, to use the somewhat high- 
sounding title adopted by some teachers, may be sum¬ 
marized under the following condensed 
Schedule of Exercises. 
1. Fifth-finger exercises. 
2. Fourth-finger exercises. 
3. First-finger exercises. 
4. All fingers together. 
5. Wrist exercises. 
6. All fingers and wrist together. 
7. Stretching exercises. 
I condense the exercises into this small schedule, 
that they may be easily carried in mind by the pupil. 
Each one of the above numbers includes two ways of 
exercise, treated under the subdivisions (a) and (b) in 
the descriptions below. It will be noticed that I offer no 
exercises for the second and third fingers, as they are 
always so far in advance of the fourth and fifth fingers 
that their time can best be expended on their weaker 
neighbors and on the strong but clumsy thumb. 
1. Fifth finger Exercises.—(a) Place the tips of 
the fingers of the hands together, with the wrists well 
apart; then throw the fifth fingers as far in toward the 
palm of the hand as possible, and then as far out as 
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possible, first slowly, then rapidly. Care should be 
taken that the motion is at the knuckle-joints, and only 
incidentally at the other two. 
(b) Place the tips of the second and fourth fingers 
against the tip of the first. Then move the fifth finger 
as in (a). In this exercise the hands do not touch each 
other, and may be used singly or both at the same time. 
The fifth finger may keep the usual playing curvature. 
2. Fourth finger Exercises.—(a) Place hands in 
same position as 1 (a), letting the fourth finger have the 
motion. The wrists must be as far apart as the touching 
of the thumb-tips will permit. The fourth fingers must 
slide past each other. Keep them extended as they rise 
and fall. Do not let them hit against each other. 
(b) Place the tips of the first, second, and third fingers 
together, and the tip of the fifth against the base of the 
first, leaving the fourth free to exercise as the fifth did 
in 1 (6). For many people this is the most difficult one 
of the hand gymnastics ; but it is the most important, 
and must be persisted in till the fourth finger has a 
strong, free sweep of perhaps two inches as it is held in 
playing position. 
3. First finger Exercises.—(a) Hands separately 
or together, but not touching. Hold rest of fingers ex¬ 
tended while the first is thrown as far in and then as 
far out as it will go. Keep it as near the rest of the 
fingers as possible. Practice very rapidly. 
(b) Describe circles in the air with the tip of the ex¬ 
tended thumbs, rotating forward awhile, then back¬ 
ward. 
4. All Fingers Together.—(a) Extend all fingers, 
then suddenly contract them, making a very quick 
grasping motion. The virtue of this exercise lies in the 
quickness of the contraction, as it is by sndden contrac¬ 
tion that the muscle gains strength. Repeat rapidly. 
(b) Play on the keyboard, using the fingers in the 
order 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and with a very exaggerated finger- 
action. Then take the hands away from the keyboard, 
keeping up the motion, each finger having its full sweep. 
Accelerate the speed. 
5. Wrist Exercises.—(a) With a quiet arm, make 
a rising and falling motion of the hand, fingers either 
extended or closed. Carry hand to its extreme upper 
and lower limits, at first very slowly, to eradicate 
jerkiness ; then very rapidly, to give flexibility. This 
exercise can not be practiced too slowly. 
(b) Fingers extended, arm quiet. Move hand as far 
to right and left as possible, both slowly and quickly. 
These wrist-exercises, while easily described, are very 
valuable. 
6. All Fingers and Wrist.—(a) While using 5 (a), 
keep fingers in motion as in 4 (a), closing fingers on 
down-motion of wrist, and open on the up-motion. 
(b) Combine 4 (6) with 5 (6), having the4 (b) corneas 
the hand is at one side, then at the other. 
7. Stretching-Exercises.-^) Insert the palm ol 
the right hand between the tips of the third and fourth 
fingers of the left, and at right angles to it Then 
turn and twist the left hand and bend knuckle-joints 
Gradually slide right hand further in. Then invert the 
arrangement, putting left palm between right fingers. Be 
careful not to strain the hands in this exercise If the 
stretched hand hurts, slide the palm further out; also 
close the fingers of the inserted hand into a “fist ” 
position. Do not carry this exercise to the point of hurt¬ 
ing the hand. 
(b) Place palms and fingers of both hands together 
Then keep the fingers in this face-to-face position, but 
draw wrists apart till palms are well separated. Repeat 
a number ol times at moderate speed. This stretches 
the tendons of all the fingers. 
One point to remember in the use of these exercises is 
t r T ,■n0t ^ "Se 8h°nld be kePt in a Guiet or 
e itah/ed condition. Use only the muscles called for 
Looseness of arm, hand, and finger is a first and most 
important requirement. A finger does not need to be in 
motion to be vitalized ; if it is held stiff and steady it is 
working hard. If the fingers are not doing some specih 
work, take the nerve-force out of them, let them be 
loose and quiet. It is harder to hold your hand up over 
your head with a stiffened arm for five minutes tLn it 
is to move it up and down for half an hour. 
A good way to practice these exercises is to start •«. 
twenty-five of each and go through the whole "1 
Gradually increase the number. 6et' 
Practice as frequently as possible-twenty times a d 
if yoft can. Do not wait till you can get fifteen minnt« 
to give to the work ; use three or four minutes, as often 
as you can get that much time. Frequently insert a hand 
gymnastic practice into your piano-practice hour and 
you will at once find the hands seem lighter, stronger 
and better able to do their work. 
[The above article will be published in pamphlet form at„„ 
low price, and will mate a most valuable manual and schedule 
work in this important line.) 
A LETTER FROM MR. MATHEWS. 
To the Editor of “ The Etude.” 
Dear Sir : 
You have probably noticed in the musical press 
quotations from Paderewski’s article on “ Muscle as 
Related to Piano-playing,” in which he advises the 
use of various gymnastic exercises of the hand in order 
to offset the one-sided cultivation of the hand by the 
practice of five-finger exercises and other things of that 
sort, which use the fingers as hammers merely. He 
says: “In order to prevent cramps, it is desirable to 
exercise the hand in multitudinous directions.” I 
quite agree with Mr. Paderewski in his observation, 
and take this public way of calling his attention to 
the fact that a system of piano technic highly indorsed 
and recommended by him more than three years ago 
contains this very peculiarity of the use of the hands 
in a great variety of ways which ordinary piano practice 
ignores, and which, however, has to be acquired in artis¬ 
tic playing, and has to be learned by advanced players 
instead of being taken np in elementary instruction, as 
should have been the case. 
The great majority of Mason’s exercises have now been 
before the public in printed form for more than thirty 
years, and they meet exactly this want mentioned by 
Paderewski; they give the hands most thorough and 
satisfactory development in every direction, and not 
only confirm his principle, but laid down this very prin¬ 
ciple when Paderewski was a little boy in pinafores. 
The secret of having strong, healthy, and efficient hands 
is to exercise them in the most diversified manner pos¬ 
sible. 
In the thirty years that I have been acquainted with 
Mason’s exercises and have used them in teaching, I 
have never known or heard of one case of piano cramp 
experienced by any student using these exercises. 
W. S. B. Mathews. 
TOO MUCH PRACTICE. 
“While studying with Rubinstein, Josef Hofmann 
practiced three hours a day,” writes Mary B. Mnllett 
of the famous pianist, in the October “ Ladies’ Home 
Journal.” “ He believes that most students make the 
mistake of overpracticing. When he came to this 
country the first time, he was practicing an hour a day. 
For two years after his return to Germany he practiced 
two hours a day. Daring the next two years he aver¬ 
aged four hoars daily, and after that, until he went to 
Rubinstein, six hours daily. This he regards as exces¬ 
sive. 
“ ‘ One’s mind grows stupid and confused,’ Hofmann 
says, ‘ and one’s fingers follow the confusion of the 
brain. Another mistake of young pianists is that they 
use too much force in practicing. One should play jnst 
hard enough to keep the fingers and wrists from getting 
stiff. One is not aiming for artistic results as one is in 
concert playing. It is the fingers which need constant 
practice.’ ” 
—There is no royal road to learning, and one must 
often endure drudgery of the most trying kind. Those 
who gain great exceUence are those who pay a great deal 
of attention to details. 
A STUDY OF SCALES. 
BY S. N. PENFIELD. 
ALL piano teachers are agreed as to the great impor¬ 
tance of scale practice as a basis for all piano work. No 
Lment is needed for this, but a deal of pupil-urging 
ia required, since constant repetition of the same scales 
becomes tedious. By scale practice is meant, of course, 
tbe scales with the ordinary traditional fingering in 
major. with that of some one form of minor scale, the 
harmonic, the melodic, or the so-called mixed. It is 
well known that the major scale found almost univer¬ 
sally in the instruction books has the order of fingering 
finally settled upon by the consensus of opinion of the 
pedagogic world formed through centuries of experi¬ 
ments with all sorts of fingering, as the general order 
most commonly useful. The majority of teachers accept 
this implicitly. 
Still the “why” is that running passages in actual 
music are supposed to most naturally and most often 
conform to this established fingering. Now, all this is 
practical and interesting, but it by no means exhausts 
the subject, nor does it help in varions running passages 
actually occurring in music where conformity to the 
traditional will give the most awkward fingering, and 
the pianist has no choice but to learn a new order of the 
fingers. If this is in the natural key, there is no result¬ 
ing trouble. The right thumb can as readily take D and 
Gor E and A as the C and F of the regular scale. But 
if a similar change be attempted in the scale of D-major 
and the thumb be placed on E and A, the fingering will 
require much practice before it will go smoothly. Yet, 
suppose the following passage to occur in music, 
i sva. 
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The writer has found the following scale exercise very 
thl! tun Pr‘rate Pr3CtiCe 8nd iD teachine. Presupposing 
that the ordinary two-hand scales are well learned: 
Start the nght hand at middle C, ordinary natural 
scale, upward three octaves; then return, bnt when 
middle C is reached snbstitnte the left hand without a 
break ; go down three octaves and back, returning the 
right hand at middle D, thumb on D and G, three octaves 
and return ; then left hand, thumb on D and A, likewise 
three octaves and return ; then similar work from E, 
and in turn from every other note of the scale, pawing 
the thumb each time first under the middle finger, and 
finally terminating with left hand in middle of keyboard. 
The scale with one sharp should be started at G next 
above middle C, working on the same plan, bnt setting 
back an octave lower when the upper end of key!ward is 
reached, and when necessary passing the tbnmb first 
under the fourth finger instead of the third; and when 
commencing this scale from F-sharp, as in fact every 
scale from a black key, starting with second finger of 
either hand, taking the thumb on first white key that is 
reached, and thereafter passing it first under the middle 
finger, unless necessarily under the fourth instead. 
Similar rules will suffice for each of the scales. All 
changes from one hand to the other shonld lie made so 
smoothly that no one could detect the slightest break. 
This scale exercise has the advantage of continual 
novelty and consequent sustained interest Moreover, 
the hands need never stop from fatigue, as each rests a 
little while the other plays. 
HARMONY IN ITS RELATION TO PIANO¬ 
PLAYING. 
the foregoing would he the best fingering. 
The same passage played by the left hand an octave or 
two lower, and fingered with thumb on B and E, would 
make little trouble when familiar. In fact, this will be 
found more suited to the left hand than the ordinary 
scale fingering, D to D. 
Take also the major scale of one flat, and play the left 
hand from A to A two octaves with thumb on E and A, 
and it will soon be found simpler and more natural than 
the regular scale. Why, then, the generally accepted 
fingering of these scales? Simply because scales with 
white keynotes, top and bottom, are more readily learned 
and more surely played with the thumbs on the key¬ 
notes. In the case of scales with black keynotes, the 
ordinary fingering was determined by the principle that 
a thumb passing under, right hand upward, left hand 
downward, can do so most easily when directly following 
a black key. But strict conformity to these rules in all 
running passages is not feasible or possible. As all ex¬ 
ercises are practiced partly to accustom the hands to 
certain fingerings that are likely to occur in actual 
music, and as in such music the running passages are 
liable to have extreme notes on any degrees of the scale, 
it follows that scales should be constructed and practiced 
starting from each and every degree, thus accustoming 
the thumbs to each and every white note, and each of 
the fiugers to any black note that comes in its way. But 
you will surely say that this necessitates a tremendous 
amount of scale study. Certainly, it can not he done in 
a %, perhaps not in a year if due time is given to 
other classes of exercise work pressing for attention. 
But what of that? A pianist must always practice ex- 
ercises, year after year go his scales up and down the 
keyboard, and it becomes frightfully tiresome. Played 
with this varied fingering, they have the zest of continued 
aoveltv. 
tVc now call attention to another matter. While the 
banda are together racing up and down the scales, one 
land almost always plays louder or clearer or smoother 
au ^>6 other. In other words, one hand, and usually 
deleft one, shirks a little, and it is not very perceptible 
. nse the other hand hides it. To remedy this, some 
single-hand practice will be found of great benefit. 
mre every scale or arpeggio is played with the right 
aud and followed immediately by the left, the two 
BY W. O. FORSYTH. 
Harmony is a study which ought to receive much 
more attention than it does from the music student, 
whether the studies are carried on with the intention of 
entering professional life, or merely to have a more or 
less thorough acquaintance with music for the pleasure 
it affords themselves, parents, and friends. Scores there 
are who are gaining no real knowledge of music other 
than the familiarity with the pieces they are studying 
or have recently learned ; they know nothing of the 
meaning of those chords, their relation to one another 
and their manner of progression. 
Those who are by nature musically inclined, or who 
really love music even in a superficial sort of way, arc 
makfng a grave mistake when they do not endeavor to 
learn something of its constructive eharact«L and gmn 
an insist into its inner meaning, its form, etc and 
means whereby beautiful effects are create,!. W rods are 
ST; by the nse of letters, and 
■»* 
plete or incomplete in .tee 1*^^ (X>M^ . 
When used among a nnm 
ab„. **■» «■**■***« £ J£ ^ 
wort •”>**<• •£• rtf* rt* 
sentence in winch it is a ■ * ^ruining the 
this idea will readily fin P theirlnanncrof treat 
nature of the prinetpa c o j(]eM ftnd under- 
ment, and by so otng en arg^ knowWp w gained i* 
standing of music. - roanv thing* which 
utilized ^ actual p ay.ng £fc,M|,lH.I 
before were not dear irtd ,n ^t.ng a 
and much greater ™ ^moriring. When 
piece over for the «* <and. if I may 
a chord is underot mecting it frequently, get* 
say ! a" wellTbv eye : he noth- the 
to know it by sound as weH * anil th«r location 
nature of other chords sur » J ^ Thi, become, 
both on the page and ’ Wy that the phrase 
impressed on the almost beta. 
»”d habit grows silently but 
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approached with a knowledge of harmony and <-o«ntrr- 
point. 
Approach these very interesting and ncre-seary sub¬ 
jects—because of the stimulating influence* they bring to 
bear npon the mind—in the proper spirit, and with an 
ambition and determination to succeed, and they will 
not only prove attractive but will lose their mysterious 
character. 
For instance : in reading at sight, a chord or arpeggio 
can be instantaneously determined if the player \* pos 
sessed of thi* knowledge, and a melodic phrase., in any 
involved part or complex score, will lie understood, 
brought out, ami phrased intelligently. Motive* charar- 
teristic of some leading idea which is enlarged upon in 
development—as, for example, in the fugue—sill be 
grasped and given the importance belonging to t hem if 
rightly understood, and a far better com prehension of 
music generally will lie obtained on the intellectual aid*- 
by those who are familiar with its harmonic and melodic 
structure. 
Effects which should appeal with force to the under¬ 
standing are largely loot, while the sentimental side will 
more than likely be overexpressed, thus depriving music 
of its intellectual l>alante. The teacher with a true 
knowledge of chorda and their relation to row another 
will give instruction far superior to the one whose mind is 
empty of vital musical ideas, end who can only impart 
certain phases of technic and general expression, a* may 
be indicated in the printed ropy. 
Many points which enter into tlie playing of the attest 
and the educated teacher-as, for instance, the accentua¬ 
tion of chord dissonances—receive practically no consider¬ 
ation st all from the musically ignorant teacher or player 
who think* of nothing but the note* ; and they vwy often 
are read incorrectly, especially If there are many b,h4- 
dentals, by the person without knowledge of harmony. 
True, a certain sensuous delight may Ire awakened by 
the piece, according to the temporemetit and anseepti 
hility of the player ; but tbia i* not muaical expression 
in ita highest sense. So It will I* seen that for these 
and also many other reaaons harmony should !«e studied 
by all pupils aspiring to anything like proficiency, cither 
ns performers, teachers, or merely educated amateur* 
Take the greatest pianists now before the public,- thru 
name is legion,—or the greatest tcarbere of !««im¬ 
plying in this country or abroad, and In all cases they 
are musicians In the highest sml broadest sense, and In 
many caw* composers of originality and skill. Would 
thi* be possible without musical knowledge to develop 
their powers? And ought not this be raougli to lortfl 
a desire on the part of pupil* wbo ore to become 
the musicians, teachers, and performers of the next 
generation, to study with all their posrere, and coo 
tinnonsly, to master the vary material from which 
musicians are made ? 
The student who desires to Wrone a composer most 
become master of his material - harmony, remote ipo.nt. 
form, and initrumentolion; not a matter of a l » 
months, bnt of yearn, ami yet a most toscnatiog .tody 
Aim high Alway* »*■ a stndent and worker fro w bat 
U best, ami do not tomb until yon law resource# 
aconired by different study to equip youtwelf properly. 
Ask a reasonable price for your service# as inrtlwctor. 
and insist upon having it; and if yoo do yoor work 
wdl more or leas sure** will certainly b# ?«"*• 
-There is nothing in musical hie troy more rreoork- 
able than the difference between the training « 
masters ami that of the generation which eore«-te1 
them Havdn worked sixteen brorr. a day with Fax 
Gradns” and the sonatas of Kmamwl JWb. M-rar. 
the quick eat of pupil*, was taken through the me* rig¬ 
orous course of rindy that the age penriituA. proven 
apeot hi* bovhond in almost over* reined »•»«*■ »u,‘ 
fieri,oz, Liszt, Wagner, can scarcely be doscnl«t*» 
educated musician* at all Liszt as a young man bad 
little inclination to exchange the triumphs of the rio 
- ... nf the student, Vagner was 
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SOME WEAK POINTS IN THE CONSERVA¬ 
TORY SYSTEM. 
BY AMY FAY. 
[Read at the M. T. N. A. meeting, Now York, June 25,1898.] 
The question is often asked, “ Why is it that when 
we have so many great conservatories all over this coun¬ 
try we so seldom hear anybody play well in private 
life?” 
With all our modern facilities and improvements 
upon the old methods of teaching, it is always a surprise 
when we hear a young girl play well, and we feel as if 
she deserved particular credit for what ought not to be 
regarded as a remarkable achievement. We have plenty 
of tine professionals, but very few good amateurs, in 
proportion to the amount of teaching done. The artistic 
seed must not only be cast in good ground to bring 
forth fruit abundantly, but it must be planted in the 
right way. 
To build up even a tolerably good technic is a matter 
of careful and laborious effort. We must, in the lesson, 
practice with the pupil such and such a passage, first 
with the right band, then with the left, and, lastly, with 
both together. If we do not do this we may rest 
assured the pupil will never take the trouble to do it by 
himself, and consequently he will never play any piece 
well. 
But with a whole class demanding his attention the 
teacher has no time for such careful going over of 
the difficult places with the pupil. Heis obliged to give 
each member a few minutes, or must illustrate himself 
as best he can how the class should study. Now, if the 
class could be perfectly graded, this might suffice ; bnt 
as most classes consist of one or two talented pupils 
and a rank and file of dull ones, either the clever pupils 
are kept back on account of the stupid ones or else the 
stupid ones are left hopelessly in the rear by the clever 
ones. As for the teacher, he is on the horns of a 
dilemma, for if he rushes ahead with the talented 
pupil his conscience reproaches him for leaving the dull 
ones to their fate. If he does his whole duty the prog¬ 
ress of the class is reduced to the ratio of the dullest 
pupil. 
Conservatories are arranged on a commercial and not 
an artistic basis, unfortnnately. Their object is to save 
money for the pupils by giving them cheap instruction, 
and to make money for the teachers by doubling up on 
the number of pupils in a class. Three pupils at fif¬ 
teen dollars to the hour are obviously better, from a 
financial standpoint, thau one pupil at thirty dollars, 
and are much easier to get with generous advertising 
in the musical papers and by the sending out of circu¬ 
lars. 
When I first came back from my studies abroad, I 
taught for a time in a celebrated conservatory in Boston. 
I had eight pupils in a class, each of whom paid fifteen 
dollars per quarter in advance. The lesson was from 12 
to 1 o’clock, at noon, twice a week, and I was able to 
give but seven minutes in the hour to each pupil. Not¬ 
withstanding the infinitesimal time, I found at the end 
of the term I had actually succeeded in teaching the 
class something, much to my surprise! The pupils 
had learned how to hold their hands properly, they 
knew how to practice finger exercises and scales, and 
had mastered one or two Etudes and a few easy pieces. 
I looked hopefully forward to what I was going to 
achieve the second term on this foundation. But alas! 
my calculations were all upset. Half of the class’ went 
out and an entirely new half came in! The first half 
had exhausted their money with their first fifteen dol¬ 
lars, and could pay no longer. The ranks were filled up 
with raw recruits, and the class was as big as ever with 
the additional drawback that I had two sets of pupils at 
two different stages of progress, while the time was as 
limited as before. 
This experience showed me the reason why so few 
good amateurs result from conservatories. The class is 
continually changing. I am willing to admit that for 
advanced pupils conservatories are excellent institu¬ 
tions, although even these I maintain would play much 
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better under private instruction, with the entire atten¬ 
tion of the teacher riveted upon one pupil alone. 
The first year I went to Kullak in Berlin I took pri¬ 
vate lessons of him. That year I look back on with 
delight. He was a great artist and a man of fine intel¬ 
lect, and my lessons were most interesting. At the end 
of the year, however, I thought it would be a good thing 
to enter the conservatory and hear other pianists play, 
so as to get a larger acquaintance with music I had not 
time enough to learn myself. I did so, and soon found 
myself merged in a class of ten or a dozen pupils, and 
of no more importance to Kullak than any one of them. 
From that day he was a stranger to me. The inspiration 
was gone, and I was ground in the music mill with the 
rest. 
No more confabs as to the meaning of this or that 
phrase of a piece; no more anecdotes or reminiscences 
from my master. None of that interchange of mind 
which had been so precious to me and which had helped 
me so much. In the class I had fifteen minutes once a 
week, as the class was too large for us all to play every 
lesson. I played my stint, and then listened to the 
others do theirs. It is true, I acquired a much wider 
range of music, as several of my classmates were almost 
graduates, but I lost my individuality as a pupil. One 
soldier in a regiment does not count for much. 
Some one may ask, “ Howis it the conservatories turn 
out so many artists as they do ? ” 
To this I will reply, it is a question of the “survival 
of the fittest.” Among a laTge number of pupils there 
are always a few of conspicuous ability. These are ex¬ 
pected to play at the annual exhibition concerts of the 
school. They practice ferociously, and they receive the 
lion’s share of the lesson and a great deal of private 
coaching from the teacher besides. Their playing is not, 
therefore, purely the result of classwork. The con¬ 
servatory, as an adjunct to private teaching, is an excel¬ 
lent thing, for it awakens a spirit of emulation and 
stimulates ambition. But it is not sufficient in itself 
unless the pupils begin very young and grow up in it, as 
it were. 
To produce artistic playing, two things are necessary. 
One must have a strong individuality oneself, and one 
must be trained by a teacher who has strong individual¬ 
ity. In a class the exercise of individuality is almost 
impossible. Too many ears are listening; too mauy eyes 
are looking on. The teacher might reveal himself to 
one person, but he is dumb before a crowd. The soul is 
a delicate flower, and folds up its petals on itself among 
so many! This explains why the playing of conservatory 
pupils is so often mechanical, and has such a sameness 
about it. 
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teach by analogy, and he must give this or that illustra 
tion or reason why he teaches this or that particula 
thing. He must inculcate principles as well as practice 
and turni8h his pupils chart and compass to steer by 
While he is driving the ship steadily onward, he mus 
fill .ts sails with the breezes of his imagination. Hov 
can he do this when he is obliged to say to himself “ 
have ten pupils to hear, and at least five of them mus 
play in one hour.” He is limited by time when ar 
demands eternity! 
HOW PROGRESS IS MADE. 
There seems to be no steady progress. I g0 , 
the dark for days-even so long a time as three wee 
without .seeing any effect, and then suddenly 
myseli past a mile-post on the journey, far ahea 
ir, ,rr w"*b *"*perM °r ^ 2—v; 
standstill began. Other students say that they ex 
ence the same thing. And, after all, it is just as 
other processes ot improvement—physical menla 
spiritual ; one must go on with the daily round d( 
hours of treadmill routine, and live upon the faith 
no honest effort goes unrewarded in the end 15, 
my case the daily labor is not drudgery, for niy hea 
it so there is every blame for me if I wait 
patiently for results. ”-‘W, of a Baritone.™ 
THE ROAD TO EXPRESSIVE PLAYING 
BY A. SCHUELER. 
Any new composition, when taken up for 8tad 
should be played through, first very slowly, and th’ 
more difficult parts marked by pencil or fixed in th* 
memory. Then signature, time, fingering, accentna' 
tion, form, and phrasing should be carefully looked int 
and fully explained. At the same time, rests, length of 
notes, and dots will have to be strictly observed with 
the help of loud counting. It will have to be the con¬ 
stant care of the teacher to watch over the natural and 
easy position of the body, the arm, the wrist, the hand 
and fingers, with their separate joints, as on the propel 
action of all depends the touch and its result,—the 
tone,—one of the things desired. Then follow the intro- 
duction of the pedals, and the observance of the signs 
designating the volume of tone aud those calling for 
deviation from the tempo given at the beginning. 
When a sufficient degree of smoothness, under the 
full observance of all the points named, has been 
reached, we may fairly say that the technical difficulties 
have been overcome and a full understanding of the 
composition has been attained. We may then proceed 
with another composition, representing greater tech¬ 
nical difficulties aud calling for deeper thought. The 
same principle is followed in every well-regulated school. 
After the first reader the second follows, and in due suc¬ 
cession the others. No jumps are allowed. The fifth 
reader, if at all well made, will contain only such read¬ 
ing matter as may be fully comprehended after intelli¬ 
gent pursuance of the fourth. 
“All this treats of mechanical drill; where does 
musical expression find its place?” some may ask. It 
comes last, and is bound to come last, because it is the 
result of the combination of all the forces at work in 
musical training. To be of any value at all, it must be 
mated with intelligence ; both must have gained their 
maturity under the same constellation, that of slow 
and natural growth ; it will never do to mate imma¬ 
turity with maturity. 
It must always remain a deplorable sight for any 
thoughtful man or woman to behold a little girl or boy 
affecting expression in playing by the outward signs of 
cheap mannerism. A correct, smooth, and simple ren¬ 
dition of a piece, with due attention given to dynamic 
signs, is preferable a thonsand times to the most elab¬ 
orate display of affectation. Never allow musical senti¬ 
ment to run away from musical intelligence. Both are 
joined for life, and each gains by this union. A well- 
drilled hand, led by musical intelligence, will leave its 
mark without any display of mannerism, and this very 
lack of mannerism will be apt to raise yon in the esti¬ 
mation of the true musician. 
Be true and natural. To be thus is not so very hard 
at all; the test applied to musical expression is not new, 
it is the same as the one applied to speech. II emotion 
seems to call forth some graceful movement of the body, 
arms, and hands, there is no danger of its being wrong. 
So long as outward behavior displays truth of senti¬ 
ment and good judgment, it can never appear unnatural. 
Abiding by the combined demands of true sentimentand 
good judgment will also be an important factor in the 
development of individuality, which to establish is, 
after all, the real purpose of all education. And when 
the pupil at last has gained this end, to him will lie 
granted the privilege of putting on any composition t ie 
stamp of his own musical individuality, which privilege 
is the highest honor that can be conferred upon any 
player by musicians good and true.—“Violin World. 
—Half the success achieved by genius is due to 
work. The greatest minds that ever swayed the wor . 
the greatest men that the world ever honored, ^ 
claimed it by word and example. It is a mis 
that many a young genius, richly endowed by ua ’ 
has not fully appreciated this truth. If he had, per ^ 
he would not have died unknown, unhonored, nn 
sung.—Carlyle Petersilea. 
HOW TO PRACTICE. 
by mme. a. pcpin. 
THE object of practice is attainment. But wbat is it 
wish to attain ? When we listen to a finished artist, 
doJe not wonder at and admire his unfailing certainty, 
th°e evenness of his scales, his wonderful control of for¬ 
tissimo and pianissimo, his repose aud the apparent ease 
with which difficult things are done? Are not these 
what we wish-but often vainly—to attain in practice? 
There are various mental attitudes held by those who 
practice, and in consequence Tesults vary. One class 
sets to work with rash confidence in the belief that 
things are not so difficult as they are made out to be ; 
these are generally satisfied with themselves, though 
they never get beyond mediocrity. 
The second class will practice faithfully and dili¬ 
gently, wishing and timidly hoping to succeed, hut not 
really expecting it. Such generally realize their expec¬ 
tations. 
Another class, which includes a comparatively small 
number, works with a calm certainty of arriving at the 
gum* 
If there be a way to practice that is certain of attain¬ 
ment, why do not all adopt it? One reason is that 
teachers tell their pupils to practice, but very few tell 
them how to practice. Another reason is that not many 
have the mental requirements to become conquerors. 
The artist is a conqueror. He is master ol the key¬ 
board, but, first of all, he is master of himself. Does 
any one realize what this means? All his powers— 
mental and physical—are subject to his will. The will 
sits—king on the throne—and issues his commands ; 
nerves, muscles, natural impulses, and memory must 
instantly obey. When these servants of the will have 
become so reliable that they do their duty without over¬ 
sight, then the king calls his favorite attendants, the 
emotions, and they adorn the work already done. 
Who would be a conqueror must have, first, the will 
—a will firm and decided, that permits no insubordina- 
tion in its servants ; second, an infinite patience that 
will gently lead these servants in the paths they are to 
follow; and, lastly, a love of law, or working by system, 
Then can the end be seen from the beginning, and, 
though seen but in the dim distance, one can have 
courage to work on when the ideal is seen to be drawing 
nearer. 
If directions for practice have been given, they have 
not generally been explicit enough to show the ordinary 
student how to go to work on a piece with the certainty 
of conquering it in every detail. 
The right way to practice may seem long in the 
beginning, but in the end it proves to be the shortest 
way ; and, on the other hand, the way that seems short 
leads to nowhere. 
The following suggestions about practicing will show 
that nature will give her willing aid if you know her 
laws, but she will not be coerced. 
The piece to be studied should be divided into sections 
°f8, 16, or 32 measures, and either a different portion 
taken up each day or one section practiced until perfect, 
hot more than 2 or 4 measures must be practiced 
at a time: these should first be played over two or three 
times, the notes and fingering carefully observed, and 
the harmonies or scales on which the passage is founded 
noted, with a view to memorizing them, and then the 
feal practice begins. Repeat these 2 or 4 measures 
twenty times, and each repetition must he done in exactly 
the same way, without the slightest variation. Many 
students will play a thing a dozen times before they play 
't right in every respect, but this must be played right 
the first time. In order to get into the habit of plsy iog 
fight from the beginning, it is better to practice with a 
metronome. By setting the metronome back at one- 
third or one-fourth the rate of speed of the final tempo 
m the first two or three repetitions, one has time to 
think of all the requirements of the passage and to con¬ 
sciously control the movements. 
As at each two or three repetitions the speed is only 
s ightly increased by the metronome, the fingers soon 
3 1 into an automatic repetition of the first movement. 
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Here is seen the necessity for making these movement* 
uniformly exact, for uniformity leads in a short time to 
a habit, but different ways of doing the same tiling lead 
to uncertainty. 
Two important factors are here to be considered—the 
will (the master which controls and directs) and the law 
of nature. This law of nature is like a Chinese servant, 
which wants to copy its model every time with mathe¬ 
matical exactness, and so it is best to give it a perfect 
model. 
Perfect piano-playing is a habit to be acquired. Habit 
may be defined as an action so- often repeated that it 
repeats itself without thought. Hence the importance 
of repeating only perfection. The will must say, “The 
first step shall be perfect, and all subsequent steps or 
motions shall faithfully copy the first.” 
We see that the first requisite is the will, and the 
second is that nature shall not be coerced. When the 
student has repeated a passage a number of times with 
slightly increasing velocity, and found his fingers the 
willing servants of his mind, he will at last come to a 
rate of speed where the fingers revolt at this uniformity, 
and hesitate or refuse to do their work ; at this point 
practice must cease or be resumed at a slower tempo. 
Thus the student can set his own limit of practice, and 
can even keep an exact record of his progress. 
To memorize these short passages as one goes along 
makes the music one’s own, and enables the student to 
give his whole attention to the perfecting of his execu¬ 
tion ; and this memorizing is not difficult if one will but 
note the construction of the phrases he so often repeals. 
When these short sections are memorized, and can be 
played with freedom and perfect ease, the next week's 
practice may take sections of double length ; and so on 
until the piece can be played through as a whole. 
There are some passages in pieces that must lie prac¬ 
ticed oftener, and with greater care than the rest of 
the piece. These are cadenzas and ornamental passages, 
and as their beauty depends upon their evenness and 
velocity, it is necessary to Bive murh time *tcnr* 
exactness and uniformity of motions. 
Sometimes these passages will consist of figun* of 
four notes in rhythms of three or six. To conquer the«- 
passages quickly, they should be practiced in rhythms 
of four until the fingers have learned to find their pl*«-s 
automatically, when they may be practiced with the 
proper rhvthm. An example of figures of four in 
rhythms of three is found in the thirty-seventh meMuro 
of the “ Romanza” from Chopin’s 
figures of four in rhythms of six are found in the la* few 
measures of Mendelssohn’s “ Spinning tong. 
The suggestions here given are so simple that the 
Will bring grea* r P* phrase in the 
one hundred repetition ° ^ ^ 
old way of studying. I f0r every iroperfet 
aimed at, but seldom accom but jt delays tha 
repetition is not on y a _ Jn’tbe first case, how- 
formation of the desire • • riowiy but 
ever, the stn‘[e"| and *, he is able to 
sorely toward h ' nfidenCe. He remembers tliat 
with patience an ^ dtnrilll tovnri the goal, 
the tortoise plodded u-n time, the 
and got there, whito the Imre wen 
ground, bnt did not ge mngt ktK)W how to prsc- 
Wh0 would be a conq on ^ ^ ^ mMt develop 
tice, mn8t aim at ^ j hb, memory, curb his imp* 
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ON THE INFLUENCE OF ORGAN-PLAYING 
UPON A PIANIST. 
BY e. k. kboeueu. 
hues. 
. r _ teacher of music should not 
.* 
There are a great mauy pianists who imagine tha! 
the study of organ playing is detrimental to their pran- 
istic labors. This is, to a Urge extent, a mistaken 
view. While it ia rare to meet with a great organist 
who is at the same time a great pianist, yet there are 
examples to which we can point. Johann Brlaraiiaa 
Bach was an organist and a clavier player of the first 
rank. George Frederick Handel was also a groat player 
of the organ and cUvier, although prohubly pi com incut 
in his work on the former Instrument. Felix Mendel*- 
sohn-Bartholdy’a playing on With instrument* is still 
remembered by some of the most distinguished living 
musicians as being truly remarkable. And among the 
present-day virtuosi Camille Kaini-Bsifns cx«J» equally 
as a pianist and an organist. If their I* a paid reason 
why oimparatively few great organists are great pianist*, 
and vice versfi, it may he stated that it la Warn* the 
literature for either instrument is so vast that it take* 
almost one’s entire time to become thoroughly acquainted 
with it. An organ or a pianoforte repertory i» now¬ 
adays so extensive that It is almost impossible to k«rp 
thoroughly up-to-date and at the *<ua* time to he 
familiar with standard comjw*lt ion*. A l*adrr*w*ki on 
the pianoforte, or a Goilroant on the organ, want need* 
cover the entire field of great clatocal end mod*** 
work*, written for their respective instrument*, ia their 
recital*. And In order to do tbia, and to keep up to the 
high Standard of performance which Ito public expect* 
from them, they can ouly devote their time to their 
chown field of labor. Therefore, It may to «*«1 that • 
great organist atid a great piantat nn tnnly combined in 
one and th* same person, principally <*> account a 
lack of sufficient time to ma*ter the Utoatur* of both 
instruments properly, rstbrr than toronae one interfaces 
with th* other in touch and technic 
It U certain that » ***><1 pianoforte technic tonal bt 
Mturod before one can liroomr a good organ tat 7 to 
better the technic Is, tto totter can to play Ito flgurro 
in Bach’s prelude, sud fugues. Mmdelsanhn’* wmatws 
Thiele’s concert ptoto. etc. On th* other band tto 
clinging and gliding legato, so emwnUal in orgso ftoy- 
in. will impart virility, surety, and breadth of ton* on 
the' pianoforte. Th* n«'*wlty of an 
IcgatoTn organ pl«yl«K M 
ration of perfert smootht.ro* in connecting ton*. Thta 
will luxve it. effect upon the slodn.1 *« mastering a P«r* 
legato on the pianoforte, and in P"’l-.ly --M 
damper pedal, a. tto car will naturally rvtol agwin- 
ennfranco Tto proper organ style “ polypbonb, 
the organist must study, great deal 
routrap'iritally. H. thus gsln. * 
,nn„ construction of ompotat.ou., tool bis 
gained in this told will to of 
■tiulving Hack's "Well-tempered Clavichord »«•<** 
VO-; ~.n*U», tto work, of Hchuroann. Itrakwa, and 
^chiofo^on roto-d .gam* *«**?£■ 
. is that tto organ aettoft »» too heavy 
SSXSZ  .«■.-Ktr IT 
Wight to-day, tn this i-riod ' TJS 
nncimat.c action*. Organ.aro made whb* to** il*M 
SJ sa th* rd*n°forte, even when ito »..«* « 
rujmvetoon«M«*»tr^ 
<Irvin* are mH with aim®* ** ‘*""*M*’ 
WWame* will become evinced that org« p>.v,n« 
doe. rod injure them, tot, n tto contrary, * 
Xro vri.1 to many more ptoed to 
ttoh music room* than there stv ai prwwnt. 
,__ - • • 
n., w* a composer to sure that In »■* !■*«* 
V \ 11 not onlv Tdd to the quantity but ato. enrich tto 
quality o n( r^ymdwiog 
* 
r-Vrf <4ritoia«»n 
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THE NEEDS OF THE VOCAL PROFESSION 
TO-DAY. 
If the question were asked, “What is the crying need 
in the vocal profession at the present time ? ” the answer 
would come, without a moment's hesitation, “Greater 
deference to the dignity of the art.” A higher intel¬ 
lectual status along the entire line ; a less sanguine atti¬ 
tude to individual attainment; more strenuous effort in 
the direction of general culture in its application to a 
special field. 
In the religious world, bigotry has bnilded walls 
across the pathway of progress which have been sur¬ 
mounted by so few that advancement, while not at a 
standstill, is exceedingly difficult of discernment. 
Among the least bigoted on religions matters are 
musicians ; yet in matters relating to their own art 
their bigotry and self-snfficiency are most noticeable. 
It shows itself in the equanimity with which profes¬ 
sional musicians contemplate and even applaud their 
own attainments. The vocal literature which is period¬ 
ically offered to the public for its entertainment and 
instruction by the various class publications is as un¬ 
happily suggestive of the apathy of its readers as of the 
dullness of its writers, and is unworthy the dignified 
position which that branch of the profession should 
maintain in the community. It is not true alone of 
American, but of foreign, musical journals. The regu¬ 
larity with which reprints of the few good things are 
made shows clearly the dearth of intelligent criticism 
or other valuable material. It is because of this con¬ 
dition of things that we urge the young men and women 
whose faces ore turned in the direction of the vocal field 
to bring to their work a ripe quality of thought and a 
definite purpose of removing the stigma of unworthi- 
bracing the profession. There are, indeed, qualifying 
advantages which no other profession holds out to its 
adherents. The vocal profession is a long-lived pro¬ 
fession ; even its most demanding duties are congenial. 
Its reward by expressed appreciation has no parallel and 
its opportunities for recuperation are ample. In most 
respects the life of a professional vocalist should be a 
peculiarly happy one, worthy to be embraced by men 
and women of the most brilliant and diverse gifts. It 
is facing these facts that one is justified in urging parents 
whose children have the gift of voice to foster that gift, 
but not without prefacing it with the same careful train¬ 
ing in the formation of character, discipline of the mind, 
caTe and control of finances that the young enjoy whose 
lives are planned for altogether different grooves. When 
these truths relating to the vocal profession are clearly 
manifest, then will there be a rapid and satisfactory in¬ 
crease of vocal literature. 
Feeling is an inheritance, thought its accompaniment, 
expression its grandest achievement. To feel deeply is 
the prerogative of the musician ; to train and to disci¬ 
pline the thoughts which those feelings arouse is his high¬ 
est duty to himself ; to give expression to his thoughts 
by word or pen, his highest duty to his fellow-musician. 
Let all young men and women who aspire to an hon¬ 
ored position as vocalists regard their possible influence 
upon the literature of music in the light of a respon¬ 
sibility. 
CONVENIENT MAXIMS, FORMULAS, ETC., FOR 
VOICE TEACHING. 
BY FREDERIC W. BOOT. 
IX. 
ness, if not insipidity, from the current vocal literature 
of the period. It is hardly necessary to give emphasis 
to the truth by showing that one group of topics is 
treated only indifferently, and another even worse; 
comparison with other professions supplies, abundant 
evidence of the not high literary level of vocal 
musicians. 
Science and the other arts are constantly the themes 
of the brightest men in the most commanding positions, 
those who by education and special training are enabled 
to speak with authority and who are listened to as such. 
This, as a rule, is not true of writers of the vocal art; 
not only are they usually wanting in higher education, 
hut are unlettered to a point where it might be called 
conspicuous, Certainly so in strictly professional fields. 
In other walks of life it is only when reason, fostered 
by preparation and tempered by experience, lifts up its 
voice that it finds an audience. Too often an accident 
of voice places a man in professional ranks, another 
accident of its loss appears to qualify him as a teacher, 
and a worse misfortune, an accident of leisure, prompts 
him to take up the pen, and the unhappy public, or that 
part of it which seeks instruction through the musical 
press, read and absorb the helpless drivel. Superficial 
training and editorial hardihood seem to have joined 
hands in the wanton dissemination of cmde, if not dan¬ 
gerous, so-called vocal literature. 
It is gratifying to observe that vocalists are held less 
lightly in esteem as the years go by. We might have 
said, are held more highly in esteem, but those words do 
not carry the idea clearly. Degeneracy has come to be a 
medical term, and to it is attached much less stigma than 
formerly. Vocalists are more or less degenerate, the 
result of the unusual tax upon their vitality and the 
stress and irregularity of engagements, modes of life, etc- 
This influence, however, does not extend to the mind 
and need not be feared as a sound argument against em- 
fciNCK the remarks concerning the low larynx appeared 
in the last article of this series several more of my early 
experiences have occurred to me, showing still more dis¬ 
tinctly how attractive this idea is likely to be in the first 
years of one’s voice teaching. Bracing the larynx down 
is a device by which one can often get quick results that 
seem valuable ; and while further experience shows that 
there is really something valuable in this position, yet 
there is enough harm in the use of it to make this one of 
the dangerous pitfalls of voice training. 
One of the experiences which I recall was of a distin¬ 
guished but rather erratic pianist, who one day an¬ 
nounced to the mnsicians of his circle that he had sud¬ 
denly developed a wonderful voice ; that it came to him 
“ frora heavun in a night.” It was true that somehow 
he had acquired a sort of knack with his larynx by 
which he could make rather powerful high notes, which 
by reason of his real musical genius he was able to gloss 
over somewhat. He became infatuated with singing, 
and wished to sing to and with everybody who could be 
made available, though one of his intimates, a distin¬ 
guished solo violinist, was wont to remark behind his 
lriend's back that “that voice never came from heaven ” 
bnt that it was “more like a bee between two shingles 
than anything else.” This voice enacted the role of 
Lohengrin and, after a short and brilliant sojourn upon 
earth, retired whence it came. 
But the question might be asked, If there are some 
advantages in the lower position of the larynx for tone- 
production, how can these be obtained without the dis¬ 
advantages? The safe reply to make to this, or to any 
perplexing question in voice culture is, Rely on the 
three item formula-vitalize below, devitalize above, and 
locos the tone. (This has been said often before, but it 
will bear repetition.) 
But experience shows that the application of this 
formula has various phases. As the pitch of tone 
ascends, there is a tendency unconsciously to raise th 
larynx ; and among the problems involved in developi * 
the upper voice is the necessity for checking this rise of 
the larynx in the ascending scale, although in «ood 
teaching this is done without calling the pupil’s atten 
tion to the larynx in any way. If the voice takes easilt 
what is called by some the “head tone,” or, with men 
the “covered tone,” the position of the larynx will 
regulate itself without difficulty. But the covered or 
head voice, among average pupils, is often stiff and 
ungainly, for a time, if the tone be louder than piano 
and oftentimes this stiffness is largely caused by the 
pressing upward of the larynx. It is very common 
among female voices, for the tones at about D (fourth 
line) to be hard and shrill, with a sort of twang to them 
One of the common criticisms which women make of 
their own voices is in this phrase : “My notes at about 
D and E are rather hard for me, but after I get above 
that I am all right.” A man trying to learn to sing 
often thinks that the compass of his voice upward stops 
at a pitch considerably lower than the real limit; and 
even this low limit can be reached with only a strained, 
“white” tone. In all these cases it is quite probable 
that the position of the larynx is wrong ; generally it is 
too high. 
If the larynx be large, or the “Adam’s apple ” espe¬ 
cially prominent, the larynx can not easily be made to 
rise very high for tone-production, but the especial 
tension of the muscles which draw it upward may pro¬ 
duce a result which is just as bad. A woman’s throat is 
so flexible that something can be done, and perhaps a fair 
quality of tone obtained, with’ the larynx considerably 
displaced. With a man it is different; and, especially 
among basses and baritones, if this item is wrong 
nothing satisfactory can be done with the upper voice. 
I can see no reason why, on general principles, a woman 
can not teach a man to sing, jnst as well as a man can 
teach a woman ; but it is very seldom that the lady 
teachers know how to deal with the upper tones of their 
male pupils, and when these teachers come to ns for 
help, among other inquiries is always this: What 
would yon do in the case of a bass voice that can not sing 
above C (or D, or any other), and whose upper notes are 
dreadfully hard for him to get? Here we might recall 
one of the pairs mentioned in onr second article—name¬ 
ly: 
Addition and Subtraction. 
It is very common—we might almost say well-nigh 
universal—for singers to make two pounds of effort for, 
so to speak, one pound of tone. To illustrate: When 
one sings a high or loud tone, he will usually find, if he 
observe closely, that the muscles of his arms, or of his 
forehead, or of some other part that evidently has nothing 
to do with the process, are somewhat exerted. Here is 
superfluous effort. The external muscles of the neck 
have nothing to do with tone production (though that 
is not so evident), and they are generally exerted quite 
considerably until otherwise trained. The muscles of 
the throat which have to do with the voice have, most 
of them, other functions also, some of which are opposed 
to tone ; and the bliud effort of an untaught singer to 
make his voice louder, richer, or to extend its compass 
frequently results in setting these functions in opposition 
to one another, so that muscles may be prodigiously 
exerted without effective result, and there may be 
twenty-five pounds of effort for one pound of tone 
(under which circumstances that one pound is likely to 
be a hard and ungainly article). There is such a thing 
as trying too hard. The throat may make simultaneous 
effort to open and to close, and the larynx may be drawn 
with convulsive force both upward and downward at 
the same moment. Perhaps the principle can best be 
seen as it appears in the muscles that affect the ribs. 
How often we see an untaught singer strain and laltor to 
get breath enough to finish a phrase, when yet there]- 
an available supply of air in the lungs. Now, the runsc es 
which draw the ribs outward and those which draw t ’em 
inward can be so exerted that the ribs are almost li-e 
solid massof bone,quiteimmovable. This conditionpr 
vails when the body must support a great weight, a* 
heavy lifting, and the vital parts must be protect 
this way. But for effective compression of the l"Dgs, 
in order that the last notes of vocal phrases may he we 
• A the knack must be obtained, and the habit 
^^established, of using one sort of muscular action 
ffe ut involving the other. In other words, we must 
ffit °Ud(1jtion and subtraction. The effort to make 
i8Ve jond or high is, emphatically, addition ; but if it 
rtt accompanied by the subtraction which prevents a 
1)6 at raising of the larynx or other disturbance of 
!Te meal functions, there is failure. 
Speakiugofthe effort which paralyzes the compression 
f the lungs reminds me of a conversation with one of 
“he m09t celebrated vocal teachers in Paris, in which he 
., to me “ jf i change the position of my chest with- 
“’j. breathing” (and he illustrated by shifting the 
position of the parts surrounding the lung cavity by re¬ 
laxing at one place and making exertion at another), 
“I have obtained breath enough to continue singing 
rrith.” What he meant to imply was that this action 
save him more breath without conscious inspiration. 
I asked him how the additional breath got into the lungs, 
and he replied, rather fancifully, “Oh, through theears, 
the eyes, everywhere ! ” I venture to explain it other¬ 
wise, and to say that the bodily action which he em¬ 
ployed subtracted something from opposing muscles, 
and added something to those which compress the lungs, 
and so brought into requisition a large amount of the 
residual air. 
REGISTERS. 
BY HORACE P. DIBBLE. 
“ Will you please explain to me what is the meaning 
of the term ‘ registers ’ ? ” This question was asked me 
recently at the close of a lesson. “Well,” I said, “that 
is not a long question, but it will take quite a while to 
explain thoroughly the matter to you.” Then followed 
a conversation of which this article is the outcome. 
There is probably no branch of vocal study about 
which there has been so much controversy as 1 ‘ registers. ’ ’ 
As applied to the human voice, the word register denotes 
different qualities of tone and variation of pitch—viz., 
that according as the use of the vocal mechanism is 
varied, different qualities of tone may be produced, and 
also that these varying qualities may be produced on the 
same pitch, especially at certain places in the vocal com¬ 
pass, where there seem to be natural changes in quality 
of tone. This idea has given rise to various names for 
different qualities of tone, such as chest, head, mixed 
and falsetto voices, and open and closed tones. 
It seems to me that a great deal of confusion and con¬ 
troversy has been caused by different parties applying 
various meanings to the same word. For instance, one 
will speak of a “chest” tone and another of an “open ” 
tone, when it is evident from the context that both 
words refer to the same quality. In another controversy 
one will speak of a “ head ” tone and his opponent of a 
closed ” tone, wlreu it seems evident that they both refer 
to the same thing. I do not mean by this that a 
chest ” tone is necessarily the same as an “ open ” tone, 
nor that a “ head ” tone is the same as a “ closed ’ tone. 
Oa the contrary, a singer may carry up liis chest tone 
beyond the usnal limit, and yet have a frightfully con¬ 
stricted throat. Or he may use his “head ” voice down 
beyond the usual limit, and yet have liis throat wide 
°Peu. I have merely tried to show by the above illus¬ 
tration that there seems to be a great deal of misunder¬ 
standing among musicians as to the true meaning of dif- 
erent words, which are very often (to the detriment of 
» clear understanding of the case) used synonymously. 
singer's throat throughout his entire compass should 
a|ways be open, in the sense that he shonld not have any 
epg of having closed or constricted it; hut, on the 
°t er hand, he must not attempt to hold it open. 
be history of the subject seems to show that the 
“pe “chest” voice originally came from the under- 
., a<j*Dg that it was produced primarily in the chest, 
s head ” voice being produced primarily in the head, 
■e the “mixed” voice was literally a mixture o 
ese two qualities and an effort on the part of the 
'Dger to bridge over the “break” caused by the con- 
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getting its name either because it was supposed to be a 
kind of “ false” voice or else becanse it was supposed 
to be produced by the so-called false vocal bands. The 
“chest ” tones were supposed by many to be sung with 
an open throat, thus getting the name, with some writers, 
of “open” tones, while, when the “ head” tones were 
prod need, the throat seemed, in a sense, to close ; there¬ 
fore they were called by some “ closed ” tones. 
Therefore, one answer to the question “What is meant 
by registers? ” is, an understanding that the vocal appa¬ 
ratus acts differently in production of tone in different 
parts of the vocal compass ; and, in order to have a 
correct quality ot voice, the singer should consciously 
and intelligently control the action of the vocal appara 
tus, this control referring more especially to the control 
of the vocal ligaments and other muscles situated in the 
immediate vicinity of the larynx. 
Ever since people have studied the art of singing 
they have found that at certain places in the vocal scale, 
both in male and female voices, the singer seems to find 
it necessary to change the manner of tone-production. 
Or, in other words, in ascending the scale, the ginger 
arrives at a point where he finds he can not any longer 
use that particular kind of tone with which he has been 
singing, and, in order to sing higher, he must resort to 
another kind of tone, or to use the throat in a different 
manner, and in thus using the throat he feels that, 
as he goes higher, the tone becomes weaker and not so 
natural. As a pupil of mine once expressed it, “ He 
sang all right up to a certain point, and then something 
dropped, and his throat seemed to flop over, and the 
higher tones were made in a different way.” 
The true workings of the throat were never under¬ 
stood (though, nevertheless, people sang correctly and 
as well as they ever have sung since) until the invention 
of the laryngoscope. This invention has been almost 
universally considered a great step! forward in tin- 
science and art of singing. Certainly, it has added mnob 
to our knowledge of the workings of the human throat, 
and as an addition to the sum total of knowledge in gen¬ 
eral is to be valued accordingly. Bat I very much 
doubt whether, instead of having been a help to the 
ordinary seeker alter knowledge regarding the art of 
sinning, it has not often proved a hindrance, becanseit 
ha:Tbeen the means of approaching the subject from the 
wronn point of view. In their efforts to find just bo« 
the vocal ligaments act at different pitta, many ins¬ 
tigators have brought these same vocal 
undue prominence, and have seemed to thrak that if 
they could only get entire control o-r theni «hej U 
solved the problem. Different investigators have arriv.d 
KxxfViat is the tone irradualiy rises, it 
SrStod St- of the vocal ligaments is 
££** bS ton-kin, 
tion and shape m fMO, not very reliable; 
pitches are in the^natore 0 ^ ^^ „ 
for, before we CM £ UooWn regard,ng thto 
having told us all <■ first ^ satisfied that the 
particular subject, we the ginger dnring the taking 
quality of tone prf%**£* be. And while 
of the photograph was profoundly wise re- 
some ardent invest.^tor «ay £ m,y 
garding the « 
have a corresponding “ ^ inTe,tig8,ions which. 
This principle apP ‘ ^ lhM helped oar 
it seems to me, a ,. of th€ gnbject. 1 have 
arrival at a true urn ,nyegtig#ttoBg made among chi 
read more than one “ breaks ” seem< <- 
dren regarding the ^ MU*- 
to occur. I have rn..nVby an eminent scieoti 
which was made in ,t tbe troth along the 
who was endeavoring toam ^ ^ record 
lines of physiological^ number of acboo ; 
S his experiments k)ld , 
children, showing that a c the ohm- 
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seeming to prove that in their cbm* there were three 
distinct qualities of tone. The result of his investigatious 
seemed to lead him to think that, as there was a large 
discrepancy in pitch regarding tbe “ break "or "breaks,” 
that the truth was a certain general average. For in¬ 
stance, if, among a hundred voices, the hrrak varied 
from d' to ff, then, in order to arrive at the tooth, he 
mast strike an average, and say all singers should toy to 
have their break occur at (*, He did uut seem to have 
made more than one experiment with tbe same voice, 
and, I believe, used the same vowel (“ 4," Italian pro¬ 
nunciation) for all. 1 am confident that if tie had nsed 
different vowels with each subject, having him sing both 
up and down the scale, and tried the name »ubjw<l on 
different occasions, he would have found a great variation 
as to where the break occurred. In other words, as the 
child happened to feel more or less vigorous, or more *r 
leas self-conscious, on that particular occasion, or as he 
sang with different vowels, tbe investigator would have 
fonnd a wide variation in the pitch of the “break." 
His experiments showed that boys carried th* “cheat" 
quality higher than girls—that is, by doing more shout 
ing at their play, they wrre able to fores their threat 
muscles more than girla. In my own e»i«erl«tc* I hare 
beard a hoy of twelve sing e" (an octave above middle <) 
in full chest voles. It is an old saying that two wrongs 
do not make a right, and the following proyuritkm Is 
equally true—viz., that because fifty boys tores their 
“ chest ” voices higher than they should, does not prove 
in any way that a boy who has been taught to sing 
easily, naturally, and unconstralurdly should force bis 
voice at all. 
(poit orlieU will be cunotudnd t* Till* git t>a/o* Jhiumbst,J 
MODERN ARTISTIC SINGING. 
IIV EPWAJUi natOHAV. 
Tbe eminent French baritone, M. Maural, insists on 
the fari that tbe lime has gone by for mere singing hiida. 
and that the singer of modern music must have brains, 
so that every phrase and every note will be given thrlr 
proper meaning apart from mueteal eotmideerttooa. Tbe 
basis of tbia system is wlial he calls the the 
normal quantity of tone which every air.gr, produces 
This must l>e used as the groundwork, and to it muni be 
added such varieties of color and “»*se of 
the words or tbe dramatic exigencies demand And, fi<»t 
of all, the singer must nndeiwUnd the » r* of the words 
and the dramatic exigencies There Is no douM tbol if 
young *•»* would Uke M M.ureF, advice to brart 
W* should have lens of that soul Iras and coloilem singing 
that is now so common ; but will the ordinary bralnl— 
ringer ever understand that It i« not volume so mmdi as 
quality of tone thst charms Alums! every 
forum hi* voice, for to have * Urge organ or to 1--Me to 
shoot high note.has bom held up as an Ideal; bet directly 
, voice is foreed, either in .raking of *»•*»■*- Fu¬ 
sion and all capability of varying tone «.Uw are Uwt Pot 
Wagner lias anticipated M Msure . n '»•* ' 
JTys tbe rompow- say. : " As onr oomporar. do « 
ticul.tr property, neither for Uic most pari d. they know 
the moaning of their spmebea In 
frenzied hunt for someth lug to pleas*, they light at lari 
o„ stronget tone, strewn here and there, on whub they 
dmLtoxit, ■ H *3 Zt the J*h now's -losing note with .. rmphriw 
to for applause." Wagner’, method «f «*•<**«* 
ardV 
MV,, MAWStlA !h* *'”i,?***?Z ■ talk, advised American girl* to rifcfc 
S S", methods This ”,-Uiat .he 
'll; of development, laid down by tbs Uni to* «*'«•! 
rZ'lX to be strictly follows, b, no e.—x*. 
She points to Patti,-the prate* 
wJ, rnrerw. h- b«« woo ririrtly akmg what ora 
railed old-fashioned line* 
In last month’s issue we announced that we would 
soon publish an encyclopedia, by Hugo Riemann. This 
work will soon be ready for delivery. It is without 
doubt the most important work we have yet announced. 
An encyclopedia is the first work that should be pos¬ 
sessed by every student of music. The price at which 
the work can now be procured is within the reach of all, 
and those that will avail themselves of it will have but 
a short time yet to avail themselves of the Special Offer. 
There is no encyclopedia that is as late as this one by 
Riemann. It takes ns up within a year of the present 
time. It is complete in one volume of nearly 1000 pages. 
It ordinarily sells for $0.00. Our Special Offer is $2.50, 
postpaid. The book may be charged to those having 
good open accounts with us, but with the postage extra 
in this case. The book will be ready for delivery some 
time during this month or in early December. Send in 
your order at once, ere it is too late. 
Thk Etude, as an advertising medium for anything 
connected in any way with music, can not be excelled. 
Me have received testimonials from almost every one of 
the teachers who have professional cards of the good 
which this has done for them. Mr. Newall K. Wilbur 
writes as follows: “I wish my advertisement in The 
Etude continued until further notice. I find your paper 
a good medium for advertising.” If you are interested, 
write to us for terms. 
W k have on hand a stock of Christmas exercises con¬ 
sisting of every publisher’s latest issues. Those who 
expect to have work of this kind to prepare for Christ¬ 
mas would do well to send to us for a sample copy of 
each on inspection. 
Wk have just published a Christmas song entitled 
“The Christ is Born To day,” by Ion is, with English 
and French words, which is pronounced by all who have 
heard it to be “a perfect gem.” The French text is by 
Theophile Gautier, while the English version gives a 
faithfnl picture of the “first Christmas.” The setting 
is for medium voice, the highest note being F, the fifth 
line of the treble staff. The accompaniment can be 
played either on piano or organ, and can be very effec¬ 
tively registrated for the pipe-organ. The song is not 
difficult, yet will admit of very artistic rendering. The 
whole character of the piece is such that while it is 
worthy the attention of the experienced soloist, it can 
also be sung by a boy or girl. The retail price will be 
30 cents. 
The following is a list of the names of teachers of 
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” that have been received 
since the appearance of the October issue. We will con¬ 
tinue these lists from time to time as Dames accumulate. 
If you use Mason’s “ Touch and Technic,” send in your 
name, also the names of any teachers you know that are 
using the system : 
Pothill, Mrs. Hope, 527 College St., Macon, Ga. 
Glover, Mrs. E. Van Hoose, 527 College 8t., Macon, Ga. 
Nelson, Lilian, Paris, Ill. 
Bevan, Mrs. Annie W., Estherville, Iowa. 
Bunting, Chas. H., St. Denis, Baltimore, Md. 
Golden, Miss Annie, 711 N. LocnstSt., Chillicothe, Mo 
Sisters of St. Joseph, St. Joseph’s Acad., St. Lonis Mo 
Stewart. Harry, Middletown, N. Y. 
Gould, Maude M., 139 Madison Ave., Flushing, N. Y. 
In accordance with our reputation as a supply-house 
for music-teachers and colleges, it is, of course, necessary 
that our literature department receive special attention. 
We have one of the finest and largest collections of 
musical literature in the country. Almost every book 
relating in any way to music will be found on our 
shelves, at as good, if not better, prices than you could 
obtain them for elsewhere. 
In addition to publishing this journal, we are the 
proprietors of one of the largest music supply-houses in 
the country. It is a positive rule with us that every 
order we receive, whether it is received at half-past five 
in the afternoon or in the first mail in the morning, re¬ 
ceives attention that day. This in itself is a great in¬ 
ducement for yon to deal with us. Our stock is one of 
the best, from the teacher’s standpoint, in the country. 
You obtain ad vantages by dealing with us that it is impos¬ 
sible to obtain elsewhere. We have made the supplying 
of the music-teacher and college trade a life study, and 
our every move is to their advantage. It is our specialty. 
Send for our complete catalogue and terms, which will 
explain our entire system. 
WKhave made arrangements with one of the largest 
manufacturers of umbrellas in Philadelphia, which is 
the center of the umbrella industry, to furnish us with 
an umbrella for premium purposes. To any one who 
will send us four subscriptions to this journal we will 
send them, postpaid, either a lady’s or gentleman’s um¬ 
brella. The cover will be of the best quality. We will 
guarantee that they will give satisfaction, or we will 
sell them to any of our patrons who desire for $2.00, 
postpaid. This is not the retail price, as we have ob¬ 
tained the very lowest trade rate, and we have no desire 
to make a profit on them, as we are not in that business. 
If you did not order in advance of publication a copy 
of the “Choral Class-book,” by Leason and McGranahan, 
we should be pleased, if you are in any way interested 
in singing schools, or chorus singing in the public schools 
or in any college or institute of any kind, to have you 
send to us for sample pages of this book. This is the 
best book published at the present time for work of this 
kind. It has selections for every purpose included in it. 
One great advantage that this book has over all others is 
that it can be purchased divided into parts, so that it is 
not necessary to buy the complete book—the primary as 
well as the more advanced. Each can be bought sepa¬ 
rately, and therefore at a much less expense. It is di¬ 
vided into three parts, retailing for 30 cents each, bound 
in flexible board. The complete book retails for 75 cents, 
bound in stiff board. A liberal discount is allowed. 
We have had a large number of patrons already send 
ns three subscriptions necessary to obtain a copy of the 
Pictorial Bible as a premium, and we have heard nothing 
but compliments. We expect no complaint from any 
one, as the Bible is everything that we claim for it in the 
advertisement. It has a fine leather binding, with linen 
BniDg, gold edges, and flexible back. The size is 81x51. 
We also give it for one subscription to The Etude, out¬ 
side of your own, at $1.50, and $1 in cash additional 
or we will sell it for $2, postpaid. We refer you for 
particulars to the advertisement. 
During the coming month we will publish a new 
premium list in the form of a very attractive little 
pamphlet. In addition to the premium list, this will 
contain a short description and sketch of The Etude • 
how and where it was founded, and many interesting 
ZZ r6Kar<\to A Weshal> * Pleased to send 
tins to any one who should desire a copy, free. The 
premiums have all been carefully gone over, and they 
will be found even more liberal than we have been 
givmg heretofore, as we appreciate very much the work 
that our subscribers do in this way. We firmly believ 
that our large subscription list—the largest of any must 
cal paper in the United States, if not in the world—has 
been made possible by the individual effort of our sub 
scribers, and we sincerely appreciate this interest and 
proof of good-will from our subscribers. 
In the course of our dealings it has been necessary, from 
the needs that we have experienced, to publish different 
catalogues. Thinking that perhaps our patrons are not 
thoroughly conversant with all of them, we will mention 
those that we have. We should be pleased to send any 
one or all of them free to any one who will send to ns. Vfe 
have a catalogue of our sheet music in three different 
ways: First,according to authors,alphabetically arranged- 
another, according to number, by which number any ol 
our compositions can be ordered at any time, and another 
with the music for different purposes,—vocal, for in¬ 
stance, or duets,—each catalogued separately. Our de¬ 
scriptive catalogue of music works contains an exten¬ 
sive explanation of each one of our numerous books 
and games. This is a very valuable catalogue. Our 
catalogue of music-rolls, binders, satchels, blackboards, 
metronomes, etc., will be found very valuable. We also 
have a catalogue devoted entirely to busts of musicians, 
including photographs. 
The December number will be unusually attractive. 
It will contain a handsome supplement worth the price 
of the journal for the year. Our endeavor has been to 
make this holiday number the finest ever issued. Those 
wishing extra copies can have them, by ordering in ad¬ 
vance, at the usual price—15 cents each. We know of 
no more acceptable Christmas present than a subscrip¬ 
tion to The Etude. To all those who will give The 
Etude as a Christmas gift we will give the holiday 
number free, beginning the subscription with January. 
The Etude is a present suitable for teacher or pupil 
alike. Any music lover will appreciate it. 
We have a large and attractive supply of Christmas 
music. Our stock is very complete. If you desire a 
Christmas solo, an anthem, or carol, send to us ; we will 
endeavor to send you what you desire. Those having 
accounts with us can have the selections sent on sale. 
Oue new issues, as they appear from press, are sent 
out monthly during the winter season to those of our 
patrons who wish them. They supply many needs and 
are welcomed by all. They are sent On Sale, and returns 
are made at end of season or June. We have a circular 
setting forth all information about our plan. Send for it. 
There has never been greater interest shown by our 
patrons in the prosperity of The Etude than this season. 
This is very gratifying. It shows that The Etude is 
valuable to all music lovers. If you have been bene¬ 
fited, it is a great kindness—almost a duty—to call your 
friends’ attention to it, and get their subscription, u 
you desire your own subscription free, send us three 
subscriptions at $1.50, and your own will be renewed for 
a year. 
If your subscription expires in December, it will save 
us much clerical labor if you will renew early in No¬ 
vember. 
The director of one of the prominent schools of 
music in New York said : “ The Bidwell Hand Exer¬ 
ciser is the most practical hand gymnasium I have ever 
seen, and any intelligent piano student can be greatly 
benefited by its use.” This is right. It is the best 
assistant to keyboard work you can get. The price 
only $2, with a discount to the profession. 
We have in the course of publication a new work by 
W. F. Gates, entitled “In Praise of Music.” This 
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is one that appeals to every music lover. It con- 
*ork four hundred quotations from the best 
a!D3 & on m0gic. The subject of these quotations covers 
^t*every phase of music. The author is especially 
al“®Sfor jnst a work of this kind, having written two 
wsful works of a similar nature. The sayings and 
'Torisms in this work are short, mostly containing one 
aP Our readers can form some idea of the nature 
““ work from the selections which we have made 
° d printed in this issue of the journal. As a Christmas 
“ t of moderate price, to a teacher or pupil, there 
Pnld be nothing better. It will be neatly bound in 
“ther and! printed on the finest paper. The work is 
essentially one for presentation. We will place this 
work on our Special Offer List for only a very short 
time For 40 cents we will send the book postpaid 
when it is published. Those having good open accounts 
with us can have the book charged, but in this case the 
postage is always charged extra. 
The work by Arthur E. Heacox, “Ear Training,” 
has met with hearty approval by those who have had 
an opportunity to examine it. The work is in line with 
modern ideas of musical education. It strikes directly 
at the musical sense. Had this work been published 
forty years ago, and used by our instructors, we would 
now stand on a higher plane, musically. It has lately 
dawned on the profession that the cultivation of the 
mechanical side of music is so much easier attained if 
the mind is properly prepared. This work appeals 
directly to the musical sense, and, by sharpening it, the 
objects to be attained by the mechanical side are per¬ 
ceived more clearly. The work is one that any teacher 
can adopt with any pupil, either vocal or instrumental. 
We know of no work that would be of greater benefit to 
the coming generations, musically, than a close study of 
the principles set forth in this work of Mr. Heacox. 
Owing to the large demand for our publications, we 
have been forced to reprint during the past month a 
great many of them, so many that we will have to men¬ 
tion them very briefly: 
“Schoolof Reed-organ Playing,” by Charles W. Lan- 
don, is an extremely popular and useful course. It con¬ 
sists of four hooks of collections of reed-organ music, 
carefully graded, retailing for $1 for each grade, a 
grade to each volume. It is sheet music, and is subject 
to our usual low discount. 
“Lessons in Musical History,” by John C. Fillmore, 
is without doubt the most popular book on musical his¬ 
tory, and isused as a text-book in all the leading schools 
and colleges throughout the country. It retails for 
$1.50, and is subject to professional discount. 
Tours’ “Instructor for the Violin” is a work of 
more than ordinary merit. It has full and comprehen¬ 
sive exercises in all the keys and scales, the different 
w*ys of bowing, etc. It is bound in flexible board ; 75 
cents retail. 
“ Rudiments of Music, ’ ’ by Cummings, is perhaps the 
tart primer of music that is published. It has, in addi¬ 
tion to the usual matter contained in primers, a number 
questions for examination. This is bound in flexible 
Wrd, and retails for 50 cents. 
“Studies in Musical Rhythm,” by Jnstis, is a most 
useful pamphlet for any one studying music. It is a 
*®rk giving special instructions in time, the exercises 
played on one key of the piano or tapped on the 
table. This retails for 50 cents. 
“Touch and Technic,” by Dr. Mason, is too well 
''Down to require special attention. We would be pleased 
*° !*nd ai'y or all of the four volumes of this on inspec- 
'un to any teacher who is not acquainted with it. 
e leading teachers of the country use this system. 
Last, but not least, we would draw yonr attention to 
Landon’s latest work, published about six months 
^""the first volume of his “Sight-reading Album, 
'^rtised on the first cover of this issue. This is a 
0st valuable collection of progressively arranged, easy 
mpositions for the piano, designed for the development 
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of rapid sight-reading and correct musical interpreta¬ 
tion. In addition to the extraordinary merit of this 
volume as a collection of pieces, it has the most valuable 
instruction on “ how to read at sight.” It is a book of 
over eighty pages, and retails for $1.00, with a liberal 
professional discount. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
The “Barcarolle Venitienne,” by Lavignac, is a 
beautiful example of a composition in this style. It 
shows well the rocking, nndulating, wave-like motion 
which is suggested by the word “ barcarolle.” It is full of 
poetry, and those who have visited in Venice, the “Queen 
of the Adriatic,” will, in playing or hearing this piece, 
see before the mental vision the Grand Canal and the 
stately buildings jnst as they appeared when seen for 
the first time. A touch of realism is lent to the piece 
by the introduction of the gondolier’s call. 
“ A Song of Spring,” by A. Henselt, is typical of that 
composer’s style. It is distinguished by a melodic char¬ 
acter which well deserves the name of “ song,” and by 
a warmth and tenderness of sentiment that makes it 
fitting to be called “a song of love.” It is most earn¬ 
estly suggested that the player keep in mind both the 
lyric and expressive qualities of the piece in rendering 
it, and make both clear and strong. It is a composition 
in the interpretation of which fancy may have rich play 
and the imagination full sweep; united with adequate 
technic equipment, the two factors will bring aliont a 
most expressive rendering. 
“Under the Lindens,” by Paul Hiller, is a grace 
ful, melodious, and brilliant dance in waltx tempo. It is 
one of those pieces that charm by their clear gaiety and 
expression of unalloyed happiness. Not difficult, it still 
gives a most pleasing effect when properly played, and 
is worthy the attention of the skilful player as well a* 
the tyro in the art of pianism. The village green, the 
country dance in the open air, are familiar scenes to the 
traveler in Germany and to the follower of art there 
being so many pictures to illustrate this pba*e of rural 
life in the “ Fatherland.” With such a picture Ik-fore 
one’s eye there should be no trouble to give the proper 
spirit to the playing of this piece. 
“ VALSE arabesque,” by Theodore Uck is .work 
by a composer of the French school, and has tbe P£U> 
arities of that class of compositions. It « 
than ^‘^j^^e^bn^ant with that piquant, 
French school of composition. The cur «g ^ 
i ^*r deserve the name ftraneaq 
the me o y , tracery and graceful lines its interweaving, delicate tracery s .. 
a ii »» Uv Paul Beaumont, has the rapio, 
The “ Tarantella, b, KM& of 
wild flow of this s y e Those who have seen the 
minor and major qua i J- Taranto, in South 
Italy, speak of its 3' e,eraent. The pre¬ 
powerful influence on ^ tap,, 
vailing characters traint and the fierce ardor stoned abandonment of all restraint 
of its rhythmic i®Pnlse' „ by j. Brouctet, is • 
THE “Reverie After ^ then.e 
piquant, captivatingC°”^‘ p«zicti effect of the 
brings up to one the ** lh,t the compo- 
violins in Delibes howeTer So doubtthis 
sitions are in any wa ^ mnsic beard at tbs ba . 
is simply a rem.n.scence ff ^ ^ hta Mom 
which still impi m ^ bourn.” 
to his home m the »To Tbee,” by Lebrun, 
We give two Elicit,of the French 
is a perfect example of the P work in .to ren- 
dJ*. 11 wiU tbe most —fnI *tDdy • 
daring and will 
» * ^ for ‘be ari>st rj* ^ ^ 
sraTs-«st-LrSE-.V-S 
t • u melody* ^ k®*' o^ftirhinfS effect Insh elooy ^ # «**rcmD* ^ 
which makes tbe • anaffWded. pure style 
on tbe human heart. 
only fitting accompaniment to Uila song “ Hchgob 
liu” is something that none of oa have ever aeen. but 
that all have imagined, some time or other, is the most 
grotesque shapes possible to the human fancy NUni 
berg has given a good musical equivalent of some such 
ideas in this little piece. It lmt a quaint, quiet humor 
that irresistibly draws and bold* the attention. 
HOME NOTES. 
Ml Fidkms ZtTTLCBA*T, of Pltteburg, vu > oucetwidul oMnpen- 
tor lor teo of the prim offered by llw Art BoelMy of that any 
recently. The Ural priae for an overture a as divided between him 
end Ad. M. Foereter. He alao won firvt prise In the ounloet lot tin 
beet pianoforte composition. 
Tun Peabody Oonaerealory of Balllmora will ptt Inutrurtiwi 
along tbe llnea of tbe Faellan fundamental training system. 
A comanvaionr of munlc baa Iwan eaiabUahad in eenerettoh 
with the Chattanooga Normal College, Obeli eeoegt. Ten a. 
Fa comic AacHtl baa begun hla new eeaaou aa organ!*! at Qsr- 
negic Hall, la PlltaUirg, with hla two hundred and twaoiy-fourth 
recital. He trill alao continue hla free 1 n*lruction 
Ml Pbiup Gogrr, of Philadelphia, author of *• Hympboui.e end 
Their Meaning,” apent tbe autnmnr abroad, making a bicycle lour of 
Europe. 
u». k. tun OMonn PgTTira formerly t well knows ooooert 
singer, baa opened a studio In Philadelphia, and will make a *|*e- 
dally of training for oratorio and ballad alngtug. 
Miaa M*»r E. Hath*'*, of Philadelphia, who rrealaed her uacly 
(raining from Mr. Maurlt* Leafaon, and later wee with Uwdtauiatky. 
In Vienna, will play an eugagnin.nl with the permanent orchestra of 
New York this eoeeon. 
Th* eboru* for the neat May KoeUvel In Om-lnenU wltl !■* nndw 
tbe dlraeUon of Mr. K. W. Glerer 
Ml Hager Scatatnlar a. of Brooklyn. N. Y , oor«f th* world'* 
greet rloJIu taarhare, ba* been engaged as lb* beed of the Hollo 
department In the Breed Street Oonaervalory of Meat., Philadelphia, 
G. R. Comb*, director. Mr. Bobradleck will Iw la Pbllad^pbl* 0**17 
Saturday. 
Ml RateB ft of Neu York «ty, he* emwplod * 
position *• organtal of the Church of th* Atoawnont. Mr. Homo 
r»tb l* for a a«$o* to «m*r. 
Mft. Cmarubi A. Fianta, of Hi. Ta«». U* ** 
study et Frankfort,Germany, with !Wlwldt,n papll of Stockhe-eu 
Ml J*«- A- Tmarr, formwly of *••"«*. «'*-». be* •eeagdad 
tbe position of director of U» pl»o» department In Ik* Ibrnaw < ** 
•ervatorjr of Mode. 
MI Brea tar Bngagt.«»g, *f »«•* b« *o»» u 
tba winter oaonon. He will spend * eonald.ral.l* portion of bi* tlaa* 
with Leacbetltaky. Ha will return beat January. 
Ml HulMWI K. Cans* ha. healed la Gal teuton. TtL. where ba 
vin teftefc durtog earning tmetm. 
u„ wnrrg t„ Winn, formerly of a Oelfoga. Ibarer Wk, 
Pa baa become a member of lb. mudeal toouHy of Molllna !««. 
mm, Holllna, VL A eery »»•'<*' pro,™- — * lh* 
fcmlty shortly after Ik* opting of lb. rebool amrem. 
linear E How, prominent In l«hlle school eauate and Joint 
editor of Ite •• Normal <uurea la Mode," died Oekober »*tk, agwl « 
Mia. A C VMT.of New York, wOl glw omMm -rlaeaff lllnre 
igepara. « —»■ H*"**•* * * * **** 
oenl society ladles la that City 
Th* Hadaon »*• l«atllul«,<1a*"»mk. * Y.. Hurrtl U *■•**. 
dim! biTfoa»"d a brochure eecml.log th. pregrn.ro gt^ ntlhc 
££!£* «■ lh* _ „„ 
M. I TB» ft D*»*. WmL G., la wading wllh gremt roc— t. M. 
wl'lng -d renrert wret. Mr. I~n ■- Uw «^n n— - 
LTwTu^harork. frotrowly «f !«-*>. «>**,. euntrlbu- 
Plano School. Chicago _ 
^ rod 1 -4 Pl- 'a. tr.i_T._d111. Breaker** rending., an dareieai r-T~" 
* Ifo^rmaorta a -”l larc> •■«»»•* of **CM-—'* ** 
booked Ibree la no .ror t,p* - 
rcltat* then threw of Dr. Haro*e« „ 
• t. ii* iiatfid «if ft ta»r»ftl.******* *• 
*k r- la New York C Hf. •» ,„| .1 home cod cteuo* 
rorrecpocdrola In th* bndlcg —«*** •w'u" 
“7” —• 1— 
remhllahod a plc*> ^ ^ "" ** 
^ Hardentwnh Me We .bo 
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jearn. About one-third of the graduating class of ’98 have returned 
to continue their studies, and the post-graduate department is larger 
than ever before. 
Mr. Franz Brli.inger, formerly of Philadelphia, has opened a 
school of music in Indianapolis, Ind. 
Mr. Mauuits Lkkfson spent the vacation season at his home in 
Amsterdam, Holland. 
Mr. Ckiarlrs Fkkdkric Staynkr, of Salt Lake City, has pub¬ 
lished a very interesting little brochure on “ The Underlying Prin¬ 
ciple of Pianoforte-touch.” 
We have received an advance program of the Anniston Musical 
Club, Anniston, Ala. The leading classical, romantic, and modern 
composers are represented on the program. 
I received the “Text book for Choral Union Classes.” 
If pnpils would patiently practice and study the exer¬ 
cises, they would sorely attain the goal at the end of the 
book. The moral and spiritual atmosphere throughout 
the book are of a very high order. J. Chaloner. 
The “Choral Class-book ” reached me to day. Iam 
delighted with it. It covers a great deal of ground, and 
the “ Vocal Department ” is just what is needed in class 
work- Mrs. E. D. Led yard. 
I am pleased with Arthur Heacox’s book on “Ear 
Training.” Such books are an invaluable aid to pro¬ 
gressive teachers in small places who are constantly in 
need of just such useful and interesting material for 
class work. Clare Fowler. 
I have examined “ Ear Training,” by A. E. ITeacox, 
and find it an excellent work. Have used it with my 
pnpils, and obtained very satisfactory results. 
Jennie E. W. Wood. 
I am greatly pleased with “ Ear Training,” by A. E. 
Heat-ox. I have long felt the need of such a coarse of 
study, and will gladly apply it. Della Clarke. 
I am delighted with the “Choral Class-book,” by 
Leason and McGrunahan. Mrs. K. H. Johnson. 
I received the work on “ Ear Training.” Every mem¬ 
ber of a church choir ought to stndy the chapters. This 
practice would be the most profitable. There is one 
good new feature in it, giving the syllable Ti to that 
important note in the minor mode. I hope this book 
will have a good sale. There is nothing like harmony 
to train the ear for correct sounds. J. Chaloner. 
I was very ranch pleased with the “Choral Class- 
book.” Myron A. Bickford. 
I have received Mr. Sefton’s “How to Teach: How 
to Study ” and am very well pleased with it. In my 
opinion, it is just what young teachers, especially, need. 
IVA McReynOLDS. 
I received “How to Teach : How to Study” by E. 
M. Sefton, and find in it many profitable hints and sugl 
gestions which area help to both teacher and pupil. Some 
of my pnpils borrowed my copy and think they were 
benefited by its perusal. j. Monroe Hobron. 
The Etude seems to be improving, if that be pos¬ 
sible, with every number. I could not be without it. 
Mrs. M. M. Glass. 
I am a subscriber to The Etude and I do not see 
how I ever tanght withont it. I think no money value 
can be placed on the contents of The Etude. 
Phoebe Ross. 
I have been a regular subscriber to The Etude since 
its first publication, sixteen years ago, and have care¬ 
fully kept every number from volume I, No. 1, to the 
present date. I note with much pride and satisfac¬ 
tion its steady growth through all these venrs. and I not 
only consider it the best publication of its kind at the 
present time, hut in inv opinion The Etude has done 
more toward elevating the standard of music in America 
than has any other one influence. P. C. Tucker. 
I am much pleased with the “Sight Reading Album,” 
and think it will be especially valuable if used according 
to the suggestions by Mr. London. 
Lila K. Kaufman. 
The “Sight Reading Album,” I hope, is the first of a 
number of books graded like the course of studies we are 
using at present. Mbs. Nellie Wing. 
“ First Dance hnm ” was dnly received, and I am 
much pleased with the same ; it is just the thing to in¬ 
terest the little one9 I hope to be able to order more 
copies of it later on. Sister DoMATUA 
the ETUDE 
I am convinced that the “Sight Reading Album ” is 
tile best collection of easy music in print. The selec¬ 
tions it contains will aid the pupil in forming a correct 
taste in music. Year publications are just what you 
represent them to lie; there is no risk in subscribing in 
advance. Bertha Leedy. 
We received the “ First Dance Album,” and think it 
is very good for first- and second-grade pieces. 
Sisters of Mercy. 
We are only too pleased to recommend your works, 
especially the “Dance Album,” and the “ Third-and 
Fourth-grade Pieces,” which are all a teacher can wish, 
and fill a long-felt want in these grades. 
Sisters of St. Benedict. 
The package of “ on sale ” music has been received, 
and I find the selections satisfactory in every way. The 
“Graded Exercises ” is just what I wanted, and think 
I will be able to use the entire collection. The vocal and 
piano pieces are also satisfactory. 
Miss E. A. Tackabeby. 
I am very much pleased with the “Duet Hour,” 
which I find fills a long-felt need in sight duet reading 
for beginners. Josephine M. Abbott. 
No better collection of four-hand pieces has ever before 
been published than the “Duet Hour.” The composi¬ 
tions contained in this work are all of a good standard 
and of a moderate degree of difficulty. Every one is 
melodious and very thoughtfully arranged. Some of our 
best teachers recognize the value of duet-playing with 
their pupils, and devote to this branch five or ten min¬ 
utes of each lesson. C. F. Mutteb. 
Thank you for sending on examination S. B. Mathews’ 
excellent book, ‘1 The Masters and Their Music. ” Once 
examined, it readily obtains a niche in the library of 
every earnest music student. It is replete with best 
suggestions and most helpful instruction. 
N. Harmonic. 
The copy of “ Masters and Their Music ” is received. 
Careful reading shows it to be a very valnable book for 
the student in music. It must necessarily aid in the 
development of the literary side of the musical student, 
and aid him to acquire quickly an appreciation of the 
typical works of the masters that otherwise would come 
only as the result of long study and investigation. 
A. A. Taylor. 
I am more than pleased with “Standard English 
Songs.” Nettie S. Foster. 
The “Clarke’s Harmony” came to hand some time 
since,and I have been prevented from writing to yon an 
expression of my appreciation of the work. Those of 
us who are engaged in the teachingof harmony certainly 
owe Dr. Clarke a debt of gratitude for the concise clear¬ 
ness of his work, which he himself calls “a simple 
practical method.” The definitions are especially laconic 
and comprehensive. Great credit is also due to the pub¬ 
lisher for securing this work and giving to the public a 
volume of almost perfect workmanship. 
Lula D. Hay. 
Thank you very much for the courtesy you have 
shown me. I will take a great pleasure in always buy- 
ing from you and recommending yon. 
Miss M. L. Thornton. 
I have been highly pleased with your house in every 
respect, and will continue my patronage during the 
coming year. Alberta Burress. 
The music was satisfactory, and for yonr promptness 
and care in filling my order accept mv thanks. 
Miss Nellie Morris. 
I received the piano duets and mv pupil was so 
pleased with the selection that she couid not make up 
hermind to retain just one piece, as was her intention 
keeping all bnt one. Miss Julia A. von Butcher 
I have disposed of all my “on sale” music 
wish to state that I was very much pleased with the 
collection yon sent me. E. Pearl Van Voorhis 
I am much pleased with Landon’s “ Foundation M* 
tenals,” and shall find it useful in teaching. The veu 
“a ,h“ 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for onuses 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of th’ 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
T>OBERTGOLDBECK, PIANIST, COMPOSER A\D 
Xt- Teacher, invites correspondence concerning lessons 
Also write for particulars of new “ Dictionary ofllusic>>' 
CMcago6Ili Fme ArtS Building> 203 Michigan Avenue, 
W^r^rA SECOND-HAND YIRGhTcU- 
_!7. V'I“K’ ‘-1 octaves compass, in good condition 
Write, stating price, time used, etc. G.,care The Etude! 
WANTED—VIRGIL PRACTICE CLAVIER; 
must be in good condition and cheap. Address' 
Benjamin Isaac, 327 Fifth Street, Louisville, Ky. ’ 





1708 Chestnut St.,. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Any of the following sent post¬ 
paid on receipt of marked price. 
Complete catalogues sent free 
on application. To responsible teachers we will send on 
examination any of our publications at special prices. 
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of the country. 
2530. Vannah, Kate. When ’tis Summer 
in the Heart. Song for Medium 
Voice. Grade III. 30 
Suitable for concert or recital purpose as well as 
teaching. A good song in the modern style, melodious; 
and an interesting but not difficult accompaniment. 
2531. Engelmann, H. Op. 327. “Rough 
Riders” Military March. Grade 
III  40 
A bright, vigorous march, full of dash and go. It 
is unusually brilliant and effective while easy of exe¬ 
cution. 
2541. Heins, Carl. Op. 141. Erika (Idyl 
for Piano). Grade III. 38 
A good representative of salon music, interesting 
both from a rhythmic and nielodit standpoint. 
Considerable work in staccato chords is the most 
prominent technical feature. It is both pleasing and 
useful. 
2542. Heins, Carl. Op. 139. March of the 
Imps (G-nomenmarsch). Grade III, 50 
This is one of those pieces known as “character 
sketches,” and represents a march of the merry under¬ 
ground imps or gnomes. The melody is catching and 
the rhythmic swing superb. It is a splendid march, 
bright and vigorous. Contains some easy octave work. 
2543. Heins, Carl. Op. 140. On the 
Heath (Auf der Haide). Idyl. 
Grade II  
This is a fascinating melody, full of sentiment and 
rich color, such as the heath shows under the setting 




2544. Germer, Heinrich. Op. 37. 20 
Pianoforte Studies for the Use of 
Beginners. Grade II. 
These are the most modern studies that can be had, 
containing newest and most advanced ideas in founda¬ 
tion work, the greatest variety in material, all kinds 
of technic being used; and yet, with scarcely any 
exception, even in the purely’mechanical studies, all 
are melodious and interesting. It is the book for every 
progressive teacher who appreciates the importance 
of thorough foundation work. 
2555. Grieg, E. Op. 28, No. 3. Dance 
Caprice. Grade IV. 
Thoroughly characteristic of the N o rw eg i a n com- 
, ana very poser, d fascinating in the odd little rhythmic 
and harmonic surprises that meet the player. It t 
one of Grieg’s best short pieces. 
2556. Scholtz, H. Album Leaf. Grade IV, 
A melodious little piece in which the leading them® 
appears again and again in different ways, thus adding 
to die artistic interest. A most excellent number lor 
recitals. 
2558. Eyer, Prank L. Op. 18. Valse Ca- ^ 
price. Grade III. 
Somewhat Chopinesque in style, but not an imita¬ 
tion. The two leading themes are well contrast™ 
and interesting. Fine legato work and a good I’**’ 
sage for the left hand .Just the thing for preparation 
for recitals, since it is capable of brilliant rendering- 
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